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The Clonezone stores are a fixture in the British gay scene.

Mark Lawrence talks about the history of the brand, the

trends that are currently dominating the market, and strate-

gies for long-term success in the brick and mortar trade.

Page 000

Page 000

When Drop of Sweden's H2O Vibe was first presented at 

eroFame 2013, it was met with great interest. Now, the unique 

vibrator finally hits the market. In our interview, creator Robert

Karlsson explains how his invention is different.

Kleido is one of the biggest home party organisers in Spain. In this

interview, CEO Rubén Anguera grants us a look behind the scenes,

explaining why this business model is particularly successful in times

of crisis and why picking the right products is so important.

Page 42

Page 154

No issue of EAN would complete without the “Monthly Mayhem“.

This being the final issue of 2014, we have even gone one big-

ger: In this special “Yearly Mayhem“, we present a collection of

the best answers and statements from the past year

Page 68
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C O N T E N T

Tuoko Laaksonen, better known as Tom of Finland,

is one of the most ground-breaking artists of the

gay art scene. Rebecca Weinberg of XR Brands

tells us about their new line inspired by his work.

Which have been the best products of the year? Which trends

will produce the big top-sellers next year? Alex and Suze, the

creative heads behind SexToysBuzz.com look back at the pro-

ducts and events of 2014 and take a look into the crystal ball.
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Los Angeles, USA - California Exotic Novelt ies introduces new

addi t ions  to  the award-winn ing Scandal  Col lect ion -  in

plenty of t ime for the inevitable Fi f ty Shades Phenomenon

and Valent ine’s Day. With the movie’s release scheduled for

Valent ine’s Day weekend, the latest f rom Scandal are must-

haves for store displays and promotions.

California Exotic Novelties
gets more Scandalous

Susan Colvin, President and CEO

of California Exotic Novelties,

says, “Our mission is to make sure

retailers have everything they need

to be prepared for what we all pre-

dict to be resurgence in the Fifty

Shades Phenomenon. With the mo-

vie and Valentine’s Day happening

on the same weekend, we antici-

pate a blockbuster sales event! The

new items from Scandal are avai-

lable now so you can get your or-

ders in early and have plenty of

time to plan your store promotions.”

The new Scandal products include

the Love Sling, Corset with

Cuffs, Open Mouth Gag with

Clamps,Bondage Bar, Corset

Cuffs and the Bar Gag. Retail stores

can create

their own red

room of

pleasure dis-

play to high-

light these

master fu l ly

packaged

items. The

art tells a

story when merchandised on a wall

together, giving the consumer ideas

about how they could live out their

own master and slave fantasies.

Lupe Martinez, Senior Account

 Manager for California Exotic

 Novelties, says, “I have a lot of mer-

chandising experience, and I can

tell you that Scandal is one of the

easiest and most impactful collecti-

ons to set on a wall. Once you’ve

grabbed your customer’s attention

with your eye-catching Scandal dis-

play, the stunning products sell

themselves. This is truly a must-have

for stores, online retailers, party

planners—for everyone!”

Beautiful brocade fabric, corset-in-

spired designs, and plushy interiors

make Scandal perfect for beginners

or experts. Vegan-friendly and du-

rable, the products are made with

today’s savvy consumer in mind.

They boast many outstanding fea-

tures that make the line truly unique.

For example, the Scandal Corset

with Cuffs includes a bra extender

to add extra inches. The Open

mouth gag includes an optional

rubber ring in addition to

the nickel-free

iron ring.

New additions to award-winning collection available 

N E W S

letter
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It's that time of year again when
we are presented with count-

less end of year reviews in
 dailies, magazines, TV shows,
etc. You could call it a tradi-
tion. Maybe it's also the result
of hibernating creativity so

editors sighs in relief “Thank
God it's the end of the year

again“. Of course, EAN also has to
honour this tradition, but we'll try to
stay away from generalisations as
every producer, distributor, and
wholesaler has their own opinion,
and we'll leave it to our readers to
pass judgement on 2014. A fact
everybody will probably agree on
is that the market benefits from an
increasing social acceptance of
erotic products, and that the indus-
try is becoming more and more
professional. Many European coun-
tries seem to have left the after-
pains of the economic crisis be-
hind, but alas, there are still many
dark clouds to be faced. 2014 will
definitely go down in history as a
year of crises – Ukraine, Syria, Iraq,
Gaza ... the world is in disarray, it
seems, and the possibility of a new
Cold War is creeping across Europe
like an icy wind – though, fortuna-
tely it has not turned into a storm
yet. But there is always hope, and
who knows, maybe the powers that
be can use the tranquillity and har-
mony of the holiday season to turn
over a new leaf next year. On be-
half of Mediatainment Publishing
Verlags GmbH, we want to wish all
our readers a merry Christmas, a
happy New Year, the best of health
and lots of successful business in
2015! Also, we want to express our
heartfelt gratitude for all the trust
that has been placed in our trade
magazine EAN and for the loyalty
of our readers. And of course, we
also want to thank our advertising
clients and supporters, without
whom EAN would not be what it is
today: Europe's first choice for the
erotic trade!

That's it for this year! 
Randolph Heil & Matthias Poehl 

Dear Ladies 
and Gentlemen
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Our company is closed from 22nd December 2014 to 05th January 2015

Happy holidays and all the best for the next year 
to our clients and readers!
We say thank you for your loyalty, support, and your trust 
in this partnership.

Sincerely, your MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING team
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St Albans, England - As Net1on1 Wholesale shi f t  their  buying strategy to accommodate

new product ranges expanding their  offer ings, the relat ionship between the UK dist r ibutor

and the US manufacturer is  now stronger than ever.  The choice to work this way was imple-

mented earl ier this year and works three-fold as Tony Gonzalez, Managing Director explains,

“Before now, were were gauging the success of a product or brand by taking on a  cross-

section of i tems f rom across var ious ranges.

Net1on1 Wholesale X-tend 
their relationship with Pipedream

We realised that while this me-

thod was more cost-secure, we

were not able to fully judge how col-

lections were performing. Since

adopting the new buying strategy,

we have seen an increase in de-

mand from our customers to cross-

buy entire ranges, with bricks and

mortar stores benefiting the most

from improved visual merchandising

opportunities, and the real appeal of

customers fulfilling entire orders in one

place, rather than contending with

different suppliers.” 

The change in tack has seen

Net1on1 take on a whole host of new

Pipedream collections this year, as

well as strengthening collaboration

marketing initiatives, going the extra

mile to ensure that the brand pene-

trates the UK market successfully. The

newest addition to Net1on1 Whole-

sale is the Pipedream Fantasy X-ten-

sions range, which boasts a 40+

piece collection of sleeves going

beyond the traditional extension to

include enhancers of every kind. Fea-

turing girth gainers, cock cages, hol-

low strap-ons, and more, with a va-

riety of materials (TPR, silicone, Fanta

Flesh) and features (ball straps, anal

plugs, clit stimulators) to choose from.

Head Buyer Danielle Warn has been

keen to expand the Pipedream offe-

rings at Net1on1, saying,  “Pipedream

is one of our most popular brands

here at Net1on1 for a few reasons;

product quality, price point, extensive

range offerings, and marketing sup-

port to name but a few, which not

only benefits our company but more

importantly, our customers. This year,

we have been working closely with

Pipedream to make sure that we

carry the widest and most current se-

lection of ranges and SKUs to suit all

facets of our customer base, with the

newest addition being the Fantasy X-

tenstions collection. Judging on sales

data for other products within a similar

category, we are confident that this

new range will fly off our shelves,

especially with Christmas just around

the corner!”

Now available at Net1on1 Wholesale: Pipedreams Fantasy X-tensions range

N E W S
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Tantus introduces the Warm Up  
Sparks, USA –  As winter arrives, Tantus

rolls out its next beginner toy: The

Warm Up.Small but mighty, this versatile

unisex toy offers tons of pleasure pos-

sibilities. The Warm Up is great as a star-

ter dildo, plug, or pegging toy, perfect

for warming up. The tear-

drop base allows for stability

and directionality for either

solo play or in a harness. "Winter time

is a great time to cozy up in bed with

someone you lust after and maybe

explore in ways you haven’t before."

said Metis Black, President of Tantus.

"The Warm Up is perfect for using be-

fore bigger toys (or body parts)

as well." The Tantus Warm up is

1" (25 mm) in diameter and

with 4.5" (115 mm) of insertable

length. It features a tapered, easy to

insert head, a thin smooth shaft, and

a teardrop base that allows you to

know which way is up - even under

the covers. The Warm Up is the perfect

place to begin with anal exploration.

Small, unassuming and yet designed

to hit all the sweet spots.

The Warm Up is currently available for

order in Silver, Black, and Midnight Purple
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Almere, The Netherlands - This fall Scala Playhouse has started an

exclusive collaboration with  Jimmyjane! The design-centered brand

Jimmyjane has chosen wholesaler Scala Playhouse to be their Official

and Exclusive Distributor for Europe. From now on, Scala Playhouse

will ship Jimmyjane’s  products to all interested parties in Europe.

Jimmyjane exclusively at Scala Playhouse

Jimmyjane is the design-centered brand that  believes

life is better with a sexy twist. Their products are designed

to provide pleasure, strengthen  connections and create

provocative possibilities. And now they have chosen Scala

Playhouse, the biggest erotic distributer in Europe, as their

Official and  Exclusive Distributor for Europe. Jimmyjane’s

products can be seen exclusively in Scala Playhouse’s

 showroom in Almere, the Netherlands. From Scala

 Playhouse’s warehouse, also located in Almere, the

 wholesaler will distribute the  Jimmyjane products. This will

provide time and cost saving advantages for their

 customers, compared to importing from the  United States.

Berry Koldewijn, Managing Director at Scala Playhouse, is

thrilled to be the Official and  Exclusive Distributor for Europe

for Jimmyjane. Berry Koldewijn: “We are proud to be

 representing such a beautiful and quality brand.” 

Scala will ship Jimmyjane’s products

N E W S
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Wasserbill ig, Luxembourg - The Women's  Health

Concern Symposium was held in London on

November 7, with pjur as one of the exhibitors.

Numerous doctors from England made sure to

attend the impor tant event, which focused on

various aspects of women’s health – before,

during, and after menopause.

Women’s Health 
Concern Symposium in London

pjur exhibits at England’s most important menopause conference

N E W S
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The pjur med products, with their natural and na-

ture-identical ingredients, were greeted with wide-

spread interest at the event: “The professional audi-

ence was excited about our lubricants. Over half of

the physicians in attendance wanted to receive sam-

ples and brochures for their patients,” explains Katrin

Kühnrich, Senior Coordinator in the pjur Sexual Health Care

& Wellbeing Division. She attended the conference together

with Maggie Walsh, pjur Sexual Healthcare & Wellbeing

 Division Consultant. Walsh has been working in the medical

field for over 35 years, most recently as an expert on breast

care and treatment of cancer patients, so she contributed

valuable experience to the discussions. The silicone-based

pjur med Premium Glide generated particular enthusiasm

as the  special product to help with vaginal dryness. “It was

a  successful appearance for pjur across the board at the

 Women’s Health Concern Symposium, and we look forward

to continuing our excellent working relationships with doctors,

experts, and patients in England,” Kühnrich says.

Wimborne, England - ABS is excited to welcome Jade

Devenish to its sales team. Jade's confidence and

enthusiasm make her the perfect candidate to take on the

task of Sales Executive at ABS Holdings. She'll be helping the

team by supporting their exis-

ting adult customer base as

well as growing and expan-

ding it in line with the compa-

ny's vision. Jade's personality

and experience will benefit

the customers, as she'll be

providing excellent customer

service across the board.

ABS Holdings welcomes
Jade Devenish

Maggie Walsh, pjur Sexual Healthcare &

Wellbeing Division Consultant

New at ABS:

Jade Devenish 
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Almere, The Netherlands - This fall, the Dutch

two Michelin star restaurant ‘De Kromme Water-

gang’ organized the event ‘MENsDAY’. A day cen-

tered on the better things in life, for men. While

the visitors enjoyed a whole day of spectacular

activities, the real treat happened during dinner. 

KissMe and Besired at
exclusive ‘MENsDAY’

‘De Kromme Watergang’ served a delicious five course

dinner, but Beate Uhse offered two additional sexy

courses. In between courses, two beautiful models paraded

around the room with lingerie from K!ssMe and Besired.

The men were impressed by the quality of the undergar-

ments, and thought it was all beautiful. Next to the lingerie,

Beate Uhse also presented TOYJOY’s ‘Fantastic Purple Sex

Toy Kit’. The Sex Toy Kit that has everything in it for a naughty

night with your partner. While the models were only suppo-

sed to walk in between two dinner courses, the reactions

were so positive that they agreed to present even more.

The K!ssMe label carries a cheeky

waitress dress, and dressed in this, the

models helped to serve out the des-

serts. With plenty of applause, the lin-

gerie brands K!ssMe and Besired

were the most photographed subject

of the day.

Wadgassen, Germany - The brand Malesation from

S&T Rubber presents two new penis-sleeves. They are

called „Malesation Bristly Sleeve“ and „Malesation Nubby

Sleeve“. Both sleeves can create additional stimulation

thanks to their nubby surface. Their

 innovative and ergonomic design ma-

kes them stand out from the crowd.

They are hygienic, blister-free, odorless,

durable, phthalat-free, made from soft

TPR, anti-allergic and easy to clean.

Successful presentation 

New Malesation sleeves

Both new sleeves can create additional

stimulation thanks to their nubby surface
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Beneden-Leeuwen,  The Nether lands -  W i th great  pr ide and gratefu l  to a l l  c l ients  and

 suppliers, Shots Media can announce that the company has scored its best monthly turnover

s ince i ts  star t .  The month of October has shown a 191% growth compared to last year!

Oscar Hei jnen, owner of Shots Media, has a s imple explanation for these encouraging

 f igures. Fi rst  of al l  there is  of course the r ise in sales of the new releases.

Shots Media - Best monthly 
turnover since its start

Then there are the new worldwide

distribution deals that have re-

cently been signed. Also the intro-

duction of new third-party brands (for

instance Tenga) has contributed to

the figures. The unbridled energy of

the account managers visiting the

customers with an ever-expanding

catalogue of sublime products is also

an important factor in this success

story. With a great team spirit bet-

ween experienced and young and

upcoming staff members in all divi-

sions of the company, an excellent

bsais has been founded. Also the

ever-improving website, recognised

as one of the better ones in the in-

dustry, needs a mention.

And last, but by no means least, the

improved logistics and expansion of

the warehouse staff have made this

explosive growth possible. 

There are high expecatations for the

end of 2014 since record breaking

pre-orders have been received for

the five new brands that were intro-

duced at the eroFame: RealRock,

Boom, Loveline, Bad Romance and

Shots Liquids. With 2015 just around

the corner there is an expectancy to

expand the market share even furt-

her with the introduction of these five

new brands and with another four

new ones to be introduced soon. The

expansion of the company will be

supported by the construction of a

new building next year and the intro-

duction of the new in-store marketing

plans should be the icing on the

cake. More and more renowned

brands are turning to Shots Media for

their distribution and they are welco-

med with open arms. In these times

of 'doom and gloom' Shots Media

would like to bring some positive

news to the world, be very proud and

count their blessings. For all of this

Oscar Heijnen and his team would

like to thank the clients and suppliers

from the bottom of their hearts and

they hope to continue the relations-

hips that have been built up and for

the trust that people have shown in

Shots Media over the years.

Fantastic results in October 

N E W S
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The 2nd Volume of 
Erotic Moments has arrived!

for a sensual Xmas time. On the back

cover, there is space for your com-

pany logo – so, each trader can hand

out his „own“ marketing product to the

customers. Catalogue Erotic Moments,

Vol. 2 / 2014, German, 48 pages, A5,

with recom. Salesprices, Art. No.

0904724 0000 (50pcs. bunch)

Catalogue Erotic Moments, Vol. 2 /

2014, English, 48 pages, A5, without

recom. Salesprices, Art. No. 0904732

0000 (50pcs. Bunch). All versions are

available for download for wholesale

customers at 

www.orion-grosshandel.com. For

 orders and further informations, please

contact Mr Hauke Christiansen at

ORION Wholesale, phone 0049-461-

5040 210, fax 0049-461-5040 244, 

E-Mail: hchristiansen@orion.de. 

Flensburg, Germany -

From now on,

ORION Wholesale holds

the second volume of

„Erotic Moments“ in

store. The Xmas Edition

covers 48 pages in size A5, showing

novelties as well as selected pages

from the main catalogue. „Erotic Mo-

ments“ gives you lots of tips and ideas
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Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream’s collection of high-end massagers continued to WOW crowds when

introducing their first-ever affordable luxury vibrators featuring USB rechargeable technology. Made

with body-safe, phthalate-free materials and powered by whisper-quiet Japanese motors, the WOW!

Pipedream’s luxury rechargeable 
vibes are ready to WOW!

Power Wand and Wonder Wabbit will change your per-

ception of pleasure. Compatible with any USB port,

each vibe will maintain over two hours of battery life. These

waterproof wonders will turn bath time into playtime, and

are easily cleaned using toy cleaner and warm water."Ne-

ver worry about batteries again - your vibe will never fizzle

out during play now that you can charge it in any USB port

around the world," explains Brand Ambassador Cheryl Flan-

gel. "These rechargeables are simply the ultimate afford-

able alternative for the luxury wall of any retail environment."

Instead of a single point of vibration like most clitoral

 massagers, the Wonder Wabbit features two separate

 stimulators that fit snug around the clit, completely surroun-

ding this incredibly sensitive spot with 7 powerful pulsation

patterns. With a super-strong bullet located in the tapered

tip, the Power Wand offers precise G-spot stimulation with

10 unique functions of orgasmic vibration. The ergonomic

base fits comfortably in the hand for easy maneuvering to

hit all the right spots. Made with medical-grade Elite Silicone,

it’s built to last a lifetime with pristine cleaning and care.

Power Wand and Wonder Wabbit now in stock and shipping

N E W S
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Europe’s most important

trade fair for the erotic in-

dustry 

• Only for trade members 

• Free admittance for 

  registered trade 

  members 

• In-depth conversations in 

a relaxed atmosphere 

•  International and market-

  relevant exhibitors

• Bus shuttle to the 

partner hotels 

• Catering service for 

  your customers included 

• Unique exhibition area at 

  the EXPO City Hanover 

• Oktoberfest for all 

  exhibitors and visitors

Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
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D 31319 Sehnde
Germany
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Los Angeles, USA - Cali fornia Exotic Novelt ies unleashes Power Play, a brand new collection.

From the dual s imulators to the bul lets,  this s i l icone l ine moves with the user and intensely

adds power whi le you play. Susan Colvin, President and CEO of Cal i fornia Exot ic Novelt ies,

says, “Power Play is  special because i t  combines al l  the high-end features and benefi ts

that consumers appreciate, whi le also remaining pleasantly affordable. 

California Exotic Novelties 
puts new Power in Play

Power Play Dual Stimulators, Kegel Exciter, and Bullets, now available

N E W S
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Features like flexible silicone and independent speeds

are just some of the highlights of this amazing col-

lection.” There are now nine exciting new Power Play

items in a range of stellar colors varying from pink to pur-

ple to teal. The new line offers three types of dual plea-

sers, a triple teaser, a Kegel exciter with 10 vibration set-

tings, and four exciting bullets that are sure to

delight. The Dual Bliss and the Dual Kiss are high-powered

Silicone massagers with synchronized dual motors that move

with the user as they choose from three intense speed va-

riations. The Dual and Triple Teasers have an ergonomically

curved controller with an easy push-button so the user can

choose from three speeds while the silky soft flexible Silicone

stimulates. The Kegel Exciter is self-contained with an easy

push button control for its ten functions of intense vibration,

pulsation and escalation. There is an auto on/off button with

an easy retrieval cord for when the user is done with this

smooth satin finished toy. Power Play also is introducing four

diverse and ever-pleasing bullets, which come shaped as

a Bounding Bunny, Flickering Tongue, Teasing Tickler, and Play-

ful Bullet.  The Power Play by California Exotic Novelties is a

fantastic Silicone line built with a standard of quality. Through

reliable, powerful motors, that are compliant with European

Union RoHS and WEEE standards, they will be a staple for

many retailers.

Wadgassen, Germany - S&Ts brand MALESATION has

released a new butt plug. The „Black Thumb“ has a

length of 10cm and is made of 100% soft silicone. It differs

from other plugs through its innovative and ergonomic de-

sign, is blister-free, odorless, durable, antiallergic and easy

to clean. More Information

about S&T Rubber and its

products are available at

www.strubbi.com and by

phone +49 (0)6834 – 4006

– 0. The homepage of

 MALESATION can be found

at www.malesation.de.

MALESATION gives thumbs up

The Power Play s is a fantastic Silicone

line built with a standard of quality
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Almere, The Netherlands - Beate Uhse Licensing

is  busy prepar ing for  2015.  In  the New Year

they wi l l  br ing something new to the table with

their f i lm brands Daring! and Daring!Pure. They

have s tar ted f i lming new product ions in the

United Kingdom that are elevated by a better

look and feel,  great locations and more.

More Daring! Pure
productions in 2015

Overall the high-end productions from Daring! And

Daring!Pure will be a bit more daring in 2015, with new

releases every month. These new productions have a qualitative

look and feel, are shot on great locations and will feature old

and new cast that will depict authentic sex scenes. The pro-

ductions will be theme based, with a storyline and it will be fea-

ture films instead of single sex scenes. ‘A country retreat’ directed

by Anjali Kara will be the first production released by Daring! on

January 2015. Daring! will keep releasing productions, that are

glamorous and that have couples as a target audience. There

will be a familiar cast with faces from previous productions, but

also fresh new faces like Ava Dalush and James Lee. 

Chatsworth, USA – Leading adult novelty manufacturer

Topco Sales announces that adult superstar Michael

Lucas’ Wildfire Lucas Entertainment After Hours line of gay

male toys and accessories is now in stock and ready to ship.

Topco’s intimately-molded line of real-feel dildos and mastur-

bators - which come in an eye-popping array of meaty sizes,

shapes and colors, thanks to Lucas and his fellow performers

Arpad Miklos, Avi Dar, Ben Andrews, Junior Stellano, Spencer

Reed, Valentin Petrov, Vito Gallo and Wilfried Knight – are

nicely compatible with Lucas’ Silky Sensations lubricant. Lucas,

an accomplished performer, director, writer, and entrepreneur,

is such a popular figure in the all-male erotica industry that it’s

no surprised his specialty branded custom-

made toys would be produced by the tech-

forward folks at Topco Sales! 

New releases every month 

Topco Sales announces
availability of Michael Lucas 
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St Albans, England - Net1on1 Wholesale’s own-brand and core range, Loving Joy has gone

through a gradual shift of modernising and re-branding over the past few years, with the

consumables now also following suit. From its conception in 2009, the Loving Joy brand

launched with only 15 SKUs and has since blossomed to 94 products in the current range.

This shows the true staying power of the brand, a success owed in part to making sure that

the packaging and products remain current and relevant to the market.

her, “I’ve seen Loving Joy come a

long way over the years and I’m

happy to say that I love where it’s at

right now. Customer feedback has

played a large part in the way that

we’ve shaped the rebranding and

change in direction of Loving Joy,

and seeing the range on display at

the various trade shows we’ve been

to makes me feel proud, it’s been a

joint effort to get this far, but it really

looks great now! For a long while we

were focusing on making sure that

the best sellers were all treated to

new packaging, then filtering down

to the other items. Now we’ve even

changed the packaging and name

of two of our most popular consum-

ables, ‘Slide’ waterbased lubricant

and ‘Loving Joy Toy Cleaner’ (for-

merly ‘Sparkle’). This is really the

cherry on the cake with making the

branding consistent and now our

customers can confidently display

the Loving Joy range in their stores,

as there is a cross-range visual con-

sistency there now, that wasn’t really

there before.” With the adult toy

market fast merging with main-

stream consumer markets, many

manufacturers are paying closer at-

tention to the presentation of items,

as the onus is now more on selling

‘brands’ rather than just products.

Wasserbillig, Luxemburg - At

Juliet’s Closet, the consu-

mer’s trade fair for women in Chile,

pjur’s booth was one of the high-

lights of the show: “We passed out tons

of samples and pamphlets. The visitors

took them happily and were very inte-

rested in the products. Even a number

of other vendors stopped at our booth

and came again, with friends or

 colleagues in tow”, stated Lisa McLean

from Importadora Integral, exclusive

partner from pjur. The show took place

in Conception, a town with more than

200.000 inhabitants in the middle west

of Chile. The fair was open to the ge-

neral public and targeted women with

clothes, jewelry, handbags, decorative

items, and products from the beauty

and wellbeing segment. Apart from

private consumers, mid-wives were

 interested in the pjur products, too. They

mentioned that pjur med Premium

Glide especially would be a great pro-

duct for their clients. Different media

came to the booth as well and Lisa

gave a television interview, introducing

the products and put some lubricant

on the interviewer’s hand to show 

its effectiveness.

To meet the demands of the modern-day consumer
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Women’s trade fair in 
Chile huge success for pjur

Loving Joy Consumables get a facelift

The main body of the Loving Joy

collection has now been up-

dated to meet the demands of the

modern-day consumer, with clams-

hell packaging being switched out

for classy, sleek boxes and even the

products themselves being upgra-

ded. Wanting to make sure that the

branding is cohesive across all the

products in the range is important

on many levels, with in-store mer-

chandising being one of them. Tony

Gonzalez, Managing Director has

been overseeing the rebranding ini-

tiative for the range at Net1on1 and

is pleased with how the overall look

of the collection has come toget-

Net1on1 Wholesale have changed the packaging and

name of two of their most popular consumables
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Los Angeles, USA – California Exotic Novelties joined

forces with Vivid, the adult entertainment leader,

to create Vivid Raw. The highly-anticipated

 products are ready to roll.

Vivid Raw 
Collection unleashed

Seen for the first time at the ANME Show in July, the Vivid

Raw Collection grabbed everyone’s attention with its stun-

ning, lifelike Pure Skin Material, unprecedented one-year war-

ranty, consumer-focused features, and the gorgeous Super

Model doll. Susan Colvin, President and CEO of California

Exotic Novelties, says, “We teamed up with Vivid to create this

incredible array of products for men. The Super Model is gor-

geous with long blond hair and legs that go all the way down

to there. She’s beautiful! All the products are to die-for. Vivid

Raw is getting rave reviews and we know it’s going to be a

huge hit for retailers.” To promote Vivid Raw, especially the

highly-popular Super Model doll, California Exotic Novelties

and Vivid teamed up to produce The Super Model Date Video.

It’s a fun look at what a date with the doll would be like. Austin

Ferdinand, Executive Account Manager for California Exotic

Novelties, came up with the concept. The creative minds at

both companies collaborated with Hank Hoffman, who di-

rected the viral video. Ferdinand says, “The video is a hilarious

look at a guy on a date with the doll. It really makes the fantasy

come to life and it’s done in a tongue-in-cheek style. People

love watching it because it’s laugh-out-loud funny! It’s great to

use as a promotional tool on the internet, play on store moni-

tors, and to share with friends on social media.” In addition to

the Super Model doll, the Vivid Raw Collection consists of Love

Dolls, Party Dolls, Lifelike Pieces and Handheld Strokers.

There are 24 items in all, and they come in a range of

price points to offer something for everyone. The Vivid

Raw Collection uses Pure Skin material. Consumers

are invited to feel the difference this lifelike, and in-

credibly durable, material makes. It is so durable in

fact, that California Exotic Novelties offers a one

year warranty on all Vivid Raw products. This gua-

rantee shows how strongly the company stands

 behind the quality of the Vivid Raw Collection.

The collection for men is ready to roll
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St Albans, England - Expanding their  ever-growing product range, Net1on1 Wholesale are

welcoming the Electrast im Si l icone Noir  range to their  offer ings, including a world f i rs t  in

the the realm of electro-conductive pleasure!

Net 1on1 stock World 
First in Electrostimulation 

Among the newly added Silicone

Noir range by ElectraStim, which

includes, the Sirius (prostate massa-

ger), Ovid (G-spot dildo), Nona (G-

spot probe), and Aura (multiprobe), is

the Lula, a set of Ben-Wa (or Kegel)

balls which can be used for both

pleasure and sexual wellbeing. Fea-

turing both a free-roaming weight in

the top ball (also known as a jiggle

ball) and bi-polar electro-conductive

contacts in the bottom ball, the Lula

can be connected to a ElectraStim

stimulator enabling the wearer to en-

joy a hands-free, electro-massage

or full Kegel workout! The entire range

is crafted from 100% platinum cured,

medical-grade silicone and are

compatible with the full catalogue

of ElectraStim stimulators. Danielle

Warn, Head Buyer says of the new

additions, “We’re really pleased to

take on not only an amazing, all-new

ElectraStim collection but also to sup-

ply a truly stand-out product. Distri-

buting a unique item such as the

Lula is exciting for both us and our

customers as it opens up great 

marketing opportunities, expands the

niche electrostimulation category

further and keeps stock inventories

current. We’re always on the look out

for products which are completely

new to the market and the Lula is

definitely one we had to have!” The

full range of ElectraStim Silicone Noir

products is in stock and available to

order immediately from Net 1on1

Wholesale. Contact the sales depart-

ment via enquiries@1on1whole-

sale.co.uk or on +44 (0)1727 744

369 to place an order today.

Lula
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fetish and BDSM community. And of

course, there are also plenty of sug-

gestions for the upcoming holiday

season so lovers can do more than

just kiss under the mistletoe. And you

can have “Modern Emotion“, too: As

of now, the e-book version of the la-

test issue is available in the download

area of www.orion-grosshandel.com.

Simply download the file, and then

embed it in your online shop to

create demand and drive sales!

Note: “Modern Emotion“ is only avai-

lable in a German-language version,

though. Of course, “Modern Emotion“

is also available in printed form, for-

mat DIN A5. Order the magazine for

free and present it to the customers

in your store.

Modern Emotion, issue November /

December 2014, article no. 0904716

0000 / 50 copies

Get your FREE copies of the latest

“Modern Emotion“ now and increase

your sales! 

If you want to place an order or have

any questions, don't hesitate to get in

touch: ORION Großhandel, Hauke

Christiansen, phone 0049 461-5040

210, fax 0049 461-5040 244, e-mail:

hchristiansen@orion.de,

www.orion-grosshandel.com

The Christmas edition of 
“Modern Emotion“ is here

Lula can be used for both

pleasure and sexual wellbeing

Fl e n s b u r g ,

Germany -

The 13th issue of

the free, neutral

erotic maga-

zine “Modern

Emotion“ ushers

in the most fes-

tive – and busiest – time of the year,

with new articles about the world of

erotic lifestyle and great product sug-

gestions! The highlights are plentiful:

an interview with “artcore“ film maker

Petra Joy, specials about “XXL lingerie

for curvaceous women“ and “little

erotic helpers“, and insights into the
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Wasserbi l l ig, Luxembourg - At Erdbeerlounge (www.erdbeerlounge.de),  one of the largest

onl ine por tals for women in Germany, with 2.2 mil l ion users per month, pjur products were

tested over a period of four weeks and earned top marks. 

pjur products earned top marks in four-week 
test by well-known German online portal

97percent of testers would recommend the pro-

ducts to others – an outstanding result! 500 wo-

men tested the following products: pjur Woman, pjur Wo-

man Toy Lube and pjur med After Shave Spray. particular,

pjur Woman, the product designed for a woman’s sensi-

tive skin, was a hit with almost everyone: “pjur Woman

Bodyglide is my absolute favorite. It goes a long way

and really lasts. Also wonderful for massage; foreplay de-

finitely gets its due,” says Wutzeline, for example. And Lina

is also excited: “We’ve been looking for quite some time

now for a comfortable lube that doesn’t get sticky, but

maintains its lubricant effect for a long time. We’ve finally

found our favorite: pjur Woman Bodyglide.” Ten out of

ten women recommend the product.

But that’s not all: pjur Woman Toy Lube and pjur med

After Shave Spray, both of which are recommended by

nine out of ten testers, also scored major points on their

own. Comments on the test blog include: 

www.erdbeerlounge.de 

N E W S
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Los Angeles, USA - California Exotic Novelties California Exotic Novelties unveils a number of new Dr.

Joel Kaplan pieces.  Known as the “Original Size Doctor,” Dr. Joel Kaplan’s collection consists of

items to enhance, enlarge, support, and satisfy men. “Dr. Joel Kaplan is a trusted name that con-

sumers go to when seeking enhancement products,” says Susan Colvin, President and CEO of Cali-

fornia Exotic Novelties.  “We’re sure the new items will  develop a big following and please many.”

California Exotic Novelties stimulates, locates
and nassages with New Dr. Joel Kaplan items

There are eight electrifying

new Dr. Joel Kaplan items

that are made from quality

silicone. The new additions to

the line offer massagers, pro-

bes, rings and a plug, which

are sure to please. The Dr.

Joel Kaplan Silicone Inflata-

ble Plug is an inflatable silicone probe

with an easy squeeze bulb and quick

air release valve. This flexible and pli-

able plug has a superior suction cup

base so the user can move and in-

flate without the hassle of readjust-

ment. The doctor’s new ultimate pro-

state locator and ultimate prostate

stimulator are ergo-

nomically curved to

enhance ultimate prostate

 stimulation. These pliable,

 durable and virtually seamless

silicone prostate probes are

sure to be on the top of every

man’s wish list. Jackie White,

Vice President of California

Exotic Novelties insists that “Dr.

Joel’s products are a must-have for

any retailer.  They look great merchan-

dised together and I suggest filling an

entire wall with products endorsed by

Dr. Joel Kaplan.” Dr. Joel Kaplan is

also ringing in this new col-

lection with the Dr. Joel Kaplan

10-Function Prostate Massa-

ger & Ring, Dr. Joel Kaplan

Silicone Support Rings and

Dr. Joel Kaplan Prostate Probe & Ring.

These rings help to stimulate and sup-

port and are pliable and durable

thanks to the high-quality Silicone they

are made with. Dr. Joel has also re-

leased new massagers that are sure

to find that pleasure spot. The Dr. Joel

Kaplan Premium Prostate Massager

and Dr. Joel Kaplan Gyrating Massa-

ger are new takes on old classics. With

the multiple vibration settings and a

plush easy grip handle, these massa-

gers will vibe until the ulti-

mate climax.  The new

products endorsed by Dr.

Joel Kaplan are all availa-

ble now from California

Exotic Novelties. 

The Original Size Doctor expands popular collection
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the  „other side of lust“, attracting both

experienced and future fetish-lovers!

The catalogue also unites all the suc-

cesfully established fetish-labels from

ORION Wholesale: BLACK LEVEL, ZADO,

LATE X, BAD KITTY, SEXTREME and FANCY

FASHION. Catalogue “Fetish Dreams“,

German version, 64 pages, A5, neutral

with sales prices, No. 0902179 0000 /

Catalogue “Fetish Dreams“, English ver-

sion, 64 pages, A5, neutral without

sales prices, No. 0904007 0000

Order your catalogues and give your

sales a push with „Fetish Dreams“! 

Only while stocks last! For orders and

information please contact: 

ORION  Wholesale, Mr Hauke

 Christiansen, phone 0049-461-5040

210, fax 0049-461-5040 244, e-mail:

hchristiansen@orion.de 

Both versions are also available 

for download in the wholesale 

online-shop, see 

www.orion-grosshandel.com.

Fetish Dreams 2014/2015
Fl e n s b u r g , 

Germany -

ORION Wholesale

has just launched

a new neutral “Fe-

tish Dreams“ Cus-

tomers Catalo-

gue. 64 pages full

of novelties and bestsellers for extraor-

dinary sex pleasure! “Fetish Dreams“

begins where erotic fantasies end. This

special catalogue allows an insight into
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St Albans, England - Following the recent depar-

ture of Claire Jacques from the company, the

sales team at Net1on1 Wholesale has been sub-

sequently restructured, with Sebastian Gonzalez

now as Sales Manager and Elizabeth MacDowall

taking on a new role as Account Executive.

Net 1on1 Wholesale 
shake-up their Sales Team

Sebastian Gonzalez & Elizabeth MacDowall 
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Sebastian Gonzalez will be taking an active role in

 visiting customers, showcasing new products and nur-

turing relationships, as well as managing the existing cus-

tomer database under his new title of Sales Manager.

Supporting Sebastian in the newly re-structured sales team

will be Claire’s former assistant, Elizabeth MacDowall,

whom as newly appointed Account Executive will be

handling sales and customers service queries from the

distributor’s St Albans head offices. To ensure that Elizabeth

has time to focus better on vital sales calls, Net 1on1 will also

be employing new admin staff to help take some of the

day- to-day work load, giving the whole team a new shift in

focus and productivity. Tony Gonzalez, Managing Director is

excited about the new direction of the company, “Losing a

member of staff who has been with us for so long was of

course a daunting at first, but since finalising the restructure,

I’m really pleased to be driving the Net1on1 ship in a vibrant

and new direction. The restructuring will give us the ability to

better focus our customer service and sales output as well

as strengthen new and existing relationships with bricks and

mortar stores, and online retailers.” The shift in team structure

is the first of many new and positive changes due on Net

1on1 Wholesale’s horizon as a complete website change is

set to see 2015 in with a bang, so watch this space!

Nomi Tang offers a new product video to

feature her dual stimulation vibrator Infiniti.

The purpose of the video is to introduce the

unique features of Infiniti, which is aimed at not

only towards consumers but also sales repre-

sentatives, retail staff and the like. The one mi-

nute long video explains the key selling points

and features of this unique product. The video is 

available on Nomi Tang’s You Tube’s channel: 

www.youtube.com/channel/UC3wWFo8Ffqx86k94SA2s0dQ 

For more information, please log on the Nomi Tang website

www.nomitang.com or leave a message to Nomi, 

email: nomi@nomitang.com

Nomi Tang Infiniti 
video now available

The restructured Net1on1 Wholesale sales team: Sebastian Gonzalez

(Sales Manager) and Elizabeth MacDowall (Account Executive) 

The video is available on

Nomi Tang’s YouTube channel
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Oslo, Norway – The women behind Norwegian design impresario Laid have introduced an

Indiegogo crowd-funding campaign for LOOP, an interactive kegel exerciser that offers

real-t ime results with an ergonomic design made for the modern woman. Featur ing a ta-

pered, asymmetr ic shape, LOOP makes i t  cool to do your kegels with a smar tphone app

that  seconds as  a personal  t ra iner  for  your  lady par ts  and t ransforms the t radi t ional  

“s i t -and-squeeze” technique into an affordable physical f i tness system. 

New interactive Indiegogo Campaign
helps make it cool to do your Kegels

LOOP does way more than just

strengthen your muscles, and Laid

needs your help to bring LOOP to wo-

men around the world. Kegels can

be done anywhere, anytime (“I’m

doing them right now!”) but without

results you can see, there’s no incen-

tive to keep it up. LOOP combines

the strength-building power of a

dumbbell with the training techno-

logy of a treadmill to bring women

the industry’s only affordable kegel

exercise program that feels as good

as it works! LOOP’s narrow asymme-

tric shape makes it a cinch to insert,

comfortable to squeeze, and easy

to adjust and twist for the perfect fit.

It connects to any mobile device

that supports Bluetooth Low Energy

(aka BLE) via a free app that offers

pre-programmed exercise routines

and visual feedback you can see

with every squeeze. The device con-

tains a high-accuracy pressure sen-

sor that detects even the slightest

muscle movements and translate

them onto your screen into easy-to-

read graphics with weekly progress

reports that prove it’s doing its job!

And the best part: Loop contains a

3-axis accelerometer that senses

even the slightest motions and lets

you know whether you are accura-

tely “lifting” the device with your pel-

vic floor muscles. If you aren’t, the

app will tell you to adjust your form –

just like a personal trainer at the gym!

Laid co-founder Karianne Ellekrans

said. “Our team wanted to create a

kegel exerciser that would make it

fun, easy and exciting to keep our

pelvic floors in tip-top shape, and

LOOP’s final design has been tested,

reviewed and is ready for mass-ma-

nufacturing – but we currently can

only afford to make a modest

amount of units. With every Indie-

gogo pledge, we can increase our

production numbers, speed up the

process, and – most importantly –

make LOOP one of the industry’s only

interactive kegel fitness systems that

women of all lifestyles can afford to

buy and use every day.”

Female designers crowd-fund to create Loop, the most comfortable kegel exerciser ever made
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novation is also pleased to announce

the appointment Frank Ferrari to the

position of President. After four years

away from the day-to-day operations

of Standard Innovation, Murison is re-

turning to further develop the We-Vibe

product strategy, extend the brand’s

offering and expand the company’s

global growth. Murison has appointed

Frank Ferrari as Standard Innovation’s

President. Ferrari will lead the senior

management team and work closely

with Murison to drive the strategic busi-

ness direction. Ferrari has been a

member of board of directors of Stan-

dard Innovation since 2008. He has

a background in business analysis

and project management. 

Bruce Murison returns to lead Standard 
Innovation and appoints Frank Ferrari to President
Ottawa, Canada - Standard In-

novation announces a corpo-

rate restructuring with a focus on ex-

pedited product development and

fuelling long-term sales growth. Bruce

Murison, inventor of the We-Vibe and

co-founder of Standard Innovation, is

returning to lead the company as its

Chief Executive Officer. Standard In-
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Fleshl ight, the world’s #1 male masturbator, is joining KIIROO

to create the most real ist ic Cyberdi ldonic experience the world has ever fel t .  The KI IROO

Onyx is  the f i rs t  ful ly interactive male masturbator,  and with a patented Fleshl ight s leeve

inside, i t ’s  now more real than ever.  

KIIROO and Fleshlight are teaming 
up to make the best, even better 

KIIROO, one of the leading pioneers

in Cyberdildonics, have recently joi-

ned forces with Fleshlight, makers of

the world’s foremost male masturba-

tors. KIIROO Onyx - a luxury male

masturbator - will now feature mate-

rials from Fleshlight. Onyx is the most

realistic, interactive male-oriented

adult toy on the market. While female

toys currently retain the largest market

share in the adult industry, Fleshlight

is quickly gaining momen- tum. Men

are now more open to the idea of

using a masturbation aid, while KII-

ROO and Fleshlight are prepared to

meet this new demand. Aside from

new users, there are over 36,000 cur-

rent users  already on the Fleshlight

Forums. These men are likely to be

amenable to further sexual experi-

ences online, which KIIROO can pro-

vide exclusively. KIIROO is working with

advanced technology including

haptics and telepresence, whilst

Fleshlight has international ex- peri-

ence, superior materials, and an

ever-growing fanbase. With this

powerful combination of expertise

and the partner- ship of two leading

companies, a massive advance in

the social lives of online users is anti-

cipated. The new KIIROO devices,

which will be launched this winter, are

only the beginning of the partnership

between KIIROO and Fleshlight. The

industry of Cyberdildonics is still in its

infancy, and has plenty room for

growth. With this in mind, KIIROO and

Fleshlight are worth keeping an eye

on. “Our goal has never been to

make the best male masturbator, or

the best female vibrator. There are

some amazing products already on

the market, like Fleshlight. What KII-

ROO provides is the best experience

when you’re not physically together.

We give you a way to touch so-

meone over the internet. It’s intimacy,

it’s sex in real-time, in a way that

you’ve never seen it before. By joining

forces with Fleshlight, we’ll be able to

make our product even more realis-

tic, and avail- able all over the world.”

said KIIROO CEO, Toon Timmermans. 
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fetish essentials, Grey-specific must-

haves, and additional beginners bon-

dage tools for curious kinksters to furt-

her explore their fetish fantasies. “The

proof is in the sales,” explained Senior

VP of Sales Rich Easton. “ Pipedream’s

comprehensive merchandising assis-

tance includes custom Planograms,

free LCD screens complete with

 cutting-edge brand videos, elegant

art and signage, POP displays for ap-

plicable products, full color catalogs,

hands-on product training, and  

in-depth product demonstration 

videos. Limited stock is available, so

customers are urged to contact their

sales person to place their orders now

while supplies last. Printed catalogs are

available by request from your distri-

butor, as well as digital versions in

 multiple formats. All FFLE videos are

available to download for in-store and

online use on PDTV at 

pipedreamproducts.com. 

Fetish Fantasy Limited Edition hits
streets alongside trailer release

Chatsworth, USA - Pipedream’s

best-selling Fetish Fantasy Limi-

ted Edition collection is now in stock

and shipping – just in time for today’s

release of the much-anticipated 50

Shades trailer. Since its debut in 2012,

the best-selling range has grown to

feature 65 products including classic

KIIROO Onyx is the first fully interactive male masturbator, and with a patented Fleshlight sleeve inside
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Bremen, Germany - The pulsators STRONIC EINS, STRONIC ZWEI and the MiniVIBRATORS PEARLY,

FLORA, DOLLY BI ,  SEMILINO and AMORINO convinced the judges with their  sty l ish design

and functional i ty and may now bask in the dist inct ion of being decorated with “special

mention” or “nominee” for the GERMAN DESIGN AWARD.

German Design Award 
2015 for FUN FACTORY toys

STRONIC, PEARLY, FLORA, DOLLY BI, SEMILINO and AMORINO 

The jury awarded the world’s first pulsator, the STRONIC

EINS, with yet another prize. The STRONIC EINS was 

already recently awarded with GOOD DESIGN AWARD

from the Chicago Athenaeum. The sex toy from the

 Bremen manufacturer stood out with its unique motor,

which with astounding authenticity imitates the thrusts

movements of natural intercourse. Now it is once again

being crowned for its sleek design. The STRONIC ZWEI,

designed for anal use and STRONIC EINS’s slightly younger

brother, was also given an award. For appealing good looks

and clever design, the five MiniVIBRATORS from the Deluxe-

VIBES series were also nominated. PEARLY, FLORA, DOLLY BI,

SEMILINO and AMORINO all won over the jury with well-

thought-out design, exciting colors and unique functionality.

And also the completely re-designed control unit on the Mi-

niVIBRATORS with its quick-off function, key lock and a char-

ging stand indicator convinced the council for product de-

sign to award all five toys as nominees. In 2008, FUN FACTORY

was the first sex toy manufacturer ever to be awarded a

 design prize for the s-shaped DELIGHT. Since then, over 21

different toys have been recognized with 64 nominations

and awards. In 2015, FUN FACTORY once again has new

designs “Made in Germany” in the pipeline, which as always

will  revolutionize not only the sex toy market with appealing

functional shapes, powerful technology and modern colors,

but also give new pleasure to design lovers.

Seattle, USA - The suite of products includes Kinky

BDSM Dice, 50 Cards of Bondage (a card game),

and A Deeper Shade of Red board game. The Kinky

BDSM Dice combine various sex positions with BDSM  actions.

The 50 Cards of Bondage is a card game that many couples

will also use as flash cards for 50 creative bondage sex posi-

tions. A Deeper Shade of Red is a board game that includes

a 14-inch rubber whip. The handcuffed shaped game board

has the couple carrying out various BDSM foreplay actions

and the winner roles the sex-position die for a bondage sex

position. 50 Cards of  Bondage and A Deeper Shade of Red

are translated with product names, box descriptions and

game rules in English, Spanish, German and French. 

Kheper Games is releasing new
“Red Room” Fantasy Games
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Los Angeles, USA  –  The secret’s officially out: The Screaming

O has revealed i ts  latest ser ies of cover t  sex toys with a

 revamped look and feel just in time for the gif t-giving season.

My Secret Screaming O is a three-piece set of super-cute and

super-stealth mini vibes that look just l ike makeup and make

it easier than ever for women to travel with their favorite toys.

The Screaming O reveals Covert Sex 
Toy Collection with a revamped look

These affordable sex-toys-in-disguise

feature powerful vibration with whis-

per-quiet motors that make keeping

a sexy secret feel oh-so-good! Follo-

wing a modern makeover, the new

My Secret Screaming O mimics three

common cosmetics with a vibrant

pink-and-black color scheme remi-

niscent of some of the most popular

makeup brands on the market: 

My Secret Mascara Vibe features a

vibration-magnifying Tingle Tip made

of SEBS to amplify sensation while tar-

geting stimulation directly to the clito-

ris. My Secret Lipstick Vibe features a

soft silicone Flex-Tip that smoothly gli-

des across sensitive areas like silk with

an angled edge for increased sur-

face area. Both vibes boast a 3-

speed plus pulse motor with 100%

waterproof construction, so users can

freshen up in the bathtub or pool. And

the super-compact My Secret Lip

Balm buzzes at one strong speed and

transfers  vibration through a soft and

squishy SEBS tip shaped for comfort

and pleasure. With a simple twist-bot-

tom control, this mini vibe is perfect

for any-sized purse or pocket. Whether

at home or on the go, fans can get

that fresh-faced look almost anywhere

without anyone batting an eyelash!

My Secret Screaming O covert vibes

are portable, compact and travel-

friendly, which means making trips

through TSA will be a satisfying breeze!

and distribution requirements of the

market and at the same time would

be able to put the philosophy and

strategy of our brand into practice

there,” explains Alexander Giebel,

CEO and founder of the pjur group.

pjur ultimately found just the partner it

was looking for in the company GZ

Banquet. GZ Banquet is a wholesaler

with a wealth of experience that will

market the pjur products on an exclu-

sive basis in China. The company has

its own warehouse in Guangzhou

which allows GZ Banquet to deliver

merchandise to any retailer in China

within 24 hours. This enables simple,

fast, and above all customer-oriented

processes. Retailers also added pjur

products to their assortment: Orange

Adult, the biggest erotic shop chain in

China not only operates nearly 1000

stores of its own and franchised throug-

hout China, but also runs China’s lar-

gest online erotic store X.com.cn. The

presentation of the pjur portfolio will

be complete at all stores by late No-

vember, and online sales are already

running at full speed. Appropriate stra-

tegies have already been coordinated

for the next year in order to raise awa-

reness and spread pjur across all sales

and distribution channels in China. 

Huge pjur launch in China
Wasserbil l ig, 

Luxembourg

- After a successful

product launch in

Singapore, the pjur

group is now em-

barking on distribu-

tion in China. The lubricant company

has made extensive preparations for

this launch in recent years: “The Chi-

nese market is unusual in terms of its

nature and approaches, and it is un-

like any other. That meant that right

from the start, it was important to us to

find the right partners who were familiar

with the mindset and the legal sales

Clever sex-toys-in-disguise receive glam makeover in time for holiday sales

Orange Adult is the biggest

erotic shop chain in China 
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By Desiree Duffie

As the first major manufacturer in the industry to

be founded and operated by a woman, with a

team of all-women product developers, Colvin did

what no man before her could even imagine. She

made sex toys marketable to women and couples.

How did she do that? There are several ingredients in

her recipe of success.

1.) Twenty years ago when Susan Colvin founded Ca-

lifornia Exotic Novelties, she did it with the intention of

making better products, with high quality motors that

were reliable and trustworthy. She also understood

that an item, like the Jack Rabbit, was being used

primarily by a woman. Appealing to a woman’s sen-

sibilities when creating the features, functions and

packaging was a major paradigm shift at that time. 

2.) The California Exotic Novelties Expert Sexperts are

a team of professionals who educate the public, and

members of the industry, about sexual health and

wellness on behalf of the company. Susan implemen-

ted their platform with the idea that creating an infor-

mation source would help people learn about all the

nuances of sexuality, intimacy and pleasure products.

There is a shocking amount of basic knowledge that

people go without, whether it’s because of faulty sex

education classes in school, or social constructs that

prevent people from experiencing sexuality in a posi-

tive manner. The Expert Sexperts are Jaiya, The Love

Birds, and Sunny Megatron, and more information

about them, as well as videos, articles and forum dis-

cussions, can be found on www.ClubCalExotics.com. 

3.) Susan Colvin believes strongly in supporting causes

that promote sexual health and wellness. She was

one of the first to partner with a non-profit organiza-

tion, Living Beyond Breast Cancer, by creating the

Papillon Massager Display.  A percentage of the profits

go to the organization which helps connect people

with trusted breast cancer information and support.

Additionally, California Exotic Novelties supports

schools and universities during sex weeks. Harvard

University and Boston University are two of the presti-

gious institutions that are supported by California Exo-

tic Novelties.

38

exclusive
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I f  there ’ s  one t rend that  Susan Colv in ,  the

Pre s iden t  and  CEO o f  Ca l i f o r n ia  E xo t ic

 Nove l t i e s ,  knows ,  i t ’ s  sexua l  hea l th  and

 wel lness .  She fo rged th i s  t ra i l  many years

ago  when  she  as tu te l y  rea l i zed  tha t

 p leasure products  he lp people have more

fu l f i l l ing,  heal th ie r  sex  l i ves .  

The Sexual   

Desiree Duffie, director of public

relations, California Exotic Novelties 
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empower women and couples to

take control of their sexuality. The

corporate culture at California Exo-

tic Novelties, and its sister com-

pany, JOPEN, is one of putting the

F E A T U R E

Susan Colvin, President and CEO,

California Exotic Novelties

  Wellness Trend

4.) The most important contribution

Susan Colvin and California Exotic

Novelties makes to the promotion

of sexual health and wellness, is

having an over-arching mission to

needs of the end-user first. Offering

products that help women and

couples have more fulfilling, healt-

hier sex lives is what Susan Colvin,

and her team, is all about. 

To learn more about Susan Colvin,

the incredible selection of sexual

health and wellness products avai-

lable from the companies, and for

retail support, visit www.CalExo-

tics.com and www.JOPEN.com. If

you would like to join Club CalExo-

tics and discover more about the

California Exotic Novelties Expert

Sexperts, find us at www.ClubCal-

Exotics.com. 

.................

There is a shocking amount of

basic knowledge that people go

without, whether it’s because of

faulty sex education classes in

school, or social constructs that

prevent people from experiencing

 sexuality in a positive manner.“

................................ 

“

The concept of www.ClubCalExotics.com

is similar to other social networks
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If the survey was a competition, the British would be the

winners hands down: Almost two thirds of the intervie-

wees there stated that they had already indulged in bon-

dage before. In Germany, France, and Spain, only one

out of three couples can claim the same, and in Italy, it

is one out of ten. Also as far as sex with a blindfold is con-

cerned, the Anglo-Saxons take the lead with 65%, but

Spain (63%), Germany (57%) and France (51%) aren't

far behind, while in Italy, only 32% of the participants

tried using a blindfold. Actually, there was only one

SM/bondage-related category where Britain did not outs-

hine the other nations, and that was spanking; with 69%,

the French had an 8% lead on the lovers north of the

Channel. In Italy and Spain, less than a tenth of the par-

ticipants had any spanking experience, while in Germany,

it was a slightly less paltry 18% of the couples interviewed

for the Fifty Shades of Grey Bondage Survey. The goal of

the survey was to find out how the Fifty Shades of Grey

novels have changed the sexual landscape of Europe

two years after the last part of the trilogy hit the shelves.

Sort of a preliminary result before the movie adaptation

takes over the Multiplexes on Valentine's Day 2015. Three

out of four women interviewed for this survey stated that

they had read the novels, as opposed to only 21% of

the male interviewees. What's remarkable is that four out

of ten participants said their love life had improved after

40

Europe is a continent of diversity, that is also reflected in the romantic and amorous reputa-

tions of the individual nations and cultures. There's the French lover and the Italian Casanova

who are known the world over for their seductive ski l ls and extravagant love l i fe. But how

much truth is really hidden in these stereotypes? With the adventures of Christ ian Grey and

Anastasia Steele hitt ing the si lver screen in just a few months,, the big Fif ty Shades of Grey

Bondage Survey is putting the sex l i fe of Europeans under the microscope, naturally with a

focus on bondage and SM. More than 9,000 par ticipants painted a picture of sexual prefe-

rences in their individual countries – and some of the data are rather surprising. EAN presents

a f irst look at the survey results for the f ive most populous countries in Europe. 

The Fifty Shades of Grey Bondage
 Survey draws a sexual map of Europe

reading the books, and one out of four had felt motivated

to become more adventurous in the bedroom thanks to

the trilogy. But there is also a lot going on outside the be-

droom. The majority of Europeans has already had sex

outdoors, with the French leading the way (87%). Com-

pared to the other nations, Italy seems almost restrained

with 66%. On the other hand, the Italians trumped all the

other countries in another, rather unusual category of

the survey: 11% have already had sex in their garden

shed. That made Italy the only nation to get past the

10% threshold in that area, as very few lovers from the

other countries had ever tried that. Looking at the results

of the survey, it will be interesting to see how much more

adventurous Europe will become following the release

of the movie adaptation. To get us in the right mood,

there will be additions to the official Fifty Shades of Grey

collection in time for the movie event, with new luxury

toys to let out your inner Anastasia Steele or Christian

Grey. Summing up the survey, there can be no doubt

that Fifty Shades of Grey has had an impact on sex life in

Europe. What was considered a small niche far, far away

from mainstream has become popular among broad

strata of society. For instance, the sales numbers for Kegel

balls increased by up to 300% following the success of

the first novel. And that is definitely a great development

for the erotic industry.

A total of 9,173 participants shared information about their love life

exclusive
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Robert, it has been a year since you presented the

Aqueous Vibe (now called H2O Vibe) at eroFame

2013 and received lots of positive feedback for your

product. After that, things quieted down for a while.

What happened? 

Robert Karlsson: eroFame 2013 was great and filled

with positive feedback for H2O Vibe (new name) and

the idea behind it. It felt amazing that after all the

hard work and time spent on this project, I finally got

42

At  e roFame 2013,  H2O V ibe –  s t i l l  ca l led

Aqueous  V ibe back then –  made qui te  the

impres s ion  due  to  i t s  t h ree  s t imu la t ion

 modes :  j e t  s t r eam on  c l i t o r i s ,  vag ina l

 penet rat ion,  and v ibrat ion on g-spot .  A f te r

that ,  we d idn ' t  hear  about  the innovat ive

product  f rom Drop of  Sweden fo r  a  whi le .

The reasons  fo r  that  de lay are expla ined

by Rober t  Kar lsson,  founder and CEO of  the

Swedish  company,  in  our  EAN in ter v iew.  He

also te l l s  us  that  the wai t  i s  over  because

H2O V ibe  i s  f i na l l y  ava i lab le  now –  w i th

 op t im i sed  packag ing  des ign  and  an

 in teres t ing colour  palet te .

“It is an absolutely unique   
playing in the shower.”

something in return – most people at the fair said

 “finally something new and innovative!” There are so

many pitfalls when you are working on the

 development of a new product. Unfortunately, my

 happiness didn’t last very long because of a misun-

derstanding between me and the factory. The product

wasn’t waterproof enough. I discovered this just after

eroFame 2013 when I got the certificates and saw

that the water resistance level was IPX5 (splash-proof)

exclusive
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Available now: H2O Vibe 

Robert Karlsson, founder and

CEO of Drop of Sweden
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  product for
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instead of IPX7 (100% submersible).

Although most products on the

market labelled as “waterproof”

don’t even pass IPX5, H2O Vibe is

all about playing in water and it

must therefore be completely

 submersible. This forced me to

 delay the release of H2O Vibe. The

problem was that H2O Vibe was

constructed/designed to reach

IPX5, and this led to big challenges

for the factory to reach IPX7 –

 basically one year of hard work on

mould modifications. Now to the

bright side of the story: Today, H2O

Vibe is 100% submersible, it has

passed IPX7 testing, and we

 managed to improve it in several

other ways. I believe it surely

 deserves a place on the market

among the top quality products.

We have changed the design of

the packaging; it became more

understandable and professional. I

am sure it will do an excellent job

on store-shelves around the world.

We also wanted to do something

extra for the “comeback” and

 decided to offer H2O Vibe in three

colours - Pink, Purple and Blue,

which I believe is going to be very

helpful in sales. Some people

 complained that the former name

“Aqueous Vibe” was difficult to spell

and very hard to pronounce,

 therefore we took the chance to

change the name to something

simpler – H2O Vibe (which actually

has been our working name 

since day one).

But now there's nothing to delay 

the launch of your product any

 longer, right? Will H2O Vibe hit 

the market soon? 

Robert Karlsson: We have finally

climbed the hill with H2O Vibe and

we have it stocked in our

 warehouse in Sweden for everyone

who wants something new and

 exciting for Christmas sales – we

are ready to take orders!

While optimising the products,

 weren't you worried that someone

might copy your idea and 

present a rip-off before the original

is  available? 

Robert Karlsson: Yes, I was worried

even though I have patent and

model-rights. There is always a risk

of being copied. I have also been

worried about other things like

 distributors and retailers losing

 interest and patience and jumping

off the train, I also worried about

my financial situation after I had

 invested heavily before the first

 release and hadn't got the chance

to make back any money, which

was very tough. Fortunately, I it had

been a good season in my other

businesses so I was able to support

the H2O Vibe project with money

from different channels. I know it

will be worth all the effort, and I

want to thank everyone who has

been patient and held out during

this year of silence.

Many of our readers probably

 remember the Aqueous Vibe/ 

H2O Vibe, but for all those who

 haven't heard of it yet: Would 

you mind describing the product?

What makes it so special? 

Robert Karlsson: It is an absolutely

unique product for playing in the

shower. It combines three types of

stimulation - jet stream on clitoris,

vaginal penetration and vibration

on g-spot. The product is a hybrid

which means you can replace the

jet stream cap with a standard

smaller cap and use it as a normal

R O B E R T  K A R L S S O N
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vibe. This flexibility makes it different from any other

product on the market. 

Can you give us some information about the design,

the shape, the technology, the materials, etc.? 

Robert Karlsson: H2O Vibe is a standard size silicone

toy controlled by one button. It has powerful motor

and offers three different speeds and three vibration

patterns. H2O Vibe comes with two different caps -

one for normal and one for wet play. The “wet cap”

can be easily connected to a shower

hose (works with 99% of them) and when

using it, water hits the clitoris (through an

adjustable silicone nozzle). It is quite

simple but a very efficient way to reach

a strong orgasm. The best thing is that

the vibrator can be fully controlled with

one hand so the second hand is free to

stimulate other body parts.

The concept H2O Vibe is based on is actually quite

simple. How did you get the idea for this product? 

Robert Karlsson: I have always been thinking about

developing something new. One day I was taking a

shower with my girlfriend. She suddenly unscrewed

the shower head from the hose and used the jet

stream to stimulate her clitoris. The bell rang! Why not

combine the jet stream stimulation with a normal vi-

brator? I did some research and realised there was

nothing similar on the market so I decided to fill this

gap. I asked more women if they used the 

shower for  masturbation, and most of them replied:

Yes, it feels so good. That was the moment when I

 decided to take it more seriously. I built a 

few simple function samples, spread them 

among girls and waited for their  feedback. 

The response was  positive. No, much more 

than positive. They loved it! From there, it 

was quite a long journey to where I am now. 

The development process was much more

 complicated than I had expected, but 

it was  surely worth it. 

What can you tell us about the price? How much

will H2O Vibe cost in stores?

44 

Robert Karlsson: It is not easy to control the market

nowadays, but we would like to see retail prices of

around  EUR 59.99.

How do you want to position the H2O Vibe in the

 marketplace? The gap between high-priced 

luxury products and toys in the lower price 

segment seems to be getting wider and wider ... 

Do you want to help fill the void in the mid-price

 segment with your new product?

Robert Karlsson: Because of its

 unique design and quality, H2O

Vibe deserves to be placed in

the upper part of the mid-price

 segment. 

Looking around in the market,

one might get the impression

that more and more products

are tied in to modern techno-

logy – just think of app-controlled vibrators. What is

your opinion on this trend? 

Robert Karlsson: I have read about this and 

for me it feels pretty natural that the modern

 technology also reaches the sex-toy industry. 

We have rechargeable devices, for example, 

so why not app-controlled  vibrators? We will 

surely see more and more of those. Of course, this

kind of technology doesn´t fit all  products – 

I am not sure if someone would like to have their iPad

laying on the side of the bathtub while H2O Vibe is

spraying all over the place.      

Let's talk about how you want to market H2O Vibe?

Which channels of distribution are you going to use?

Will you work with distributors and wholesalers?

Robert Karlsson: I have been thinking long and hard

about how to handle the market, and I have come

to the conclusion that within Europe, we  will do our

best to supply retailers directly from our warehouse in

 Sweden with a minimum order quantity of 6pcs. Some

markets in Europe might be a bit difficult for us to

serve, and for those markets, we plan to work with a

distributor (e.g. France). Overseas markets will be fully

covered by local distributors. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

H2O Vibe will be

loved by women who

like to play with the jet

stream; the product is

dedicated to them.”

................................ 

“

There are various

POS materials for H2O Vibe 
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Can you already tell us which distributors

are going to offer your products to the trade?

Robert Karlsson: I can tell you that Entrenue

will take care of  North American market.

Are you looking for more distribution partners?

Robert Karlsson: For starters, we are looking for

 distributors outside Europe.

Which criteria do you go by when selecting distributors

for your product?

Robert Karlsson: The distributors that we take on board

must have a good reputation first of all; I will consult

with my contacts in the industry before I start

 collaborating with anyone. Distributors have to control

the market in a responsible way.

How will you support 

your partners in distribution

and retail?

Robert Karlsson: I am

open for all kinds of support

proposals, for example, I

think joint marketing could

be very valuable and I

hope to be doing a lot of

that. I am also providing free displays with the first

order. That should help the psychical shops get off to

a good start. 

Will there be sales-promoting materials for the trade

in time for the launch of H2O Vibe? 

Robert Karlsson: Yes, we are well prepared in this area

and have invested in good marketing materials like

product images for websites, nice images, and also a

very professional YouTube clip that really explains

 everything about H2O Vibe. Check it out: Just enter

the search term Drop of Sweden at YouTube!

How should H2O Vibe be presented to the customers

in the store? Do you have some advice for the retailers? 

Robert Karlsson: The advantage with H2O Vibe is that

it is very easy to understand; that makes it so unique.

H2O Vibe will be loved by women who like to play with

the jet stream; the product is dedicated to them. For
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brick and mortar shops, we have this very cool display

that I highly recommend.  It´s like a little fountain –

everyone who visited our booth at eroFame 2013 will

remembers it :-). Apart from that, retailers should be

clear about the product being 100% waterproof and

tell customers that it can be used under water. (Of

course, with the vibrator in use). Also make sure

 customers understand that H2O Vibe is a hybrid and

works perfectly as a normal vibe when replacing the

cap. The hybrid idea might help customers making

up their mind to buy this particular product.

Are you also using other channels to create interest in

H2O Vibe among the target audience? For instance,

what about social media? 

Robert Karlsson: During my years of entrepreneurship,

I have come to understand that

the key to success has a lot to do

with marketing so I put a lot of

weight on that and will always

 invest big parts of our budget in

marketing targeted directly at the

key audience. Social media 

is definitely one of the most

 important options since you can

 communicate directly with the

right audience, which makes it really efficient.  

Considering how fiercely competitive the erotic market

is, what are your expectations for H2O Vibe? 

Robert Karlsson: I understand that the competition

 between all the products is big in this business, but the

business is also growing at the same time. The number of

users is getting higher and higher all the time. Luckily, H2O

Vibe is absolutely unique and has its own niche to fill, but

at the same time it is a pretty simple twist on a common

masturbation method that many know about.

H2O Vibe is your first product. Are there already ideas

for a follow-up? Or have last year's problems forced

you to delay any such plans?

Robert Karlsson: The last year has surely been all about

getting H2O Vibe done and I haven’t had the energy

or the time to start any new projects but I do have

some nice ideas. To be continued…
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H2O Vibe comes with two diffe-

rent caps - one for normal and

one for wet play. The “wet cap” can

be easily connected to a shower hose

(works with 99% of them) and when

using it, water hits the clitoris.”

................................ 

“

The product is a hybrid which means that the jet stream cap

can be replaced for use as a normal vibrator 
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Truly innovative products with t ruly innovative features are few and far between, also in

the erot ic industr y.  One of the few that actual ly match this descr ipt ion is  the Womanizer,  a

product  that  has  impressed indus t r y  and consumers  w i th  i t s  no -contact  s t imulat ion.

 Developed by Michael Lenke and his company, epi24, the Womanizer was one of the big

hits at the last eroFame trade convention. Dur ing that show, Orion Wholesal ing secured

the exclusive dist r ibut ion r ights for Europe and Russia. In our EAN inter view, Björn Radcke

explains why Orion Wholesal ing jumped at the oppor tunity to dist r ibute the Womanizer.

“The Womanizer 
does what it tells you it will do.“

Orion Wholesaling is the exclusive distributor of the Womanizer in Europe and Russia

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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The Womanizer was 

one of the big eye-cat-

chers at eroFame 2014,

and Orion Wholesaling

added the product to

their range immediately.

What convinced you that

this product has the po-

tential to be a top-seller?

Björn Radcke: We talked

about the product at

great length and with a

great many people. Never

during my 15 years at

Orion had I seen such

unanimity. Everybody

 believed in the success of

this product. And there

was one other thing 

that actually made the

 difference in the end: The

Womanizer can deliver on its promise.

Is Orion Wholesaling the exclusive distributor of the

Womanizer?

Björn Radcke: The Womanizer will be distri-

buted  exclusively by ORION Wholesaling in Europe 

and  Russia.

When will the Womanizer

be available from your

company?

Björn Radcke: As of this

writing, the Womanizer is

already available, but the

incredible demand for

this product is exceeding

all production capacities

at the moment. We will

 inform our customers of

new shipments as soon 

as possible.

Being the exclusive distri-

butor, will Orion Whole -

saling supply the Euro-

pean trade directly, or

are you going to work

with sub-distributors for

some markets?

Björn Radcke: We can supply the entire European

trade directly.

Can the trade turn to Orion Wholesaling for POS

 materials or web banners? Are there plans for other

sales-promoting materials to increase awareness of

the Womanizer?

Björn Radcke

of Orion Wholesaling
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Björn Radcke:

We will present various POS

materials shortly. We're already in the

middle of the sourcing process. The range will include

everything from videos and fact sheets to displays!

What's the retail price of the Womanizer?

Björn Radcke: The recommended retail price is 159 €. 

Who is the target audience for the product? Is the

Womanizer also suited for mainstream distribution

channels, or are you going to focus more on the

erotic market?

Björn Radcke: The Womanizer's appeal has no

 boundaries – neither with respect to target groups,

nor in terms of sales channels. It is perfect for women

of any age.

Will Orion Wholesaling only take up distribution duties

for the Womanizer, or are there plans for a closer

collaboration, with you providing suggestions for

 design, new products, etc.?

Björn Radcke: We will continue our close collabora-

tion with mister Lenke and may also

intensify it in that regard.

What are your (long-term) expecta-

tions for the Womanizer? Do you

think it will be able to make a name

for itself as a big brand in the erotic

market?

Björn Radcke:

That is exactly what I

 expect. The feedback we've received so far

– from the trade, but also from the consumers –

 clearly points to Womanizer becoming a strong

brand. And the entire erotic trade will benefit from

the success of this brand.

Michael Lenke, the inventor of the Womanizer said

in an EAN interview that there have been few real

 innovations in the erotic market lately. Why, do you

think, are many companies having such a hard time

finding new ways of stimulation?

Björn Radcke: Well, first of all, we definitely concur

with mister Lenke on that point. It is hard to establish

new inventions or all-new ideas in the market, and

most producers content with offering small changes

instead of real innovations.

Most products in this segment are based on vibration

whereas the Womanizer uses a very different

 approach. Why is this the right time for this new

 approach, this departure from the classical  principle?

Björn Radcke: The market is always ready for new

ideas and inventions. A product such as the

 Womanizer that does exactly what it tells you it will do

would be a success in any market and at any time.

.................

Never during my 15 years at Orion had

I seen such unanimity. Everybody

 believed in the potential of this product.“

................................ 
“
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There was cer ta in ly  no dear th  of  new ideas  at  th i s  year ' s  e roFame,  but  few fe l t

as  f resh as  XR B rand ' s  announcement  to  launch a product  l ine that  i s  insp i red

by the works  o f  F inn i sh  ar t i s t  Tuoko Laaksonen,  probably  bet te r  known as  Tom

of   F i n lad ,  one  o f  t he  mos t  i n f l uen t ia l  i cons  o f  gay  pop  cu l tu re .  The  on l y

downs ide i s  that  the European market  w i l l  have to  wai t  a  few more months

 befo re  the co l lect ion  i s  actua l ly  ava i lab le .  To  make the wai t  more

bearable,  EAN went  about   gather ing as  much

in fo r mat ion  abou t  t h i s  new   co l l ec t ion  as

 pos s ib le .  Rebecca  We inbe rg ,  P ro jec t

 Development  /  Key Account  Manager  at  XR

Brands,  answered a l l  o f  our  quest ions .  

“Tom of Finland Pleasure   
have ever come into the

XR Brands just returned to the USA from eroFame.

What's your résumé for the trade fair in Hanover?

One of the highlights at your booth was definitely the

presentation of the “Tom of Finland Pleasure Toys”. How

did the visitors react to this new line?

Rebecca Weinberg: Visitors stopped

in their tracks when they saw the 

8-foot-tall banner featuring a Tom of Fin-

land orgy scene in our booth.  Besides an

awesome photo op with Tom’s men as

the backdrop, customers were instantly

excited to see what the line was all

about. The anticipation has been

 palpable and it was thrilling to give the

items their first breath, so to speak, and

introduce our  customers to such a

 special brand. The anticipation was

especially  intense in Europe, as

 customers from this region have been

An interview with XR Brands Project Development/Key Account Manager Rebecca Weinberg 

illustrations created by Tom of Finland

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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In 1957, Physique Pictorial published the first
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familiar with Tom of Finland art for

decades and have been selling the

books for more than 20 years.

 Attendees recognised the signature

black-and-white imagery immedia-

tely, and we even had a customer

brought to tears by the debut. It was

essential that we  preserve and

uphold the Tom of  Finland

 namesake at the highest standards;

transforming an iconic body of work

into a tangible sex toy line was no

feat, and we worked  directly with the

Tom of Finland  Foundation to

 execute it with care, understanding

and utmost pride. 

Can you tell us a bit more about

the “Tom of Finland” phenomenon

and maybe explain who Tuoko

Laaksonen was exactly?

Rebecca Weinberg: Tom of Finland,

née Tuoko Laaksonen in 1920, was

a Finnish artist who inspired a cultural

movement with his stylised

 homoerotic fetish art, which

 premiered in the Spring 1957 issue

of the historic American all-male

magazine Physique Pictorial.

 Considered and respected as the

most influential creator of gay erotic

images – with pieces part of

 permanent collections in museums

around the world – Tom of Finland’s

R E B E C C A  W E I N B E R G

Rebecca Weinberg

at the Tom of Finland house
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signature black-and-grey style is  instantly recognizable

and remains a key component of popular gay culture.

His 3,500+ illustrations mostly feature men with exag-

gerated sexual traits – square jaws, bulging muscles,

massive penises – wearing tight or scant clothing and

positioned in a variety of hyper-masculine scenarios.

Laaksonen died in 1991, but his name and life’s work

remain an important part of art history and pop culture,

and the Tom of Finland Pleasure Toys collection comes

just months after the Finnish Postal Service released a

series of official Tom of Finland stamps. These are just

some of the myriad ways his home country (and the

world) is celebrating his artistic and cultural legacy.

Why did XR Brands choose to release an official “Tom

of Finland” line just now? Which factors played a role in

this decision? 

Rebecca Weinberg: We were approached by Joakim,

Durk and Sharp of the Tom of Finland Foundation earlier

this year to discuss developing a line of lubricants. They

had researched our line and found that XR Brands’

 Passion Lubricants are top-ranked, and they quickly

 learned that XR Brands has its finger on the pulse of

quality product development and e-commerce

 placement. Our initial conversations

quickly evolved from lubricants to a full

line of adult novelties and the Tom of

Finland Pleasure Toys collection was

born.  eroFame was the ideal venue to

launch the new products, as Tom of

Finland is especially recogni-

sed by the European art

world, and we knew the

brand would benefit

most from an

 international

 debut.  
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Why is “Tom of Finland” the right person to get his own

line of products? And why did it take so long before

 somebody realised it? 

Rebecca Weinberg: Tom of Finland could not be bet-

ter suited for a line of adult products. Everyone can

enjoy a man in uniform, but Tom’s artwork taps into

the raw voyeuristic desire that lies within that appre-

ciation. And XR Brands was inspired by that sense of

longing and craving and captured it in the look and

feel of the final line. And with the Tom of Finland art

exhibit at the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary

Art earlier this year, the recent release of the Finnish

Tom of Finland postage stamp, and a feature-length

film in production as we speak, the timing of Tom of

Finland Pleasure Toys couldn’t be better.

How long did you work on this range? In what capacity

were the executors of Tuoko Laaksonen involved in 

the process?

Rebecca Weinberg: We met the Tom of Finland

 executors in June of this year. We worked tirelessly  

hand-in-hand, often times at the Tom of Finland

 Foundation museum/house itself. Durk, Sharp 

and  Joakim were instrumental in the design of the

line.  Everything from the gunmetal grey colour 

carried throughout to Kake’s cock, which we  

hand-sculpted straight from their favourite of Tom’s

drawings. We are currently working together to select

which Tom of  Finland drawings would work best for

the products’ packaging.  

What can you tell us about the resulting line of

 products? How do they reflect the cultural legacy and

the works of Tuoko Laaksonen?

I N T E R V I E W
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.............................

We believe the gay community

around the world will embrace

this line, but the ultimate beauty of

Tom of Finland is that it appeals to

anyone who appreciates the human

form, artistic culture, erotic history,

and the positive expression of sex,

gender identity, and sexual freedom.”

........................................................ 

“

creator of gay pornographic images”

Tom of Finland was described as the “most influential
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Rebecca Weinberg: The first phase of Tom of Finland

Pleasure Toys ultimately resulted in a line that not only

lives up to the Foundation’s standards, but also the

 standards that the executors felt Tom himself would

have held. No decision was made without first asking

ourselves, “What would Tom have done?” And every

item in the line was put to the test of real-life use by the

experts. Once the items passed this initial test, it was

time to execute the intricate details – from the Tom of

Finland-branded locks on the packaging to the delicate

fine-tuning of Kake’s cock shape.

How hard was it to design a product line that can really

live up to the phenomenon “Tom of Finland”? 

Rebecca Weinberg: It definitely was not an easy task.

Really, how do you create a line of “toys” that

 represents such an iconic figure? Without the skill of

the XR Brands product development team and the

expertise of the Tom of Finland Foundation, the line

would never have been completed with the same

quality, functionality and timeliness – and definitely

wouldn’t have been as fun!

Which customer group is the target audience for these

products? 

Rebecca Weinberg: Without a doubt, the gay

 community sees Tom of Finland as one of its expressive

heroes, as Tom was one of the very first artists to

 unabashedly portray the gay lifestyle in an honest and

positive way.  We believe the gay community around

the world will embrace this line, but the ultimate beauty

of Tom of Finland is that it appeals to anyone who

 appreciates the human form, artistic culture, erotic

 history, and the positive expression of sex, gender

 identity, and sexual freedom. 

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 2 / 2 0 1 4
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.................

eroFame was the ideal venue to

launch the new products, as Tom

of Finland is especially recognised

by the European art world, and we

knew the brand would benefit most

from an international debut.” 

................................ 

“
a debossed logo, and gunmetal grey accents

The line includes a variety of different products with

Tom of Finland Foundation and Tuoko Laaksonen's executors

The collection is the product of a collaboration with the

European market in February/March of 2015

The product line will probably hit the
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Isn't this line an absolute must have for every retailer –

be it stationary or e-commerce ?

Rebecca Weinberg: Tom of Finland Pleasure Toys is the

biggest thing to have ever come into the adult novelty

world, gay or straight. Never before has a manufacturer

dared to transform a historic and culturally legendary

identity into a series of interactive erotic art forms; even

the latest reality-star-endorsed lines can’t touch the talent,

history, and international appeal of Tom of Finland.

Can you give us some additional information about the

products? Which items is the collection made up of

Rebecca Weinberg: The line includes locking neoprene

hand cuffs, ankle cuffs and a leash and collar with a

debossed logo and gunmetal grey accents. Silicone

plugs, dildos, cock rings, a trainer plug set, a ball stretcher,

and barrel nipple clamps also are included in the series,

and we even offer a Tom of Finland branded metal lock

(sold separately) so you can decorate your gym bag or

key chain with it. 

Kake’s cock was hand sculpted from one of Tom’s

 drawings, which ultimate transformed a flat 2-dimensio-

nal image into a 3-dimensional fuck-able dildo, and

we’re offering it in two editions: the Deluxe includes a

 silver-coloured silicone cock packaged in an impressive

acrylic display box with a copy of the Tom of Finland

print from which it was sculpted, and a more affordable
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flesh-coloured TPE version available in branded

 packaging. Tom of Finland lubricant options include

 water-based, hybrid and silicone versions in handsome

aluminium pump-top bottles. Each is decorated with

 etched dog-tag key chains branded by Tom of Finland. 

And the packaging for every item is decorated with

hand-picked pieces of Tom of Finland art, which are

easily cut out and collectible.

When will the line be released in the European market? 

Rebecca Weinberg: The line will start shipping in Jan/Feb

2015. I estimate product will hit shelves in Europe by

February/March 2015

Do you already have distribution partners you can tell

us about?  

Rebecca Weinberg: We have many distributors

 interested in the line and we are currently in talks for

 limited distribution exclusives in Europe. 

Are you planning to have advertising campaigns, 

POS-materials, etc. to go along with the launch? 

Rebecca Weinberg: We are planning a major

 marketing push for the Tom of Finland launch with press,

advertising and launch parties and celebrations. We

plan to offer an in-store program, which would allow

 retailers to create a Tom of Finland “shop” inside their

stores ad include an educational component along

with the items themselves similarly to what we displayed

at eroFame this year, including wall slicks, Tom’s

 biography, flyers and more. We work closely with our

customers to provide custom signage depending on

our customer’s needs; we have one European store

chain that has requested a custom banner-sized display

for their store front windows. The XR Brands team is

 prepared and equipped to expedite almost any request

when it comes to marketing materials.  

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

We are planning a major marketing

push for the Tom of Finland launch

with press, advertising and launch

 parties and celebrations.” 

................................ 

“

”Real Men“ is one of the recurring

themes in Tom of Finland's illustrations
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Next  year,  p ju r  g roup wi l l  ce lebrate the i r  20th  anniversar y !  The golden year  has  a l ready

been ushered in  at  eroFame th is  October,  s ince the t rade convent ion marked

the s tar t  o f  the Go fo r  Gold campaign wi th  ra f f les  in  Europe,  the Un i ted

States ,  and Aust ra l ia .  A lexander  Giebel ,  founder  and CEO of  pur  group

took the t ime fo r  an in ter v iew to  te l l  us  more about  the campaign

and about  the oppor tun i t ies  i t  p rov ides  to  the t rade.

Next year, pjur will turn 20.

In October, you already

gave the visitors of eroFame a first

taste of the celebrations yet to follow. Is

pjur going to celebrate this anniversary throughout 2015,

together with the consumers, the trade, and the  industry?

Alexander Giebel: That's the plan. We want to celebrate

our anniversary with our customers and our retail partners

and let everybody share in the success we've achieved

throughout the years. eroFame  was the starting signal

for our Golden Year 2015. The first two winners have

 received a real gold bullion, and the feedback we

 received for our campaign has been magnificent. So

we're all the more thrilled now that Go for Gold is entering

its main phase. The trade is even going to benefit  

two-fold – there is a special raffle, and there are POS

materials to ramp up their sales and boost their success.

The market for erotic products has changed a lot over

the course of the past 20 years. How much has your

company contributed to that positive development?

Alexander Giebel: When we sold the first bottles of

 Original 20 years ago, that was a milestone. We were

the first to sell silicone lubricants anywhere on the planet.

Ever since, we have been an integral part of the 

erotic industry as a premium producer with millions of

fans the world over.

Go for Gold – pjur celebrates its 20th anniversary with customers and trade members

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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“Everybody who wants
also win a gold bullion–

“Gold is widely known as a symbol

of quality and purity.“ - Alexander Giebel,

founder and CEO of pjur group
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Sex and eroticism only became a

topic of interest in the mainstream

market a few years ago. Novels,

 movies, and magazines have been

making sex and passion part of our

everyday life, which is exactly the line

we've always supported with

our brand: Living up to high

 standards in terms of quality and

 innovation, we approach the topic

in a laid-back, yet serious fashion,

showing our customers that sexuality

in all its forms is something that's

 unique, but at the same time also

perfectly normal. Abiding by this

philosophy, we've certainly done

our share to create a more positive

image for erotic products in society.

How would you describe pjur

group's current position in the

international erotic market?

Alexander Giebel: With our

 innovative high-quality

 products, we have always

 positioned pjur as a

 premium producer. That's

what we are and always will

be. Of course, you hear about

companies that try to lure in

customers with low prices, but

today's consumers,  especially

those looking for erotic pro-

ducts, have high  standards, and

they are ready to spend a little

more money for  quality.  As a result,

very few of these aforementioned

companies stay in the market for a

long time. Sticky  lubricants at low pri-

ces don't satisfy anyone. Quality pro-

ducts at fair  prices on the other hand

do, as we can see at pjur every day.

pjur's anniversary campaign for 

2015 has been dubbed “Go 

for Gold“. What can we expect 

from this  campaign?

Alexander Giebel: Next year, we will

have a big gold raffle, and everyone

can take part. There is also going to

be an additional raffle for our trade

partners to thank them for their long-

lasting loyalty and collaboration. But

of course, retailers who may not even

have pjur in their range yet are also

welcomed to partake in the raffle.

So “Go for Gold“ is like a gold 

rush for the consumers. How will 

you let them share in the 

anniversary  celebrations?

Alexander Giebel: Go for Gold

 means that our customers in Europe,

the United States, and Australia can

win real gold prizes next year. And

there won't be just one raffle; instead,

we are going to pick a lucky winner

roughly every other week in one of

A L E X A N D E R  G I E B E L

.................

We are eternally

 grateful for the

 support and the great

partnership we've had

with the trade members

and the consumers these

past years.“

................................ 

“

to win a gold bullion can
if fortune favours them.“
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the markets. This means, the participants have 20

 chances to win a prize! Any private person can

 participate, i.e. every consumer, but also every retailer,

wholesaler, employee, or owner of a store. In short:

 Everybody who wants to win a gold bullion can also win

a gold bullion – provided fortune favours them.  

Why gold?

Alexander Giebel: Gold is widely known as a symbol of

quality and purity. That's the perfect fit for our products

and the pjur philosophy that is at the heart of our entire

line. That's how we got the idea for the gold raffle.

What do the participants have to do?

Alexander Giebel: To participate in the Go for Gold raffle,
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all you have to do is register at our website

 www.pjurGold.com, answer a few simple question, 

and voilà – your name is added to the pot for the 

year-long gold raffle.

How can the trade members participate, and which

prizes does pjur have for them?

Alexander Giebel:Apart from the gold competition, we

have a special raffle for our trade partners where 

they can win 20 “German pjur Staff Parties“. All the 

owners and employees of erotic retail stores can take

part in the raffle. They only need to register at

 www.pjurGold.com/b2b, and their names will

 automatically be added to the pot. We want our b2b

customers to benefit from this anniversary just as much

their consumers! And the trade members can also use

our b2b Go for Gold campaign to boost sales! Five pjur

top-sellers will be adorned with special promo bands,

and we'll provide free POS packages. Those materials, in

I N T E R V I E W
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We want to celebrate our anniversary

with our customers and our retail

partners and let everybody share in the

success we've achieved over the years.“

................................ 

“

Five pjur top-sellers will

be adorned with a special Go for Gold band
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conjunction with the big b2c media campaign, offer

real added value and will most definitely help retailers

generate more turnover with pjur in 2015.

Which advertising, PR, and

promotion tools will pjur

group use to create

 awareness for the raffle

among consumers?

Alexander Giebel: Of

course, we'll make use of

our entire marketing

 arsenal to inform the

 consumers about the raffle

through all available channels. This way, we want to

create interest in the pjur campaign among a wide

range of customers as an additional incentive for them

to visit the stores of our trade partners and buy pjur

 products. This means we'll provide our retailers with 

various materials to boost sales. As mentioned before,
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there will be gold bands on the 100ml bottles of pjur

 Original, Woman, Back Door Silicone, analyse me!

 silicone, and Aqua – at no extra cost to the retailers! We

can also provide the trade with our free POS kit as an

 additional, direct sales tool.  It includes: poster, shopping

bags, a pop-up display, flyer, shelf display, web banner,

and a lot more.

In addition to that, we want to create interest in the

 campaign – and in pjur itself – on an international level

by way of our media channels. To that end, we have

developed a homogeneous communication plan in

collaboration with the pjur parters in the USA, Australia,

and Europe. This will be our first campaign to be

 implemented across three continents at the same time.

This mix of measures and materials will allow us to reach

millions of existing and potential new pjur customers. Not

only should this result in a great many registrations for the

Go for Gold raffle, but ultimately also in increasing

 demand for pjur products in retail stores around the world.

When exactly will the campaign begin?

Alexander Giebel: If you want to register for the POS

kit and automatic participation in the pjur b2b raffle,

you can do so right now at the campaign site

www.pjurGold.Com/b2b or via your pjur contact

 person. If you place your order early, you can already

have the campaign products and the new and free

POS materials in your stores in January to create

 awareness for the Go for Gold campaign among 

your customers.

As for the gold bullion raffle: 

You can register from January 1,

2015 on a special pjur 

website that will be launched 

in due time.

Do you have any wishes for the

next 20 years?

Alexander Giebel: We are

 eternally grateful for the support and the great

 partnership we've had with the trade members and

the consumers these past years. For the next 20 years,

I'd wish that things stayed that way, that we won over

many more customers with our work, and that we got

even more consumers to visit erotic retail stores.

I N T E R V I E W
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.............................

Apart from the gold competition,

we have a special raffle for our

trade partners where they can win 20

“German pjur Staff Parties“. All the

owners and employees of erotic retail

stores can take part in the raffle.“

.................................................. 

“

The Go for Gold campaign got off to a great start at

eroFame in October, garnering lots of positive feedback
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Your company Kleido hosts home parties in Spain. Since

when are you in the business of organising home

 parties? Which services are included in your parties?

Rubén Anguera: Kleido associates have been offering

home parties since its foundation in 2007. The range of

services provided has increased since the home party

market has evolved from standard product presentation

to more specialised services such as thematic workshops,

couples counselling, bachelorette parties, and the

 organisation of events for groups.

There are a number of companies and entrepreneurs

 involved in the home party market. What makes your

 parties differ from those of your competition?

Rubén Anguera: Many people in Spain think that anyone

can buy a bunch of erotic products and become a home

party organiser. At Kleido, we think of the home party as

an experience, and it begins the very first minute, when
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Direct marketing is especially successful in times of

crisis, says Rubén Anguera, CEO of Spanish home party

company Kleido. Hence, it is no surprise that this way

of marketing is becoming more and more popular

among the people in the South of Europe. EAN wanted to

learn which other elements contribute to the success of

Kleido and which role things such as training, the right products,

great service, and brands play, so we asked Rubén for an interview.

the organiser requests information about our services. 

In order to achieve this goal, we focus on:

Training for all our associates in the fields of erotic products,

sexuality, sales and presentation skills, and customer care. 

Products: We offer a limited portfolio of less than 600 refe-

rences, hand-picked from what we consider are the best

products in the market. By limiting our offer, we can gua-

rantee availability and quick delivery (we stock at our own

warehouse). By achieving high volumes and rotation on

these references, we can provide very competitive prices. 

Service: We strongly invest in implementing best practices

for our services. We can deliver almost every item in our

portfolio in less than 24 hours. All toys are tested on our

premises before being shipped to the consumer. There is

nothing worse than an angry client because he/she has

received a defective toy. 

Brand alliance: We work directly with product

 manufacturers and brands that share our philosophy 

Rubén Anguera presents Kleido home parties 

exclusive
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“Everything is about 
the experience.”

Rubén Anguera, CEO of

Kleido Technologies S.L.
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and they get  involved in our 

training, marketing campaigns, and

 communication efforts.

Do you also offer your items 

through other sales channel, e.g. 

via an online shop?

Rubén Anguera: This is something

that also differentiates Kleido from ot-

her competitors. Kleido does not have

an online shop. We do not sell our

 products to the end consumers

 directly, all our sales are made by our

associates. There are thousands of

online shops that sell the same

 products without any kind of differen-

tiation. That strategy has led to a

 "discount price business". Kleido sees

the homeparty business as a service

business. Customers value the whole

Kleido experience and they do

 understand that the price they pay is

for the whole service, not just for the

products they may end up buying.

That includes personal aspects, the

knowledge, ideas and suggestions

that they get when attending a party.

Managing an online store is a

 completely different business.

In your experience, do some

 products sell better in different 

sales channels?

Rubén Anguera: Although we do not

sell online to final consumers, from

our strategy and my past

experience  working with other com-

panies, the answer to your question is

definitely yes. At home parties, sales

are very much influenced by the

Kleido associate who presents the

products. Associates love specific pro-

ducts and they get so excited and

passionate about them that those

items almost sell effortlessly. Most of

the time, these products happen to

be from quite unknown brands. When

selling online, this emotion and pas-

sion cannot be conveyed and cus-

tomers tend to opt for the products

and brands that have spent huge

amounts of cash on media presence

What does a typical home party look

like? How many people attend and

how high are the average sales at

such an event?

Rubén Anguera: The perfect home

party size would be from 7 to 10

 attendants. Though it is quite

 common to have as few as 5 or as

many as 20. Over 20 attendees, we

do not consider it a home party, but

a group event, which is a completely

different service, both in terms of

 organisation and demonstration

structure. Sales usually range from 35

€ to 150 € per attendee. 

Do the attendees usually buy your

products right on the spot or do they

use the party as a place to get new

ideas for their love life and buy the

products later?

Rubén Anguera: They buy on the

spot. Again, everything is about the

 experience. A good home party

 experience ends with the attendees

so excited that they are willing to try

whatever ideas, suggestions, or

 products they have enjoyed the

most, as soon as they get home.

They do not want to wait. 

Which products do you offer your

clients in regards of brands, price

range etc.?

Rubén Anguera: Once again,

Kleido is proud to be different in that

 regard, too. Whereas many home

party  companies brag that they can

offer thousands of products from

 almost any brand in the market, we

do not consider that as realistic

 option if you want to provide the

 level of service that the home party

business requires. Thus, since its very

beginning Kleido has developed a

strategy of focusing on only a few

brands that work closely with us in

terms of training for our  associates,

product quality-control, and pricing

strategy. 

One of them is NUEI, a new brand

in Spain that is becoming increa-

singly popular among consumers

due to its image and quality, and

shares our  vision of what customer-

oriented  products should be. 

BIJOUX INDISCRETS is another 

well-know brand Kleido has been

 working with directly almost since its

R U B É N  A N G U E R A

.................

An excellent sales

 person never sells a

product, she always sells

excitement and passion.”

................................ 

“
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inception, when Bijoux Indiscrets was still a local brand

with only 10 products in its portfolio. 

Are brands an important factor for the guests? Which

 products are selling best at such events? Does the average

tupper sex party attendee recognise erotic-brands and

asks for them?

Rubén Anguera: I wish I could say that's true, but I am

afraid it is not really so. For the average attendee, a home

party will be their first approach to the world of erotic

 products. Only mass market brands such as Durex, or

those that have had an impact on TV, such as We Vibe,

tend to be recognised. It is also quite common that

 attendees refer to familiar products based on where they

first saw them, instead of the brand, for instance: the

 vibrator that appeared in "Sex and the City" or the pants

from "The Ugly Truth".  

The salesperson usually sells the products in the homes 

or living-rooms of the hosts, and to people they do not

know. Does this require a certain intuition and instinct?

What does a good home party salesperson need 

to be  successful?

Rubén Anguera: Doesn't any type of sale require that?

The best sales person is a good listener who identifies her

 customers needs, knows her products, and is very quick in

adapting her language and presentation so that it

 resonates with the customer in front of her. An excellent

sales person never sells a product, she always sells

 excitement and passion.

How many employees are currently active for Kleido? Do

you offer them special training?

Rubén Anguera: Currently, Kleido is working with around

550 active associates all over Spain. Yes, all associates
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 receive initial training when they join us, and they also

 participate in our continuous education programme which

includes online webinars, on-site training sessions held in

key cities all over the country, and an annual congress

which is held iin Barcelona for a whole weekend. 

It seems, that this kind of event is directed towards women.

Do you also offer home parties for men or couples? 

Rubén Anguera: Yes, there are home parties and work-

shops specifically designed for couples and men alone.

It is true, though, that men are quite reluctant to attend a

party only for men, especially if it is hosted by a woman.

When offering this kind of service, it is not uncommon to

get comments such as "but I am not gay" which shows

just how much work is still to be done in this area. None-

theless, the number of men who are interested in beco-

ming  associates is steadily increasing, and so we expect

the same upward trend for men-only parties.

What can you tell us about your clients. What's their

 average age, income etc.? Are people who booked

such a party once likely to book one again, or is it most of

a once time only affair?

Rubén Anguera: Most of our customers can be classified

two groups:

a) Those interested in a classic home party: They are usually

middle class women from their early 30s up to their 60s.

They are very interested in learning, in discovering new

sensations and spicing up their intimate life. Most of the

time, they are interested in more parties and keep in touch

with their consultant for further counselling and sales.

b) Those interested in a home party as part of their

 bachelorette or birthday event. They are women in their

early 20's, lower and middle class. Although things differ

from party to party, it is not uncommon that many of these

.................

It is true, though,

that men are quite

 reluctant to attend a party

only for men, especially if

it is hosted by a woman.”

................................ 

“
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customers are basically

looking for a "cheap” or

“free" event to have some

laughs, but are not that

 interested in the oppor -

tunity to learn about or

 discover the world of erotic

products. They might even be half-drunk during the

 demonstration. This is usually a once-only event.

Do you think that Spain is especially well-suited for this

kind of marketing? How important are home parties as a

sales channel for the Spanish erotic market?

Rubén Anguera: Definitely very important! Direct sales

 marketing always booms during economic crises. With a

rate of unemployment close to 25% - the biggest in

 Western Europe -home parties have become a stable

and solid way for many families to generate an income.

The fact that sexuality and erotic products are still kind of a

taboo and obscure thing to talk about in most towns,

 except a few key cities, makes this kind of marketing an

effective way to reach new users for erotic products.

I truly believe that the home party channel is the most

 under-recognised sales channels for erotic products

among most of the brands that operate in the industry.

Many of these brands focus most of their promotional

 efforts on classic physical stores. Now that these stores are

closing down due to the financial crisis (and I strongly

 believe that we are far from the end of it) some brands

are trying to explore this channel as it that allows for a

much higher capillarity (you will not find and erotic store in

a town with a population on 5,000, but you will surely find

a home party associate from any of the firms that operate

in the market), and also because it is perfectly suited for

close interaction with the consumers.

Spain was hit pretty hard by the crisis a few years back.

Now, it looks as if the worst was over. How would you

 describe the Spanish erotic market right now? 
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.................

There are thousands of online shops that sell the

same products without any kind of differentiation.

That strategy has led to a 'discount price business'.”

................................ 
“

Rubén Anguera: I do not agree that the worst is over in

Spain, but I guess this is not the place to argue if Spain

will still do worse because of to the lack of serious

 economic recovery measures and the populist political

climate we are facing.

With regard to the erotic market, it has attracted far

too many players (brands, distributors, stores, home

party  organisers) in the last years, most of whom have

been led by two false assumptions: an over-estimation

of the size of the market and its potentials margins,

and the belief that if you are good at manufacturing

toys, you will be good too at the rest of the segments

in the erotic market, such as developing a new brand

of cosmetics products. 

In distribution, many of these players have tried to fight

the crisis by lowering prices and reducing margins to

compete among each other, embracing a price war

that does not benefit anyone in the distribution chain. 

Other distributors have developed a strategy of

 cannibalising their customers and have opened stores

next to their customers' shops, thus kicking many of these

shops out of the market, or by selling online at discount

prices, which they can afford since they have both, the

distribution and the wholesale margin.

Meanwhile, manufacturers and brands have placed little

or no effort on fighting these strategies that aim at  

short-term profits but do so at the cost of long-term

 sustainability. I will not mention names, but this has been

specially harmful for a brand that was the dominant and

almost only brand for discreet, non-offensive, high-quality

toys back in 2007. Now, in 2014, it has lost most of its

market share because there was too little contact with

the consumers and because it worked with a distributor

who has implemented some of the market- and  

value-destroying activities mentioned above.

In some ways, it looks like the Spanish market for erotic

toys is very similar to the market for any commodity, that

is, little margins and little profits that lead to low levels of

 investment in service and innovation.

I N T E R V I E W
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In  th i s  in te r v iew,  Lovehoney ' s  Commerc ia l  D i rector,  Ray Hayes ,  te l l s  us  about  the B r i t i sh

company ' s  e f fo r t s  to  suppor t  young people enter ing the indus t r y  –  be i t  by  prov id ing

career  oppor tun i t ies  fo r  un ivers i ty  graduates  in  var ious  depar tments  o f  the company,

or by of fer ing internships and t rainee posi t ions.  To reach out to young people,  Lovehoney

is  a l so  work ing together  w i th  the local  un ivers i ty  in  Bath and wi th  Santander  Bank.

exclusive

“At Lovehoney, we encourage
young people to use their talents.“

Lovehoney offers career opportunity to university graduates
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this scheme, which has resulted in  Lovehoney growing as

a  company with lots of young, fresh talent. 

These things are very common in other industries, but

you don't see them a lot in the erotic world. Why is that?

Ray Hayes: I myself come from the FMCG

 marketplace and as you state, these schemes are

indeed commonplace in most industries. The adult

industry is progressing at a rapid rate, and the

 demands are no different from my background, and

it’s here that keen and skilled graduates can make a

difference. It’s down to the companies in our industry

to recruit this talent and share the message that

 rewarding, exciting careers are to be had. 

Does the erotic industry have enough appeal as a po-

tential employer among young people?

Ray Hayes: Absolutely as it’s such a huge market with

many variables. Once graduates come to learn this,

I’m sure there will be plenty knocking on Lovehoney’s

door. Why? It’s a fun industry and  speaking from my ex-

perience of  working at  Lovehoney, we empower people

to take control and make decisions. This doesn’t always

occur in the FMCG  industry. At Lovehoney, we encou-

rage young people to use their talents and make use

of them. The three graduates in my team are fluent in

many languages languages (6 in total) and they are

able to use their linguistic skills on a  regular basis. 

What experiences have you made adding university

 graduates to your team?

Lovehoney has been offering jobs to university  graduates

and has been known to make the entry into the industry

as easy as possible for these job  beginners. When did that

become part of your agenda, and why did you decide to

place more emphasis on these things?

Ray Hayes: Bath has a first class  university which attracts

an  abundance of young, talented people who wish to re-

main in the beautiful city after graduating.  Lovehoney is

able to offer graduates career  opportunities in IT, design,

copywriting, buying, global e-commerce and trade sales,

alongside many other career paths. Many of the graduates

are multilingual, and as the Lovehoney Group expands

globally, it is in our interest to nurture this wealth of talent

and turn it into a productive asset. 

What's more, you are working with the University of Bath

and the Santander bank to create internships. Would

you mind giving us some information about that

 programme?

Ray Hayes: It’s a great partnership between  universities,

Santander and local businesses. In this case, when Bath

University students complete their degree course, it creates

an opportunity for them to embark on a three month

 internship at Lovehoney and receive a salary that is paid

for by both the  company and  Santander. Graduates who

are given positions on this scheme gain invaluable expe-

rience in a full time  position, and at the end of the three

month period, the opportunity to join Lovehoney on a

permanent basis. Richard Longhurst and Neal  Slateford

(Co-founders /Co Owners) have been great supporters of

I N T E R V I E W
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Ray Hayes: As a global business, having multilingual

 employees means we are able to communicate more

efficiently with our trade and consumer  customers, and

they really appreciate it. They share a desire to be  successful

and a have a tremendous work ethos that can only benefit

the business.

Are students sufficiently prepared for the working world

when graduating from university? Or are they like  diamonds

in the rough, and you still have a lot of work to do  before

their potential is fully realised?

Ray Hayes: I would not agree with the sentiments of

 ‘diamonds in the rough’ as these are young men and

young women, who desire  encouragement and praise,

which is a great  motivator. It’s all about working closely

with the  graduates, coaching and training them and

 welcoming them to the team. I believe we all learn

 something every day, and it’s  rewarding when you see

the progression the individual makes. We operate in the

same way as other major businesses outside of the

 industry, with regular appraisals, KPI’s, one to ones etc.

The three month internship  programme has  proven to

be a  winning formula and is fantastic  preparation for

the real world of  employment.

Critics of your approach might argue that you'd be better

advised hiring people who have a university degree and

several years of professional experience under their belt.

What do you say to that?

Ray Hayes: I believe it’s all dependent upon the  company’s

requirements. I don’t believe that there is a right answer or

a wrong answer. We see young  professional footballers

playing for their national team at the ages of eighteen or

nineteen. We see young pop stars. Talent will always come

through regardless of age and experience.

Do many university graduates apply for a job at  Lovehoney,

or are the old taboos and the  preconceptions about the

erotic industry still keeping many of them away?
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Ray Hayes: Certainly not. We currently employ many

 graduates and continue to receive applications.

Many of the graduates have become well known

 within Bath and working at Lovehoney and in our

 industry is perceived as ‘very cool’. The industry is

changing and there are some great companies who

are extremely professional. This is born out from events

such as eroFame.

Which channels do you use to reach out to 

potential  candidates?

Ray Hayes: Advertising on Lovehoney, media

 advertising, recommendations, recruitment compa-

nies. We’ll review any CV we receive.

What are Lovehoney's expectations regarding

 applicants who are fresh out of university? What do

they have to bring to the table?

Ray Hayes: A willingness to work hard (go the extra

inch as we say), be a team player, use their skill sets,

learn, and have fun.

Where in the company do you use these people, 

i.e. which departments are you hiring for?

Ray Hayes: As mentioned previously, across all 

our  departments.

Do most university graduates stay in the company

for a longer period of time? Is there ample

 opportunity for  upward mobility? Or is Lovehoney

more like a spring board for most of the university

grads you hire?

Ray Hayes: Within the business, we have lots of people

with longevity. There is ample scope to  progress in the

business as as the business itself grows. My team for

example are required to travel to the USA and Europe

on a regular basis. It’s our  responsibility to nurture and

keep good talent so a springboard isn’t required…

and why would they leave Lovehoney?
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The industry is changing and

there are some great companies

who are extremely professional.”

................................ 
“
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“It's a great industry to work in, it's filled
with interesting people and it is very fun.” 

Please tell us a few things about yourself. For

 instance, what did you study and where did you

study it?

Ilona Laboviciute: My name is Ilona Laboviciute and I

am originally from Lithuania. I studied German, Spanish,

and European Politics at the University of Bath.

What was your motivation to apply for a job 

at Lovehoney?

Ilona Laboviciute: I had been

 familiar with the company before,

so when I noticed the advert on

the University job page I 

was excited to apply. It see-

med like a fun industry to get

into. Also, having  graduated

with a language degree, 

I thought it would be 

a great opportunity 

to use my language skills,

as Lovehoney is a 

global company. 

Ilona Laboviciute talks about her career start at Lovehoney 

I N T E R V I E W
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We have al ready learned f rom Ray Hayes

what  Lovehoney does  to  create t ra inee

 pos i t ions  and career  oppor tun i t ies  fo r

 univers i ty graduates. Now, let 's  hear the ot-

her  s ide:  I lona Labov icu i te  i s  one of  the

young people who seized the oppor tunity to

s tar t  a  career  at  Lovehoney,  and af te r  a

th ree-month in ternsh ip,  she has  now be-

come an establ ished member of the t rade

team. EAN wanted to know more about her

experiences and her motivat ion to work for

Lovehoney in the  erot ic industr y.

exclusive

Following a three-month internship,

full-time position in the Lovehoney team

Ilona Laboviciute now has a
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How had Lovehoney come to your attention?

Ilona Laboviciute: The Lovehoney internship was

 advertised on the University of Bath job page under

Santander internships. I was familiar with the online com-

pany already, so I thought it would be great to apply. 

Did you have a plan B up your sleeve in case you

hadn't got the job at Lovehoney?

Ilona Laboviciute: At the time, I was looking for other

jobs as well, having just graduated.

But after coming to an interview at

Lovehoney, I knew I really wanted

to work there. During the interview I

met people who work at Loveho-

ney and the atmosphere was sim-

ply great. Also, the role sounded

challenging and exciting.  In the

end, I did have another job offer,

but I chose to do the internship 

with Lovehoney. 

Were you always certain that this

was the right thing for you or did doubts creep in at

some point, after all Lovehoney is a company in the

erotic market?

Ilona Laboviciute: I never planned to work in the sex in-

dustry, however having only been there for a few weeks

I was amazed how much I enjoyed it. I never had any

doubts about the company, for as long as you enjoy

the job and the people I don't think it matters what the

company does. Plus, it's a great industry to work in, it's

filled with interesting people and it is very fun. 

How did your friends and family react when hearing

about your job in the erotic industry?

Ilona Laboviciute: Most of them thought it was great,

they love hearing about the different toys. My parents

took a little while to feel comfortable with it, but now

they ask me just as many questions as my friends!

Did you have certain expectations about the erotic

industry?

Ilona Laboviciute: I wasn't too sure what to expect to

be honest. Traditionally, the sex industry is viewed quite

negatively, but nowadays more and more people are
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sexually open and I knew that Lovehoney was one of

the modern companies that tried to shift peoples per-

spectives about the industry. 

Did these expectations turn out to be accurate? What

surprised you most about the industry?

Ilona Laboviciute: Although I didn't have many pre-set

expectations, I was surprised for the better. I never

thought that the industry is so vast and welcoming.

Everyone is incredibly friendly and I

love the fact that no one takes

themselves too seriously. It's defini-

tely a place where you can be your-

self and make the most out of it. 

How long have you been working

for Lovehoney, and what are your

responsibilities in the company?

Ilona Laboviciute: I did a 3 month

internship in the summer, and I

have now been accepted for a

full-time position in the trade team.

So nearly 4 months in total. Due to my specific

language abilities I manage the eastern European ac-

counts, providing marketing support to our customers,

processing orders and helping the company grow. I

am also responsible for our overseas accounts.

And the skills you honed during your studies, can you

implement them in your new job?

Ilona Laboviciute: Definitely, the degree in Bath is ba-

sed on communication and cultural awareness, this

has been very helpful as I need to speak to clients

from different countries over the phone and via email.

I also sometimes do some translation work which I

have done at University and my presentation skills

come in use when I have to present our products at

trade shows. 

At times, theory and practice can be different animals

altogether. Do you feel that your studies prepared you

appropriately for the working world?

Ilona Laboviciute: Yes, I am happy with my degree

because it was focused on communication, organisa-

tion and presentation skills. These are all vital skills in any
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I think it would be

great if more graduates

entered the industry, it

would definitely change the

perception of the industry

in the mainstream.” 
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industry, and the various languages are also advan-

tageous. Because of my degree I am used to working

under pressure and to deadlines; it definitely has helped

me develop a strong work ethic. 

Do you think that the erotic industry would benefit from

having more university graduates? 

Ilona Laboviciute: I think it would be great if more gra-

duates entered the industry, it would definitely change

the perception of the industry in the mainstream. At Lo-

vehoney there is a lot of opportunity to take initiative

and develop yourself and the amount of responsibility

you get I think you would struggle to find in your normal

corporate environment. Not only would it be beneficial

for the graduates I think it would be useful for the industry

to attract more young people. Especially now that the

industry is growing rapidly, as people are becoming

more and more open about their sexual habits and the

demand is growing. 

What could the companies do to facilitate the entry

into the world of erotica for university graduates? Are

there enough internships and trainee positions?
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Ilona Laboviciute: Other than the one at Lovehoney I

have not heard of another internship. I think perhaps the

companies don't even try to advertise their positions to

graduates because they don't see them as their typical

potential employees. Saying that, I am one of the many

graduates working at Lovehoney. I think if these internships

and traineeships where more openly advertised, the

companies would be surprised by how many students

would love to apply. It is not for everyone but I would say

most students think it's a cool industry to be in and they

don't know enough about the opportunities available. 

What are your plans for your career? Which goals have

you set for yourself in or outside the erotic industry?

Ilona Laboviciute: I am currently happy to continue

learning about the industry and account management

as well as develop my marketing skills at Lovehoney. 

I haven't settled on a specific career plan, but I will defi-

nitely stay in the industry for a while, I really enjoy the

people I work with and the job I do. Especially with the

Fifty Shades of Grey hype at the moment it's an exciting

time to join the industry. I am worried that any other job

would be too boring!

Aren't you afraid that future employers might frown upon

your stint in the erotic industry should you choose to

leave the erotic realm?

Ilona Laboviciute: Not really, I don't think I'd like to work

for a company that would judge me based on my pre-

vious employment. That's what I like about the sex industry

so much, people don't judge. I am sure that it would be

an interesting conversation if I went to interviews but

there are many great things I can draw on from my

time in the industry, so I think it would be fine. 

In your opinion, is the erotic industry an industry like any

other, or is it indeed a special industry?

Ilona Laboviciute: It is definitely different. Speaking to

my friends who work for other, even bigger companies

there is no other place where everyone is so relaxed

and friendly. I also find that I get more responsibility and

exciting opportunities working at Lovehoney. It is also a

relatively small industry, meaning that you can meet a

lot of great people very easily, you are not just another

number in a giant organisation. 
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I never planned to work in

the sex industry, however

having only been there for a

few weeks I was amazed how much

I enjoyed it.”
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“
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At Lovehoney there is a lot

of opportunity to take ini-

tiative and develop yourself

and the amount of responsibi-

lity you get I think you would

struggle to find in your normal

corporate environment.”
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Dua and Nuo – Je Joue presents the next generation of 

Je Joue has been at this

year's eroFame. Jud-

ging from what you

saw at the trade

convention, what

are the big deve-

lopments in the

market?  And

how have trade

and industry res-

ponded to your

products?

Marion Junet: The

big developments

in the market this year

have been very much

based around ‘new’ tech-

nology. We found a lot of the

big players were following suit with this

trend. We introduced three new products at this

year’s eroFame including our first remote controlled

toys Dua and Nuo; both are remote controlled eit-

her with an elegant pen-style remote or with our

mobile App. All of our new toys, together with our

new look were very well received by clients old

and new.

These past few years, a lot has happened in regard

to products, sales environment, target audience,

public acceptance, etc. Which direction is the sex

toy industry taking, and how would you position Je

Joue in relation to this overall

development?

Marion Junet: Not all

markets are the

same but we

have noticed in

the EU that the

sex toy industry

is becoming

m a i n s t r e a m.

Also in the UK,

thanks to recent

pop culture such

as Lovehoney’s

‘More Sex please,

We’re British’ and of

course the 50 Shades of

Grey phenomenon, we feel the

market is increasing steadily. People

are starting to open up and sex toys are losing

their taboo image. We at Je Joue feel welcome

this overall cultural development, all of our desig-

ner  products are non-intimidating and beautifully

crafted, making them acceptable to even the

more reserved customers.

Sexual wellness, sexual health, etc. - these trends

and developments have been welcomed, em-

braced, and supported by Je Joue. Which trends

have the biggest impact on product develop-

ment today?

“The big developments in the market this year have 

With the presentat ions at eroFame st i l l  f resh in our minds, there can be no doubt that

 modern technologies are playing an ever greater role in the development of erot ic pro-

ducts. Je Joue has been one of the companies that star ted this trend, combining remote

app controls,  etc. with appeal ing design, safe mater ials,  long product l i fet ime and

strong features to create the desired result .  Marion Junet,  Sales & Market ing Manager

at Je Joue tel ls  us more about her company's st rategy in this EAN inter view.

exclusive

Steph Bennett, Sales & Marketing Executive

Marketing Manager at Je Joue 

at Je Joue, and Marion Junet, Sales &
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remote-controlled products to the market 

been very much based around ‘new’ technology”

Marion Junet: We believe ha-

ving safe products is para-

mount. We have always stood

by the importance of using the

safest materials (100% body-

safe) with regard to sexual well-

being. The recent trend of re-

mote-controlled toys has

impacted product develop-

ment, and we have kept the

safety aspect in mind, using

Bluetooth in our new products

as the safest in remote tech-

nology. Also, the ongoing trend

of Kegel exercisers  inspired us

to develop our progressive

 Kegel training kit Ami – with 

the complementary new exer-

ciser Ami+.

Which new products did Je

Joue present to the European

trade at the show? What do

these products have to offer,

and how are they different

from the competition?

Marion Junet: This Fall, we

have introduced three new

products to our collection:

Dua, Nuo and Ami+ - all of

which made their debut at ero-

Fame. Ami+ is the next step in

Kegel exercise, sold as the ulti-

mate challenge to comple-

ment our Ami kit or similar exer-

ciser. In recent times, retailers

had been asking us for a vibra-

ting egg-style toy and a butt

plug design; we saw this as a

key opportunity to add a plus

to what was already available

on the market. Both toys, Dua

and Nuo, are remote control-

led and have dual stimulation:

Dua for the clitoris and G-spot

and Nuo for the prostate and

the perineum. Both Dua and

Nuo use our Je Joue motors

which offer the user a unique

low-rumble vibration all the way

up to a powerful purr. Both mo-

tors can be controlled singu-

larly or simultaneously. They

come complete with the ele-

gant and discreet pen-style re-

mote, giving a real ‘James

Bond’ edge to our product wit-

hin the luxury sector. Dua can

also be used to complement

kegel exercise routines.

You only use silicone during

production, but there's silicone,

and then there's silicone. What

are the differences, and what

are the advantages your sili-

cone offers?

Marion Junet: We only work

with 100% medical grade,

body-safe, phthalate-free sili-

cone. All of these factors are

very important to us. The me-

thod we chose for our Je Joue

silicone gives our toys a super

smooth, super soft, second skin

like feel – after all, it is the over-

all sensual feel of a toy 

that matters.

Je Joue is a high-end brand

with a focus on top quality and

intelligent design. How is that

reflected in your products, and

how hard is it to live up to these

high standards time and time

again?

Marion Junet: Our focus on in-

telligent design started with Sasi

in 2008, this being the first mo-

vement-led toy that stimulated

oral sex. We followed that up

with our famed G-Kii which has

a unique, customisable me-

chanism, adjustable to suit all.

Ami, our best-selling progres-

sive Kegel training kit also follo-

wed in our path of innovation.

As it is such a challenge to de-

velop real innovative products

we look at how we could im-

prove what is already availa-

ble. We like to cover each toy

category and we like to do that

well. We strive to continue to

design our products with a high

quality focus and in line with

.................

We strive to continue

to design our pro-

ducts with a high quality

focus and in line with 

the high standards we

have set ourselves as a

small company.”

................................ 

“
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the high standards we have set ourselves as a 

small company.

“Everybody can create a nice design“ - a market

player made that remark a

few months ago

when interviewed

by EAN. Has de-

sign really taken a

back seat to modern

technology? Are features such as

app controls, etc. more important for

the success of a product in today's

market?

Marion Junet: We believe it is a com-

bination of design and technology that

is important for success in today’s market. Your pro-

ducts need to keep up with innovation for you to be

considered as a market player, and we believe de-

sign is still very important as customers love beautiful

toys. The longevity of the toy, having a variety in functi-

ons, and of course delivering great orgasms are all

important for a toy's success.

What sets Je Joue apart from most other companies

in the industry is their dedication to create a world of

sensuality, luxury, pleasure, and sophistication as a

backdrop for all of your products. One could say that

Je Joue is much rather a concept than merely a
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product line. What do you do to convey that message

to the consumers?

Marion Junet: We have just refreshed our brand

image, updated our website, and we are in the midst

of redesigning our packaging to reflect our concept.

A strong brand identity and a coherent strategy are

the keys to get across our values and philosophy

to the customers. Our collection

and image work very

well together to

portray our Je

Joue world of

sensuality, lu-

xury, pleasure,

and sophistication.

At the moment, brands in the erotic market do not

have the same impact as mainstream brands. How

do you go about this problem, and what do you do

to create more brand awareness?

Marion Junet: We work across the board to increase

brand awareness, using merchandising, experiential

events, digital marketing, and our social media pre-

sence and regular blogging.

Put differently, does it pay off to present your products

as a brand in today's fiercely competitive market?

Marion Junet: Yes, a strong brand identity is vital for

 recognition and differentiation.

I N T E R V I E W
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Small, soft, discreet –

product for beginners 

Mimi is a perfect

.................

There will always be 

customers for the low-

price market, but we believe

with sex toys becoming more 

popular, consumers will be 

looking to invest in a quality

product with longevity.”
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Have the wishes, needs, and expectations of your

target audience changed a lot over

the course of the years? Which factors

have the greatest impact on the con-

sumer's purchasing decision today?

Marion Junet: Customer expectations are

permanently increasingly across all industries.

Fine design is what draws the

consumer to our products first, fol-

lowed by the toy's unique functi-

ons, and then you have high value

factors. For instance, is the toy is rechar-

geable? Is it waterproof? What about the feel

of the toy? These will also sway the purchasing

decision.

Can your distribution & retail partners expect support

when marketing your products? If so, what kind of

support do you offer?  How should the retailers pre-

sent your products in the stores in order to generate

the best-possible sales figures?
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Marion Junet: Yes, our partners can expect support.

For our retailers, we encourage having a brand corner

with our full collection. We find this has the greatest

impact on sales as the luxury standard and value is

reflected through the brand image. With full regular

training, our retailers can present the Je Joue col-

lection with our story. We also offer support online

through our network of social media communities.

How will the market for sex toys develop in your opi-

nion? Will the gap between luxury products and low-

price toys deepen even further? Are vibrators, etc.

inching closer and closer to becoming mainstream?

How will modern technologies change the products

and the industry?

Marion Junet: Thanks to the evolution of the percep-

tion of sexuality in recent history, the market is al-

ways changing and sex toys are becoming

more commonplace. Though the gap bet-

ween luxury products and low-

price toys may deepen, we be-

lieve that education, values, and

awareness (for example, in topics

of health and safety) will bridge this

gap. There will always be customers for

the low-price market, but we believe with sex toys

becoming more  popular, consumers will be loo-

king to invest in a quality product with longevity. 

What can the market expect from Je

Joue in the coming months and ye-

ars?

Marion Junet: We have a lot of ex-

citing things coming up for 2015...we

would love to share more but you will have to wait

and see!
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We believe having

safe products 

is paramount.”
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Jae S., head of

marketing at B Swish

The B Swish team holds the belief that top quality does not

 necessarily mean excessive prices, not even in the erotic  market.

In order to offer something for every taste and every budget,

the product range of the Los Angeles-based  producer is

 divided into three collections, appealing to anyone from

first-time buyers to aficionados. Such dedication to quality

and diversity natural ly creates brand loyalty among the

 consumers. In our EAN interview with Jae S.,  head of  

marketing at B Swish, we learn about the cur rent product 

range and the advantages of a well-balanced price-quality ratio.

Can you give us a quick overview of B Swish?

Jae S.: B Swish is the original affordable luxury brand of

 intimate massagers. With headquarters in Los Angeles, B

Swish launched in 2007 and quickly gained recognition

as a leader in au courant adult accessories worldwide.

We cater mostly to women and men in their 20’s, 30’s and

40’s - the appeal comes from our chic and modern

 designs at affordable prices.

B Swish currently runs three different lines: Classic, Deluxe

and Premium. What can you tell us about these lines and

where do they differ?

Jae S.: Yes, that is correct; B Swish offers three distinct lines

of personal massagers to our customer. The three lines of

B Swish are thoughtfully designed to suit every mood and

budget, with comfort and functionality in mind. B Swish

has updated the classics with a modern approach that

appeals to the sophisticated shopper.

Our entry level line is the Classic Line. With this

line, B Swish has taken the classics and given

them a modern touch. This ever expanding

line of 5-function, battery operated personal

massagers has something for everyone’s

 desire. These waterproof wonders never leave

the user wondering,

made from both PU

coated ABS plastic

and silicone this
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“We are a boutique brand by design.”

diverse range is perfect for beginners or seasoned 

users alike. Variety and vibrancy the Classic Line from 

B Swish has it all.

With the Deluxe Line, the name says it all: The consumer

can indulge in these unique battery-operated silicone

massagers. Each personal massager in the Deluxe Line

has 6-functions, is made from non-porous easy to clean,

body-safe silicone and is waterproof. This powerful yet silent

line of massagers is available in a range of vibrant fashio-

nable colours to suit  everyone’s taste and mood. The

 Deluxe Line from B Swish is something to be excited about.

Then this leads us to our Premium Line of massagers,

distinct and luxurious. Premium Luxury at affordable prices,

this is the top of the line for B Swish; the Premium Line of

massagers offers the consumer, USB rechargeable, 

7-function personal massagers that come in exquisite gift

box packaging. Each silky to touch massager is easy to

use with a blue backlit on-off switch and powerful yet silent

water-resistant craftsmanship. Luxury doesn’t get any more

accessible than this.

What sets your products aside from the competition and

makes them special?

Jae S.: We have made the luxury personal vibrator availa-

ble to everyone, our range of massagers offer the consu-

mer room to grow as they discover what their likes are

and which types of massagers and materials they prefer.

Having products across three ranges helps us develop
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exclusive

Jae S. talks B Swish
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brand loyalty in our B Swish fans. We will often see a

 customer return and select a similar product from different

lines, for example, if a customer first chooses let’s say the

Bnaughty Classic a wired bullet with an MSRP of $28.50

from our Classic Line, therefore having 5 functions and

being made from ABS plastics with a PU coating, and

then decide they are a fan, they often return to B Swish

and try the Bnaughty Deluxe, which is also a wired bullet.

However the Bnaughty Deluxe has 6 functions and a

 silicone wired bullet. This allowing the consumer to discover

a new shaped bullet made from a different material and

then they can see which they prefer, of cause both the

Bnaughty Classic & Bnaughty Deluxe are waterproof.

What were the latest additions to your portfolio?

Jae S.: During the first part of 2014 B Swish concentrating

on updating and expanding our Classic Line, we had

 several new releases such as the Bmine Classic or the

 extremely popular wireless remote control bullet, the

Bnaughty Classic Unleashed, after success with 
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the Bnaughty Premium Unleashed we felt it was only a

 natural progression to release a 5-function battery

 operated bullet for our Classic Line. This discrete yet

 powerful waterproof bullet can be put to use virtually

anywhere. The 3” bullet is shaped perfectly and is

 controlled by an easy grip click button remote, which has

a white light for play in the dark. 

Most recently we released the Bnear Classic, a dual wired

bullet, with this release we continue with our mantra of

 affordable luxury with a MSRP of $US29.99.

The Bnear Classic, doubles the fun with this sensational

pair of vibrating bullets, they are quiet, powerful and

 discrete perfect for that getaway with someone special.

Use the bullets simultaneously to stimulate sweet spots of

your choice, solo or with a partner. These waterproof dual

bullets are just perfect for partners to explore each other’s

intimate pleasure spots with. The two bullets are controlled

by one convenient remote, allowing for the ultimate

 satisfaction, let your partner be in-control or take the reins

yourself and be in control.

There are some other exciting developments also

 happening at B Swish. We are looking forward to continual

development across all 3 lines with a special focus on our

Deluxe Line in the coming months.  

Which release are you most excited about?

Jae S.: I personally am most excited about our upcoming

new releases in the Deluxe Line. Especially the Bdesired

Deluxe, as with all of our Deluxe Line items, this massager

will be made of body safe silicone, be waterproof, have

6-functions and battery run. It will also be accompanied

by the Bdesired Deluxe Curve & Bdesired Deluxe Peal. The

Bdesired range are the perfect additions to our Deluxe

Line and I cannot wait for their release. The colours and

shapes of these, massagers are really exciting, something

for everyone’s taste and desire. Just wait till you see them,

you will not be disappointed.

Is it in your opinion better to release only a few, but very

well designed items compared to trying to cover the

whole market with a bunch of new items every few weeks?

Jae S.: We are boutique brand by design; therefore our

releases are staggered through our 3 lines and throughout

the year. B Swish’s ideas come from customer feedback,

fashion trends and inspiration from the classics. The
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 philosophy behind our

collections of massagers

is to deliver high end and

luxurious fashion-forward

toys that are on trend but

with an affordable price

point. The collections

here at B Swish are very

carefully planned and

curated, it is important to

us that each new release enhances our existing 3 lines of

toys. When we go into development of a new product we

ensure that the creation will not only fit into the existing

Line, but also responds to customer feedback and

 requests. Our in-house design team work together on each

new product to ensure that brand’s unique look is

 incorporated together with functionality. Our massagers

cover the classics while also incorporating trending toys of

the moment and individual tastes.

What's more important in your opinion for the buy decision

of the customer: well designed looks or functionality?

Jae S.: I believe both are extremely important factors in-

fluencing the end consumer’s decision to actually buy a

product. If the buyer walks into the store

or looks on line for a certain type of

massager let’s say a rabbit or a g-spot

stimulator, then functionality may lead

in the decision but nevertheless as they

look through the options available to

them design will also play a factor, what

colours is it available in, what sizes, what

is it made out of, do I like the look of it,

does it take batteries, what packaging does it come in?

These are all questions the buyer may ask  themselves and

all these questions cross the line of design and function.

What are other aspect, that customers are looking for

when they are buying toys?

Jae S.: I think cost is still an important factor when people

are deciding which product to buy. It seems as though

the gap between expensive and low-price sex toys is

 getting bigger and bigger every time you look. We all

know that quality comes at a price, but it can also come

at a price that is affordable for everyone, and that is what
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B Swish proves with their

three product  lines, all 

of which are the mid-

price segment, and all of

which combine quality,

design, functionality and

an air of luxury.

How important is packa-

ging in your opinion? 

Does your design concept also apply to this aspect 

of  production?

Jae S.: We at B Swish feel packaging is paramount, it is

normally the first interaction a customer at a bricks and

mortar store has with the product/brand. Each of our 3

lines have very distinct packaging to not only display and

describe the product inside, but also to convey the distinct

B Swish brand and look for the product line. In fact, Premium

Line products all come in neutral black gift box packaging

that one can use to gift the massager or even store it in.

B Swish has managed to create a strong, 

recognizable brand. Do you experience that 

customers express brand loyalty? 

Jae S.: As mentioned earlier we have

found a lot of customer brand loyalty

across the 3 lines of B Swish. We have

many repeat customers, and some

who love a certain massager so much

they have two, one to keep at their

home and another to travel with or

leave at a partners. 

What are your plans for the future? 

Jae S.: B Swish is looking forward to continual development

of the three lines through the rest of 2014 and into 2015.

Our ideas come from customer feedback, fashion 

trends and inspiration from the classics, we are 

a strong  dedicated team who look forward to 

further new product developments into the next year that

all stem from our  original brand concept for B Swish, 

it lays in the name and its meaning; swish having the

 informal English meaning of chic and B is merely an

 abbreviation of Be, each and every one of 

our products has a name that tells a story with entity.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

It seems as though the

gap between expensive

and low-price sex toys is

getting bigger and bigger

every time you look.”

................................ 

“
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Agreat birthday party – would that be a fitting, suc-

cinct description of the fifth instalment of eroFame?

Wieland Hofmeister: If I look back at the short time 

that has gone by since we started this trade convention

five years ago, and then look at the reputation 

eroFame has achieved today, I'd say it definitely is 

a fitting d escription.

Before we look ahead at eroFame 2015, let's talk about

the history of the trade convention. Did you believe that

eroFame would turn into the number one trade show

in Europe so quickly when you started planning the first

event five years ago?

Wieland Hofmeister: Well, yes and no. Of course,

 nobody could predict how this show would develop,

least of all any of us seeing that we were newcomers in

this field and had never before organised such a trade
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eroFame celebrated i t ' s  f i f th  anniversar y in October,  and going by the pos i t ive feedback

f rom exh ib i to rs  and v i s i to r s  a l ike ,  th i s  b i r thday edi t ion of  the t rade convent ion marked

the next  successfu l  chapter  in the event ' s  h is tor y.  W ieland Hofmeister,  managing di rector

of  Mediata inment  Publ i sh ing eroFame GmbH i s  equal ly  happy wi th  eroFame 2014,  but

as  he s t resses  in  our  in te r v iew,  i t  i s  impor tant  to  s tay on the bal l  and adapt  to  changes

in  the market  to  make eroFame an even bet te r  t rade show.

show. Also, we were more or less in direct competition

with Venus in Berlin that first year – a show that had been

the undisputed leader in this industry for a long time.

On the other hand, we were confident that eroFame

would be a success because we had all these big,

great companies that had made a long-term

 commitment to eroFame and were also on the advisory

board – big names whose products were and are big

crowd pullers. And just to make it clear, it was these

companies and their representatives on the advisory

board who brought that initial eroFame idea to fruition.

I am personally grateful to Sven Jacobsen and Hauke

Christiansen (Orion), Alexander Giebel (pjur), Serge van

der Hooft (Scala Playhouse), Werner Tiburtius and Adrian

Schneider (ST Rubber), and Oliver Redschlag

 (Joydivision), because without the support of these

gentlemen, there would be no eroFame.

Organisers welcome positive outcome of eroFame

exclusive
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“Every eroFame is a learning experience.“ 
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In your opinion, what were the 

main reasons for the success 

of  eroFame?

Wieland Hofmeister: With the 

great quality of the founders 

and the commitment to b2b

 business,  eroFame quickly attracted

other  renowned and successful

 companies. That resulted in a

snowball effect, and soon, the 

who is who of the industry was

among our  exhibitors. That process

already  began at the very first

 eroFame convention – in Berlin, at

that time -, and it hasn't lost any

momentum since.

It is remarkable how much trust the

international erotic industry places

in eroFame. How quickly did you

earn that loyalty, and how hard is it

to make sure that you keep their

trust year after year?

Wieland Hofmeister: You can only

be successful and live up to your

responsibilities if you take your job

seriously, work hard, and never stop

being critical of your work, making

sure everything you've done really

is up to snuff. We follow these rules

every day, and we wouldn't have it

any other way. They are the basis

of our very work. I am confident that

we will continue to meet most of

the expectations our visitors and

 exhibitors place in eroFame as long

as we keep listening to the opinions

and suggestions of everybody

 involved and act accordingly.

 Because we do listen. And we are

trying to find a solution that caters

to as many of these voices as

 possible. That way, we managed to

optimise eroFame time and again

over the course of the past year; it

is not always easy – compromises

are unavoidable. But I believe that

the participants of eroFame know

our ambitions, and that's why they

are so supportive of what we do.

One exhibitor we spoke to said he

was really happy that the

 international erotic industry was

 becoming more and more

 professional, and he said that

 eroFame played an important role

in that process. Do such statements

make you proud?

Wieland Hofmeister: We are happy

whenever we receive positive

 feedback for eroFame because this

shows that we have chosen the

right concept. As far as this

 particular statement is concerned,

I guess the ones who have every

right to be proud are the exhibitors;

they are the ones who, through their

products and their presentation,

make a trade show a success. The

advisory board and we can only

create the framework. But of course,

that is not to say that we don't want

to or don't need to go in that same

direction, because we do.

Looking at eroFame from an

 outsider's viewpoint, the trade

 convention seems like a sure-fire

success, all the more if you 

know the reputation and position

of the show. But you don't seem 

to rest on your laurels. Is it “after 

the show is before the show“ for you

and your team?

Wieland Hofmeister: I wouldn't call

eroFame a sure-fire success. The

market and the industry can

change rather drastically over the

course of one year. Time and again,

we have to adapt and  optimise the

show. And already today, I know that

there will be new challenges and

new things that need to improve

when we set our eyes on eroFame

2015. As I already said: Every ero-

Fame is a learning experience.

W I E L A N D  H O F M E I S T E R

.................

Yes, we are happy

with the results of

this year's eroFame.“ 

................................ 
“

Wieland Hofmeister does not intend to introduce major changes

to the eroFame concept, but he will continue to optimise the event 
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Numbers were up across the board – slightly bigger

exhibition space, more exhibitors, and more 

visitors – are you perfectly happy with this year's 

trade convention?

Wieland Hofmeister: Well, the exhibition space was 10

percent bigger than last year, that's more than just a

slight increase. Our goal had been to maintain last

 year's numbers, and that we improved on them is a

 really great result. So, yes, we are happy with this 

year's show. But it's not really up to us to pass the 

final verdict on eroFame ...

Have the exhibitors also been satisfied?

Wieland Hofmeister: No matter what you do, you will

never make everyone happy and live up to everyone's

wishes – and that's also true in the trade show business.

If you look at the statements that have been published

across the media, it seems that the majority – the vast

majority, really – of the eroFame exhibitors chalked the

event up as a success, and some of them are really

full of praise. Of course you can't make wholesale

 statements about why some exhibitors didn't meet the

goals they had set for eroFame. The products you

 present are not the only ingredient for success. It is

equally important – and I keep saying that year after

year – that the exhibitors get the word out before a

trade convention! They need to invite their customers

to visit them at their stand, to arrange appointments

beforehand, and to present the products their

 customers are interested in. If you rely entirely on the

people wandering about the fairgrounds, you might
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end up being disappointed. A few exhibitors had to

find that out for themselves this year, I am afraid.

How did eroFame 2014 reflect the situation in the

 international erotic market?

Wieland Hofmeister: The way I see it, the online trade and

renowned restore chains will dominate the  international

retail structure, so the erotic retailers are facing a great

challenge. Of course, whether the trade experiences

growth or not depends largely on the  consumer behaviour,

as the majority of erotic products will be sold more or less

anonymously on the internet. If our industry manages to

convey to the new,  predominantly female target audience

that personal advice in the brick and mortar trade offers

real added value for the customer, there is good reason

to assume that stores will see growth. Otherwise, the trade

 members may have to accept the fact that this market

has its boundaries – not necessarily in terms of turnover,

but rather with respect to the range of outlet channels.

And while I'm at it, I'd like to point out that if you measure

the success of a trade show by the number of visitors

alone, you don't do eroFame justice because this is where

the top companies of the industry meet.

I N T E R V I E W

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 2 / 2 0 1 4

.................

If you measure the success of a

trade show by the number of

 visitors alone, you don't do eroFame

justice because this is where the top

members of the industry meet.“ 

................................ 

“

The quality of the exhibiting companies is

one of the pillars of the eroFame success 
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Some exhibitors didn't

like the fact that a handful of companies sent their

 representatives to the show to present their products

“hawker-style“ instead of investing in a stand. Can

 eroFame do something about that?

Wieland Hofmeister: Being the organisers, we weren't

really thrilled about that either. For the time being,

let's not get too excited about that. After all, eroFame

is known as a big meeting place for the industry

where contacts are established and business deals

are made. But just to make this clear, we will definitely

look into ways to stop this freeloader behaviour if

possible. What's particularly

important to us is to put an

end to illegal products

being offered at eroFame,

especially illegal copies.

We will have to crack down

on those. This year, that

sudden development took

us by surprise, but in the

 interest of our fair and loyal

exhibitors, we won't  accept any such activities at

 eroFame 2015.

eroFame is hailed as an international trade

 convention. Did it live up to that reputation this year?

Wieland Hofmeister: The numbers speak for

 themselves. More than 65 per cent of the participants

were from outside Germany. Many people 

argue that today, eroFame is no longer a European

affair, but a truly global trade show. That makes us

all very proud.

The organisers of eroFame are trying to learn from

each show. Which lessens did you take away 
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from this year's instalment? What could

be improved with regard to the show, the

 organisation, the service?

Wieland Hofmeister: Yes, we keep  optimising

 eroFame – off the top of my head, and apart from

the aforementioned copyright infringements, the only

thing that comes to mind right now is speeding things

up for the guests who stick around after the  official

end of the Oktoberfest – they need to get their beer

more quickly ... and paying for it shouldn't take quite

as long either ...

Will there be big changes or tweaks next year?

Wieland Hofmeister: We will return

to hall 2 of the Hanover fairgrounds

next year, so that should definitely

be a big advantage. It will be

much easier to plan the show, and

it allows us to focus on the little

 glitches we have noticed this 

year. Apart from that, we 

won't change too much about 

our tried and true concept.

Is the date for the next trade convention already set?

Wieland Hofmeister: Yes, eroFame 2015 is going to

take place in Hall 2 of the Hanover fairgrounds from

September 30 to October 2, 2015.

What do you want for the next year or the next five

years of eroFame?

Wieland Hofmeister: I hope that the industry remains

stable, that we maintain the current level of quality,

that the brick and mortar trade doesn't get smaller,

that the number of consumers goes up. And I hope

the industry members will continue to treat each other

as respectfully as they have done these past years.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Many people argue that

today, eroFame is no longer 

a European affair, but a truly

global trade show.“ 

................................ 

“

Wieland Hofmeister hopes that the erotic industry

will maintain its stability in the future 
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How would you describe the business model of BXG?

Lara Fielding: The BXG business model is based

on putting together and selling a range of playful,

 esoteric and excitingly risqué boxes, own brand product

lines and unique customer experiences. We offer our

products on-line through our own website but also plan

to partner with major retail brands selling both on-line

and in stores. By collaborating with lingerie brands and

a growing list of hotel partners we are able to profit from
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BXG have a long tradition of being first. They were the first erotic brand to take the number

one spot in GQ Magazine's l ist of the “100 Best Things In The World Right Now“. They have

been the first erotic brand to sponsor a British race driver. They have been one of the first to

have a hotel suite in the hear t of London dedicated to their brand. And now, just in time for

the Christmas season, the British company – that has specialised

in boxes with erotic and lifestyle accessories – is entering

into a special collaboration with Selfridges, a chain

of high-end depar tment stores. We wanted to find

out why BXG is the r ight erot ic brand for the

mainstream market, and while we were at it, we

also asked Lara Fielding, the founder and

 Director of BXG, about the secret of the brand's

success and about her plans to remain a market

leader in the field of high-quality erotic bundles.

“Box of Grey was inspired 
by the  reaction to the 50 Shades Novels.”

those industries too and have plans to extend into other

industries such as health and well-being, weddings,

 travel and motoring. Our own brand products – leather

and glass accessories - are made in the UK and are

now a wholesale line.

How did you come up with the idea for Box of Grey?

Was it (as the name suggests) indeed inspired by the

Fifty  Shades of Grey novels?

Lara Fielding talks about BXG

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive
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Lara Fielding: Box of Grey was

 inspired by the reaction to the 50

 Shades Novels. It revealed a new

broader audience of people, many

of whom would not ordinarily consider

shopping for sex toys or erotic

 accessories from traditional outlets.

How many different boxes do you

 offer and how do they differ? Do they

follow different themes and have

each a specific purpose?

Lara Fielding: There are four boxes in

our ‘Originals’ collection: Black, Rouge,

Weekend and Blushes. These are

more entry level with a lower price

point and presented in a gift box.

Then we have a further four flight 

case options: Grey, Glamour, Grace

and Glory. Finally we offer some

 custom boxes which are ‘guest

 collaborations’, for example we are

about to launch a collection of flight

cases which include lingerie and are

themed accordingly.

The boxes do have differing themes.

Some are very vanilla whilst others are

a little more daring. Some are more

fashion orientated such as ‘Glamour’

or bridal – such as our Grace box.

What's inside a typical Box of Grey?

Lara Fielding: A massage candle, fe-

ather teaser and cuffs. We are increa-

singly using our own brand leather

 accessories and crystal collection.
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One of your most recent co-

 operations is with the lube

 manu facturer  System JO. How did

this co-operation come to pass?

Are you actively  looking for new

 additions to your  boxes or did they

approach you?

Lara Fielding: We have a very

good relationship with ABS, in

 particular Kerri Middleton who has

been very  supportive during the

development of the brand. Kerri is

brilliant as  suggesting products and

understands the kind of product

we’re looking for. We met Rebecca

from System JO at ETO who were

on the ABS stand and we loved the

way they marketed the products

and their branding. We are always

looking for new product – both

 erotic and lifestyle products which

complement our boxes.

You recently released an exclusive

collection for the high-end

 department store chain Selfridges.

Which boxes will be offered there

for the holiday season? 

Lara Fielding: There are three flight

case options: Grey for Selfridges,

Ice Queen and Treasure. There are

also some separate gifting options:

red hide leather masks, cuffs and

 feathers, body paint and our

 crystal ice blocks.

L A R A  F I E L D I N G

.................

The boxes do have

differing themes.

Some are very vanilla

whilst others are a

little more daring.“

................................ 

“

.................

We offer both

 aspirational luxury

products and entry level

products but the  quality 

and aesthetic is  

consistent through both.“

................................ 

“
Luxury with a capital L:

the Treasure Box comes with a price tag

of £4995 and is sold at Selfridges 

The Grey for Selfridges box offers

a portable playroom of leather accessories

and toys in a grey bronze-edged flight case

Which price range do the 

boxes have? Is the box as a whole

cheaper than buying the included

items  individually?

Lara Fielding: Gift boxes start at

£44.99 and Selfridges will sell our

 Treasure Box for £4995.00. It is 

around 10 % cheaper to purchase a

box  directly from Selfridges or

 Boxofgrey.com than buying the 

items individually.

Would you describe the boxes as

 luxury products or do you also aim

for other customer groups with lower

priced „beginner“ boxes? 

Lara Fielding: We offer both

 aspirational luxury products and entry

level products but the quality and

aesthetic is consistent through both.

What are your criteria for picking up

a product for your boxes?

Lara Fielding: Quality, originality,

 packaging and an artistic element.

Brands that share our ethos.
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Where do you sell your Boxes of Grey? Do you see them

as a mainstream product or do you aim to sell them

mainly in specialised erotic retail stores?

Lara Fielding: Selfridges is our first major retail outlet and

of course our plan is to expand and work with other retailers.

We are aiming for more retail partners across the spectrum

but we will make decisions on a brand by brand basis. 

The Treasure Box costs £4995. What makes this 

box so  luxurious?

Lara Fielding: The flight case exterior is covered in cow

hide and the interior of the base is lined with shearling. The

boxes are made in very small quantities here in the UK –

so would retail at £1000 if purchased separately. The hide

leather accessories are lined with gold bridle leather and

our glass dildo has real gold twisted into the centre. The

 inclusion of Lelo’s gold Yva and Fraulein Kink’s crystal tipped

bondage lasso gives it that final touch of decadence.

Do you see the future of erotic products in such stores

and boutiques rather than with specialised erotic retailers?

Or do they address different customers?

Lara Fielding: We are on brand for stores such as Selfridges

in our aesthetic – so I think it would depend on the  offering.
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You also work together with different hotels. What does

BXG offer in that regard?

Lara Fielding: We have a partnership with specific hotels

which we are planning to build upon. Our strategy is to

have a dedicated hotel room in almost every city in

the world (there are some obvious cultural exceptions).

That said – Box of Grey’s concierge will work directly with

hotel concierges to ensure discreet delivery directly to

a guest’s room.

Another one of your services is a concierge service.

Where do you offer this service and how does it work?

Lara Fielding: The idea of the concierge is to offer our

clients an out of hours, more personal service. Our team

are available via email from 8am to 10pm, seven days

a week. They can deal with particular requests, advise,

and organise delivery to specific locations. 

In which countries are your products sold at the

 moment? Are you planning on expanding to other

countries in the future? 

Lara Fielding: We ship worldwide but our only retail

outlet at present is Selfridges. We certainly plan to

 expand and see a lot of potential is the US and 

Japan in particular.

You are about to launch a new website. What can you

tell us about it?

Lara Fielding: The new website will have a more

 lifestyle/editorial feel and better functionality. It will offer

an easier shopping experience and will be more tablet

and mobile friendly.

I N T E R V I E W
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The BXG Essential Box
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It has become a tradition that Alex and Suze, the creators and creative force behind the sex

toy review site SexToysBuzz.com look back at the events of the year with EAN and tell us their

opinion on the developments, trends, and new products of the past twelve months. Obviously,

eroFame, the Womanizer, and app-controlled vibrators play a big role in this year's review. 

“Apps, everywhere!”

A few weeks have passed since eroFame. Which

 impressions from the trade convention stuck with you?

Alex & Suze: The show itself was well organised as usual,

very business-like and friendly. The smaller manufacturers

stands round the edge of the exhibition space were less

interesting to us as they are not our potential customers

and tend to show very generic products obviously inspired

by existing designs. Occasionally, we’ll see someone from

previous years who rises above this grey mass of unremar-

kable companies, Svakom being one of them who had a

very clean looking stand this year. While they look like they

could become an interesting company in the future they

are still finding their place in the market and au next year’s

eroFame, we may see more mature products from them.

What had changed from previous instalments? Which of

these changes had been for the better, and were there

also a few that were for the worse?

Alex & Suze: Generally, the eroFame fair just seems to 

get better. While we found that the walkways were 

not as crowded as they have been in previous years, the

feeling we got from exhibitors was that some felt 

they had been as busy as usual. The ones that felt visitor

numbers to their stands had been lower told us the quality

of contacts was excellent – one said that his staff had

only spoken to two “time wasters” in the whole three 

days. From which we concluded the quality of contacts

at the show is incredibly high.

In your opinion, which were there big buzz words of ero-

Fame 2014? “Couples toys?“ “Womanizer“? Or “Vegan“?

Alex & Suze look back at 2014 

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Let's start with a short one: What is the best product of

2014 in your opinion, and why?

Alex & Suze: Saying which of the huge range of product

releases from across the world is the best is very difficult.

Breaking that down into male, female, couples and

 identifying one product in those

 categories really doesn’t make it

much easier because they all

fulfil different needs. But

 purely for the fact that it’s

new and genuinely

 unique we would have

to say that the Womani-

zer is the one product

that has really im -

pressed us. The pressure

wave stimulation system

of the Womanizer clitoral

stimulator is a novel and

incredibly effective system

packaged in an easy-to-hold

and distinctive sex toy.

Alex feels sex toys will become more and

more popular among the younger demographics
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Alex & Suze: None of the above -

though as we’ve said, we love the

Womanizer and think that will be one

to watch in the next 12 months. I’m

not sure we picked up on a specific

theme but two seem to be emerging:

apps and companion products. Apps

are an interesting area despite being

as yet still pretty nascent, no matter

what the sales staff on the stands will

tell you. Companion products make

a lot of sense in that they provide an

obvious up-sell opportunity, so

 branded lubes and toy cleaners by

people like Gvibe are an obvious way

to expand a manufacturer’s range.

As far as toys for couples go, it

seems as if every other toy was

made for couples these days. Is

there still  substance to the label

couples toy, or is it becoming an

empty marketing shell?

Alex & Suze: Marketing departments

can over-use any term given

enough rope, but frankly there are

very few sex toys that can’t be

 enjoyed by both partners, even if the

pleasure one of them derives is indi-

rect. For example, using a  vibrator

with your partner can be a huge turn

on as you control and  observe the

pleasure you give to them. On our

site SexToysBuzz.com, we only classify

the toys we review as couple’s toys if

they are  specifically designed to be

used with your partner. So for

 example, a We-Vibe’s whole raison

d'être is to be a couple’s toy, yet

equally a  collar, cuffs, cock ring, and

strap-on fall into the category. Yes,

the term is being over-used by some

and yet we can’t help feeling that

promoting the mutual enjoyment of

adult  products by all partners in the

 bedroom is a good thing.

Technological progress affects

 everything, also sex toys. For instance,

we see more and more vibrators

that are controlled via app. Howe-

ver, some people argue that many

such novelties are created just

 because they can be created, not

because there is indeed demand 

for them. What is your opinion on 

this matter?

Alex & Suze: Apps, everywhere! Sums

up how we felt. It’s not true of course,

because most sex toys aren’t app

controlled but key players either have

app controlled toys, have one

 “coming soon” or would freely talk

about their plans for app controlled

products on condition that we didn’t

breathe a word about their R & D 

to anyone. 

Suze and I are from IT backgrounds,

so we can talk with some authority

about apps, software development

in genera,l and user interface design/

support.

There are several aspects to the

 development of an app and its

 associated social ecosystem:

A L E X  &  S U Z E

.................

The only brand 

that has pretty

much universal

 recognition is Fifty

Shades of Grey.”

................................ 

“

Suze thinks the Womanizer is one of the most

promising products of the year due to its unique stimulation
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• Any half-competent program-

mer can develop apps because

of the range of easy to use tools

 available for this task. However it takes an

experienced and skilled app developer who

 specialises in phone and tablet devices to create an

 attractive, usable, and reliable app across Android, iOS,

and Windows Phone platforms.

• User interfaces are difficult to design, yet look deceptively

simple. Coming from a physical three dimensional

 interface design composed of actual buttons and

 switched to a flat piece of glass requires a paradigm shift

within design departments. What designers can take

 advantage of is a smart phone/tablet’s

in-built features such as haptic feedback

and gyroscopes. Even the GPS features

could be used – imagine a vibrating bullet

in a woman’s panties that’s triggered

 whenever she visits a certain location. The

possibilities are endless. 

• Integration with social media has been

touted as another feature of app

 controlled, programmable sex toys. While

some manufacturers talk of emailing

 programmes to each other so you can

share favourite modes and settings, others are aiming

 higher with talk of full social platforms in the form of forums

or at least sharing sites where product owners can interact.

To create such an ecosystem is expensive - to maintain

and police it even more so, probably beyond the means

of all but perhaps the biggest names in the industry.

• Software is never finished, bugs appear after testing,

new versions of your products that incorporate new features

will require software updates. Manufacturers can mitigate

this by careful design at inception of these projects and

selecting the right software development teams.

Moving the controls from the product to an app on the

consumer’s smart device can reduce production costs,

make a product simpler to manufacture and easier to

waterproof so the arguments for doing so are compelling.

Demand for app controlled, programmable sex toys will

increase as costs go down and the appetite for

 sophisticated pleasure products expands. Both of these

things are happening constantly so, yes the demand is

there. Making consumers aware of these products as
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 serious, effective providers of pleasure will be the key to

making them a commercial success. It’s no good having

your app controlled toy seem as a novelty item, consumers

must understand why they pay a little more money for a

lot more pleasure.

A few weeks ago, an internationally renowned product

designer stated in an interview with EAN that out industry

often forgets that pleasure and lust are created in the

consumer's head rather than being the result of erotic

products? Do you consent with that statement?

Alex & Suze: An interesting statement and one that concurs

with a general feeling we have about the industry. To be

clear, there are huge numbers

of very talented and passionate

people in the adult novelty

 industry but they are particularly

concentrated in the smaller

 enterprises. The reason is of

course obvious: SMEs tend to be

start-ups or run by the people

who founded the company.

 Often, these smaller outfits em-

ploy like-minded staff drawn from

specific groups interested in the

products they manufacture or sell and are therefore

 inherently focused on how the product is enjoyed.

In larger organisations where new ranges are demanded

of designers every year and sales teams demand good

margins derived from high volume production, the

 motivation for product design and support is very different.

The use of standard vibrating motors and control systems

makes sense but trying to force standard parts into all of

your designs has led to some really weird and ineffective

products in the past. Furthermore, while we all

like a nice looking sex toy because it makes

the consumer feel they are special we have

found that some volume manufacturers

take their lead from a quality designer

brand, then destroy any potential the

 product had with a horribly cheap vibrator and/or

control system.

Another development that is the subject of much debate

is the dearth of high-quality products in the mid-price

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Sex toy penetration 

(no pun intended) into

the younger demographics

will continue and as each

new sex toy user comes of

age they will bring with

them a new perspective on

what  constitutes a sex toy.”

................................ 

“
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 segment, i.e. products that have particular appeal to 

first-time buyers. Will this gap be closed, or will

it become even wider in the next years?

Alex & Suze: The real question here is what

we define as mid-price because we have

found high quality products at every price point.

By high quality we mean products of a reasonable build

quality that are effective and easy to use. So both of

those facts being true you have to ask what 

industry  commentators regard as “high-quality”? If 

you can get two commentators to agree on a definition

of that phrase then please let us know because

everyone  values different aspects of an adult product

in a different way.

Even at entry level prices the consumer can buy a

 silicone vibe that is waterproof and fun to use. Pay a

little more and there are some excellent rechargeable

and quite sophisticated adult products if you know

where to look. Of course we’re biased but that is why

we’d always  recommend reading sex toy reviews like

the ones on  SextoysBuzz.com to take advantage of the

years of  experience and hundreds of products we’ve

tested. There is no substitute for experience when it

 comes to separating the marketing hype and reality.

Some very expensive sex toys really are worth spending

that extra money to acquire but there are duds in all

price ranges, consumers and buyers - be informed and

 beware.

So in answer to your question, no we think there are

many great mid-ranged products to choose from so

long as you buy carefully.
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Let's talk about the mainstream market: If you look at the

current range of erotic products in the market, it almost

seams as if there has been a departure from the industry's

more mainstream-friendly course of the past years. Toys

shaped like genitals, dolls, silicone butts, etc. are taking

back the market. Is that just a short-lived fad? 

Alex & Suze: Industry contacts tell us that the life-like

and often very expensive sex dolls sell really well. This

 indicates to us that there is a growing group of

 consumers with the disposable income and confidence

to buy a terribly  expensive lump of skin-like plastic isomer

for their own  private enjoyment. Some manufacturers

even report  popular SKUs on back-order due to the

number of orders from consumers indicating the

 demand for such products will not be sated soon.

While the demand is real we can’t see the 

market  switching completely over to this kind 

of product in the long term because like every other

“innovation”, it will eventually  become absorbed into

the much wider range of toys that are now available.

Mainstream  acceptance of toys has happened

 because sex toys look more attractive than the literal

interpretation of  human body parts. That has given

everyone the  opportunity to buy a sex toy that they are

comfortable with, find attractive, and most  importantly

works for them.

You say “taking back the market” but that’s not quite

true. In the past the “lifelike” toys were neither very realistic

or  effective. The old standard “cock and balls” vibrator

often now called the “bully boy” is a stone age piece

of kit – made from tough and unforgiving plastics,

I N T E R V I E W
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Alex & Suze praise the quality

of the exhibitors and visitors at eroFame
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powered by a clumsy twist-bottom vibrator and

 available in some really unattractive colours.

What’s available now are vibrators and dildos that do

 genuinely look and feel like the real thing because of

 advances in materials technology. Use of skin-like plastics

on the outside, often with firmer structures inside to mimic

the soft yet firm nature of an erect penis, a yielding pair of

breasts or a vagina sets these products apart from their

predecessors. Genuinely waterproof designs and vibrating

technology from sophisticated electronics rather than a

cheap wire-wound rheostat potentiometer mean modern

day realistic sex toys have little in common with their 1960s,

70s and 80s ancestors.

There is enough space in the expanding sex toy market

for both realistic and stylish designer sex toys, one is not

exclusive of the other.

Only few products have actually managed to penetrate

the mainstream market. Was the dream of major

 mainstream impact utopian, has the end of the flagpole

already been reached in that regard? Will products that

cater to  sexual desires remain a niche market?

Alex & Suze: Sex toy penetration (no pun intended) into

the younger demographics will

 continue and as each new sex toy

user comes of age they will bring with

them a new perspective on what

constitutes a sex toy. We are past the

idea that sex toys are the subject of

schoolboy sniggers for most

 consumers, this dismissive or even

 hostile attitude being replaced by a

genuine curiosity even for those

 potential buyers who might never take

the plunge and buy a product.

Even without the Fifty Shades of Grey effect that allowed

the discussion of sex toys even over Christmas dinner with

your parents (and yes, this has happened with our parents)

young consumers are more than willing to consider buying

sex toys, often very expensive ones. What’s more, the type

of toys we get asked about both online and within the

small circle of non-industry people who know what we do

for a living indicates that consumers are very interested

in what could be termed the more adventurous

products. Once the province of buyers with very
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specialist tastes and big

 wallets to match Bondage

gear and the associated

 products is now accessible

to everyone, and we don’t just

mean dreadful cheap handcuffs as seen

being worn by brides-to-be on drunken British hen nights.

On to marketing: Can you still sell a product based 

solely on its functionality, features, technology, design, etc.

or – if push comes to shove – its price? Or have the

 consumers come to expect a more elaborate marketing

concept that creates emotions and a certain image for

the  product?

Alex & Suze: The key to successful marketing is to identify

with a sophisticated audience, and while you shouldn’t

exclude mature buyers who have a lot of disposable

 income we feel the primary focus should be the 22 to 40

age group. They are used to sophisticated marketing such

as that employed by perfume brands where a product of

no intrinsic value becomes a must-have item because of

its links with a celebrity, an established marque (e,g. Chanel)

or a perceived lifestyle. If you can sell a few millilitres of

liquid at €150 per bottle selling

 something that gives pleasure

for €50 should be child’s play.

Consumers outside the targeted

age demographic all identify

with the younger consumer’s

brand values because they

were the target of the same

marketing only a few years

 before. So they are not aliena-

ted by anything except overtly

ageist marketing - seeing them-

selves as discerning and able to separate the hype from

the product anyway.

Celebrity endorsement may work for some men where

products such as porn-star endorsed or modelled devices

such as Fleshlight Girl masturbators appeal to the innate

male visually-triggered sexual arousal mechanism. We

don’t come across this at all for women who are more

pragmatic and simply want pleasure, not a sex doll or

dildo that looks like George Clooney. Not that we know

what George Clooney’s erect penis looks like.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Give consumers a genuine

choice when it comes to

your product range – six

 different colours of the same

vibe is not choice - different

sizes,  battery/rechargeable and

the option for App based 

remote  control is choice.” 

................................ 

“
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Everybody in the erotic industry is talking about brands.

But do these “brands“ really have enough pull to deserve

that title? How much influence do they have on the

 consumer's purchasing decision?

Alex & Suze: Brands have to be big to matter and for that

you need to spend years developing them. Even with a

phenomenal budget any new brand takes time to be

absorbed into the collective consciousness. We therefore

see that while some brands do have widespread public

recognition, others producing amazing products and

 relatively big players within the industry draw blank looks

when mentioned to the average consumer.

The only brand that has pretty much universal recognition

is Fifty Shades of Grey. Within the sex toy buying public

other long established brands like Pipedream, Lelo and

Fun Factory will make a difference to whether one product

sells above another. The best way to get your brand

known is to pump those social media  channels

and send lots of goodies to  journalists at high

circulation lifestyle  magazines for them to

feature. If you can tie it to a human interest
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feature too, all the better;

Journalists, like everyone else,

love a freebie.

Another development that has been the subject of

 discussion is the surge of private labels offered by

 distributors, wholesalers, and even retailers. Do these

brands pose a serious threat to the producer brands on

the market? Is this a positive development for the

 consumers seeing that they have an even wider 

range to choose from now?

Alex & Suze: Labelling a standard product does not give

the consumer more choice, though it certainly gives the

distributor/retailer more opportunity to maintain margins

while cutting the price to the consumer. Smart European

sex toy dealers will be working with the providers of white

label products to develop distinct and effective products

and packaging to make them stand out from the crowd. 

Let's take a look into the crystal ball: How will the market

and the products in this market develop over the course

of the next years? Do you expect big changes?

Alex & Suze: Ha! The tricky one. What do we think will

happen or what we would like to happen?

We’ll go with what we think should happen to the  market.

Manufacturers should stop producing dozens of slightly

different SKUs that simply confuse the customer and

lead to them lowering their stockturn and increasing their

stockholding. We don’t need six different types of the

same “classic rabbit” that do almost the same thing.

Give consumers a genuine choice when it 

comes to your product range – six different colours of

the same vibe is not choice - different sizes, 

battery/rechargeable and the option for app based

 remote control is choice. Cheap should not 

mean  ineffective and expensive should mean 

more  functionality not the same toy with a diamanté

heart on it.

We’d like to see everyone in the industry succeed and

they will do that by bringing quality product to the market

at a reasonable price. We would also like to see

 Womanizer succeed in a big way. It is a novel and

 unique form of stimulation and we need to see more of

that to ensure that the industry continues to grow,

 innovate, and succeed through 2015 and beyond.
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Scala Playhouse is planning to extend its line of erotic

sets. Which sets have you been offering so far?

Sabine Kirchner: We have a lot of boxes already, and

they have proven to be very successful. There are still a

lot of target groups that have so much potential! The

sets have different target groups with different price

 ranges. The first sets are focused on soft SM and BDSM

and gift sets for the general public. Now, we are working

on more specific offers for specific target groups, like

an anal play set and sets for single men and women.

Also, we will offer some luxurious boxes in 2015. We

can’t wait to show them! They already look amazing,

but we’re still tweaking the last details. 

Of course, every box has different contents,

but could you tell us what the customer

can generally expect in terms of products

when they open a box?

Rick Zwaan: The content caters to the

 target group and the price level. We have

strict quality standards for all boxes - for

example, everything needs to be body-

safe. All boxes contain a toy, some lubri-

cants, and  sometimes a DVD. The  boxes

also contain branded items, for in-

stance TOYJOY and Stimul8. The bat-

teries are not included, so this is an

upsell oppor tunity for the retailer.
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Some of your boxes are designed for certain occasions

or holidays, for example Christmas or Valentine's day. Are

these sets limited offers?

Sabine Kirchner: Yes, they are limited to the holiday

 season, but they will be back when it’s that time of year

again. Every year, we talk to our retailers and see if they

received any feedback from consumers. This way, we

can change the content if need be to keep it up to date.

Let's focus a bit on the boxes that will be specially desig-

ned for the next two big holidays: the X-Mas box and the

 Valentine's box. What will these boxes contain?

Rick Zwaan: Toys for her AND for him, a specific DVD

for these special times of the year and  several

products that are meant for  different mo-

ments, like a massage candle and rose

petals for a romantic setting and fore-

play. You can spend a full evening

with the box, it’s not just a short mo-

ment and then it's no longer useful. 

What makes these sets

 different from other sets

on the market? Why

should a custo-

mer buy a set

 instead of  getting the

items individually?

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

The hol iday season is knocking on the door and once again, many people go searching

for a gif t  they can present to their  par tner.  Sets of matching products sold as bundles

have proven a popular choice here, ranging f rom movies of the same genre to v ideo

game consoles and games al l  the way to bathing oi ls  and scented candles for a relaxed

evening. Lovers looking for something a l i t t le more passionate to give to their  par tner on

Christmas or Valent ine's Day should look no fur ther than Scala Playhouse's new boxes that

offer t reats for a number of sexual pleasures. Together with Rick Zwaan and Sabine Kirchner

from Scala Playhouse, EAN took a look inside the box.

“The boxes clearly have a sales peak
during Christmas and Valentine’s Day.”

Rick Zwaan and Sabine Kirchner talk about the Scala boxes

Sabine Krichner from the

marketing team of Scala Playhouse

Rick Zwaan is in charge of product

development at Scala Playhouse
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Sabine Kirchner: Each

box has been specifically adjusted to

the target group, with different

 products from different suppliers. The

products are not just from one

 manufacturer, so we have a varied

mix of products in one box. And

 because the boxes are from TOYJOY,

we can offer all  boxes fat a very

 favourable value for money ratio. Also,

we add some products that a

 consumer might not usually buy, but

when it’s in the box, it’s worth the try.

This way we guide our consumers in

their  sexual discoveries.

Do the customers buy most sets in the

weeks leading up to these holidays,

or would you say that the sets are

 selling evenly throughout the year?

Sabine Kirchner: The boxes clearly

have a sales peak during Christmas

and Valentine’s Day. But we see 

a change in the market and as

people are becoming more open 

to new  experiences, the boxes offer 

a  combination of well-known items

and experimental items at a great

price-value ratio.

Who is your target audience for 

the boxes? Do more men or  women

buy these sets, and do they buy them

for themselves or as gifts?

Sabine Kirchner: We started with

 boxes that were meant for couples as

a gift item. The target group is open

to experimenting in the bedroom.

Soon, we will also add the “Yeah! I’m

Single” boxes, for single women and

single men for self-pleasure. 

Since these boxes offer a variety of

modern toys and accessories, thus

 giving the customer a set of different

items to experiment with, would you

describe them as more suited for

 beginners, who are still discovering

what they like? Do you have boxes

that aim at more experienced users?

Sabine Kirchner: We offer both. In the

pricing, you can clearly see a

 difference between a beginners’ box

and a box for a more  experienced

target group. We always offer high

quality items in all boxes, but beginners

will need some  persuasion to buy a

box, and course, they want non-

 threatening, simple items at first.

Would you suggest a certain way 

to present these boxes to the

 customer in the shop with  respect to

 presentation and sales pitch? Are 

you offering  special POS materials f

or your boxes?

Sabine Kirchner: With these boxes,

you don’t really need any POS

 material. Just open one of the boxes

to show the content. The boxes speak

for themselves. 

One thing that will make sales even

easier for the retail is the re-designed

packaging of the boxes. What did you

change and why?

Rick Zwaan: We wanted the boxes to

fit in with the new look and feel of

 TOYJOY. We added the boxes to the

“Just For You” line, which is the most

logical decision since they are all gift

sets, just like the rest of the line. 

Do you think that the boxes 

are suited for mainstream sales

 channels or rather boutique-style

 erotic stores? 

Rick Zwaan: Many of the closed

 boxes are easy to fit into mainstream

sales channels. The new luxurious

 boxes that are coming soon will give

you the opportunity to offer the  boxes

closed or open, so you can make it

as “classy” as you want.

Since you are planning to update your

line of boxes in 2015, what  boxes will

you add? Can you tell us when they

will be available?

Sabine Kirchner: We can give you a

sneak peek. Like said before, we will

introduce an anal play set, the “Yeah!

I’m single” boxes for him and for her,

Happy Weekend Boxes, and five

 luxurious gift boxes. Everything will be

spread throughout the year, so we will

keep you posted. The  boxes will be

presented during the Scala Fair on

March 8 and 9 2015.

S A B I N E  K I R C H N E R

R I C K  Z W A A N

.................

The content caters to

the target group and

the price level. We have

strict quality standards

for all boxes - for

 example, everything 

needs to be body-safe.”

Rick Zwaan

................................ 

“

The boxes differ thematically;

here: the “BDSM Starter Kit”
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For a product to be easi ly  access ible and easy to sel l ,  several  factors  have to come

 together:  great design and functional i ty,  great qual i ty,  a great pr ice, great presentat ion –

and that is  st i l l  just  the t ip of the iceberg. To achieve al l  that,  you have to be aware of the

customers and their wishes. And apparently, Xgen Products have both eyes on the customers

ever y  s tep of  the way.  In  our  EAN in ter v iew,  Andy Green,  the pres ident  o f  the  

Pennsylvania-based company, explains which factors have been crit ical for Xgen's success.

Of course, we also talk about the latest products the producer/ -

dist r ibutors has launched onto the market.

Xgen was founded with the idea in mind to offer more

mainstream-like products to the erotic market. Is this

idea still alive today?

Andy Green: Very much so. We like to consider ourselves

a “crossover” supplier, both in the brands we manufacture

and distribute. This direction is a big part of our success.

Xgen is a distributor as well as a manufacturer of erotic

products. Which part of your business would you deem

more important? Could you give us an estimate of the

ratio between the volume of sales as a distributor and

those as a manufacturer? Or is it impossible to distinguish

between theses two sides of your company?

Andy Green: Actually, I’d say the most important thing to

us is delivering quality products to our customers. Whether

that is a product we manufacturer or distribute on behalf

of a third party, our goal is to understand our customers’

needs and answer them. As for the breakdown of

 manufacturing versus distributing, we are pretty evenly split.

Which products does your current portfolio comprise of?

Is there a certain „theme“ to it?

Andy Green: The largest number of SKUs in our inventory

are apparel items – lingerie, hosiery and shoes. Next would

be accessories – wigs, nail foils, lashes. Last, but FAR from le-

ast, our flagship brand Bodywand, which represents a small

number of SKUs, but a big percentage of our business.

“The most important factor 
to us is making it easy to sell.”

Andy Green talks about the latest developments at Xgen

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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One of your

best selling products

are Bodywands, the ne-

west addition to this collection

are the Mini-Bodywands. What can

you tell us about this new collection and how did you

come up with the idea?

Andy Green: We developed the Bodywand family with

one goal – to offer the most comprehensive collection of

wand style massagers on the market. The Minis were a

winner from the start. Small footprint on a store counter,

low price point, bright colors and great power. They are

easily one of the highest-volume movers we have.

Do you also offer promotional materials for the Mini

 Bodywands for the stationary retail as well as online?

Andy Green: Yes – we have every-

thing from digital and printed

catalogs to a full wall-moun-

ted display unit that houses

testers and product.

One of the trends in the

last years in the erotic

 industry has been, that it tried

to become more women

and couples friendly. Do you

think, that a product like

the Bodywand is especi-

ally well suited to be

sold in such an

 environment, since it's

sexual nature isn't 

too apparent?
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Andy Green: Absolutely! Our packaging is clean and soft

looking, the devices feature a variety of great colors and

they’re all very easy to use. They make it easy for a couple

to introduce a massager into their relationship.

What is the most important aspect when it comes to

 introducing new erotic products to the market? Is good

design and a well crafted product enough to get the

customers attention?

Andy Green: For Xgen, the most important factor to us is

making it easy to sell. We want to make sure it fits our

 customers’ needs, is consistent with our current scope of

products, and will make an attractive presentation on store

shelves. Of course, quality and functionality are then

 important by default.

Another Xgen product ready to hit the market are your

 Vibrating Panties. What can you tell us about this  product?

Which customers are you aiming for with these?

Andy Green: We’re very excited about our Secrets

Panty Vibe. It’s targeted at those who are looking for

the best of both worlds – a panty designed to accept

a vibrating bullet and a bullet designed to fit in a panty.

The two  components in our product fit together

 seamlessly, placing the vibrator precisely where the

user wants it to be!

“The Minis were a winner from the start.”

.................

We developed the Bodywand family

with one goal – to offer the most

comprehensive collection of wand style

massagers on the market.”

................................ 

“

Wigs also rank among

the Xgen top-sellers
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A lot of your products are linked to eroticism, but are not

of a direct sexual nature, like lingerie, wigs etc. Will Xgen

continue in this direction or are there plans to venture

further into the lovetoy segment with products like

 Bodywand and Vibrating Panties?

Andy Green: We like to think that we evolve with our

 customer base, expanding collections as needed to

 support the needs of our worldwide retailers.

Besides a good product of high quality, a good brand is

also important for successful marketing. Which steps does

Xgen take, to make it's products known to the end

 customer and create awareness?

Andy Green: Beyond our worldwide business-to-business

marketing, we focus on in-store presentation. Our

 packaging, suggested planograms and wall layouts, as

well as our physical displays draw consumers to the

 products in the stores.

In our last interview you stated, that you first goal back then

was to create visibility and brand recognition for Xgen in

Europe. Would you say you succeeded in this regard?

Andy Green: I think so! We have expanded our reach by

adding more regional distribution partners, who have in

turn done a tremendous job moving our product into their

respective markets. Without the support of these partners,

the job would have been much more difficult.
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A couple of weeks ago you were present at the

 eroFame with your own booth. Was the trade fair a

success for you?

Andy Green: Yes – eroFame is always a big show for us.

We’re there alongside all the industry’s major players, and

we know that all of Europe comes out for that show.

Taking your experience in the business and the impressions

from the eroFame, what would you say will be the most

important trends for the erotic industry for the next years?

Andy Green: That’s very hard to say. As you mentioned,

the trend of developing deeper exposure to women and

couples will surely continue to grow. Additionally,

 technology is always a factor.  

How will you react to these trends? What can we expect

from Xgen in 2015?

Andy Green: You can expect growth and evolution

from Xgen. I’m not one who condones radical changes

in direction; rather deliberate and realistic planning

 based on honest observation. It’s very easy to see what

has worked, and what has not. By remaining objective

with all our brands, it’s easy to let slow performers go

and build up the superstars. Look for us to continue

 dominating the wand market, expanding our position

as the crossover leader.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Whether that is a product we

manufacturer or distribute on

behalf of a third party, our goal is

to understand our customers’ needs

and answer them.”

................................ 

“

The Xgen Products headquarters

in Horsham, Pennsylvania

The Xgen team

Xgen's Vibrating Panties: “A panty designed to accept a

vibrating bullet and a bullet designed to fit in a panty.”
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Dean Elliott,

CEO Sliquid 
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“We see no limits to our 
expansion and worldwide appeal!” 

Sliquid expand their distribution network
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Products made of organic ingredients and materials are in high demand, also in the erot ic

market.  So i t  wi l l  def ini tely be interest ing for the the trade to know that the US lubr icant

brand Sl iquid, known and loved for their  dedication to naturalness,  wi l l  increase their  pre-

sence in the European market in the future. In our EAN inter v iew, Dean El l iot t ,  CEO of

Sl iquid, talked about this European expansion, and he told us why he is  confident that his

products wi l l  have last ing success in the European market.
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Sliquid expanded its distribution

network a short while ago.

Which countries and markets did

you add?  

Dean Elliott: Most recently, we ad-

ded the UK, Scandinavia, Germany,

South Africa and India, and we are

currently working on expanding 

to additional countries/markets 

in 2015. 

How long did the contract nego -

tiations take?   

Dean Elliott: Contract negotiations

typically vary for each country/mar-

ket as the health approval process

is a bit different for each.  For some,

it was a rather quick process with ini-

tial contract negotiations and inked

distributorship or representation wit-

hin just a few days, while others took

months on end to get proper per-

mits and approval in place in order

to import our goods according to

each country’s health code stan-

dards and compliances.

What are the criteria you choose

your distribution partners with?  

Dean Elliott: We seek out partners

who have broad distribution cove-

rage and an agreement to add our

entire collection to their inventories,

including Sliquid Naturals, Sliquid Or-

ganics, Sliquid Balance and Ride

BodyWorx. Though it is most impor-

tant to find a distributor with a solid

understanding of who we really are,

how we differ from the competition,

and (probably most important) kno-

wing that consumers’ passion for the

Sliquid brand and what it offers is

palpable and is strong in every

 available market.

What are your expectations for 

the territories you are expanding 

into now?  

Dean Elliott: Initial expansion into a

new territory can take some time

and we try to keep our expectations

reasonable. Though, as we’ve see

in the past, sales tend to ramp up

exponentially once some time is

spent educating new territories

about our brand and our products’

unique natural ingredients.

Are you offering your complete pro-

duct range in these markets or will

it be selections that you see espe-

cially suited for the respective mar-

ket?  

Dean Elliott: We offer our complete

range and encourage the distribu-

tion of every SKU available.  

How do you support your distributors?  

Dean Elliott: We offer marketing

support in hard copy materials, in-

cluding information spec sheets to

train staff and educate shoppers,

as well as social media outreach

and targeted online campaigns.

We also filter leads to the appro-

priate markets in order to further

support our partners’ efforts. Be-

cause one-on-one trainings are so

important when it comes to unique

brands like ours, Sliquid staff offers

Skype trainings to ensure every

member of our partners’ teams has

a complete education of our pro-

ducts and their key ingredients, as

well as the ingredients that we do

NOT use – which is one of the rea-

sons Sliquid is so popular. We also

D E A N  E L L I O T T

.................

We work with 

distributors that

maintain a clear under-

standing of our brand, 

our high standards, why

we formulate the unique

way we do, and who the 

end users are.”

................................ 

“

exclusive

The Balance Collection is

Sliquid’s line of spa products
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strive to provide an open forum for ques-

tions and suggestions in order to connect

and form a relationship with every new

distributor and retailer, as we consider

them part of our business family.   

Which plans do you have with your local

 partners to increase your brand presence in the 

different territories?  

Dean Elliott: We create co-partnered ad campaigns

and advertorial pieces, as well as represent our brand

in our partners’ booths at events and

trade shows, and co-create marketing

campaigns tailored specifically for 

their customers. 

Does Sliquid profit from an increased

demand for natural products?  

Dean Elliott: As a manufacturer of all-

natural intimate products, the rising

demand for natural products directly

increases our market share. Body-safe

materials and ingredients are a main-

stream issue – no longer something

left for niche markets – and as knowledge and cons-

ciousness about the benefits of all-natural products

grows, our products’ relevance and appeal will expand

exponentially. 

How do you manage to adapt your brand, your mes-

sage and your products to the characteristics of the

different markets?  

Dean Elliott: Our mantra is to “offer something for

everyone.” This is why each collection is made up of

only a handful of different products.  We never

want to overwhelm the consumer beyond

the point where they are able to make a

sound decision, and simplicity is key when

it comes to working with international mar-

kets. Aside from the language barrier,

 certain key terms or buzz words simply

don’t translate across certain borders, so

we focus on providing a core group of

products that benefit men and women

of every culture and lifestyle.

In Europe you're working together with

Net1on1 for Great Britain, and with Basic

Instinct for Scandinavia. Why did you choose

these two distributors?

Dean Elliott: We work with distributors that

maintain a clear understanding of our

brand, our high standards, why we formulate the

unique way we do, and who the end users are. Both Net

1on1 and Basic Instinct have the experience to define

our brand throughout their territories while representing

Sliquid as we would represent ourselves. Their background

and knowledge of intimate products

are extensive, and their reputation in

the industry is very well received, which

helps make them two of the best distri-

bution channels to deliver our products

throughout their regions!

Are you currently looking for additional

European distributors?  

Dean Elliott:Yes, and we have some

deals in the works that should solidify in

the first half of 2015.

Europe has a lot of well-established lube manufacturers.

Why will Sliquid succeed to conquer its share of the mar-

ket here?  

Dean Elliott: Quality vs. quantity. Europe is known to be

above the mark when it comes to overall knowledge,

demand and appreciation for an all-natural and body-

friendly products and their standards for health and well-

ness are quite high. This puts Sliquid is a very ideal position,

as our products are some of the only that utilize plant-

based alternatives to traditional synthetic or animal-based

preservatives and completely vegan, pH-ba-

lanced, and glycerine-free formulas. 

Which plans do you have for the future?

Are there still markets to be conquered? 

Dean Elliott: We see the next wave to in-

clude: Israel, Mexico, Dubai, Taiwan, New

Zealand and Russia; however, our overall

goal is to be available everywhere in the

world. We see no limits to our expansion

and worldwide appeal! 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Europe is known to

be above the mark

when it comes to overall

knowledge, demand and

appreciation for an 

all-natural and body-

friendly products.”

................................ 

“
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The Balance Collection also

includes four massage oils

Ride BodyWorx is a line of intimate

lubricants and body shave creams for men
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Congratulations on your distribution agreement

with Eropartner! Does this mean that the Euro-

pean market can now also enjoy the Maia Toys quality? 

Mara Epstein: Absolutely, especially the Netherlands. 

Why did you pick Eropartner? What are the strong

points that compelled you to work with this 

Dutch distributor?

Mara Epstein: I met Chris during the Xbiz Retreat,

and I liked his business sense and model.  His

team are a bunch of professionals who 

speak many languages and have a lot of  product

knowledge...

Would you mind giving us some information about

this distribution agreement? For instance, 

is Eropartner going to carry the entire product line?
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The US brand Maia Toys is  of fer ing an

 interesting alternative for retailers looking for

affordable products in the premium quality

range – and now, thei r  products are also

 available in Europe, where the colour ful toys

are distributed by Dutch company Eropartner. 

Fol lowing Maia Toys '  successful  European

 premiere at this year's eroFame, EAN seized

the oppor tuni ty to talk wi th Mara Epstein,

 Di rector of  Sales at Maia Toys.  In our

 interview, the touch upon subjects such as

affordable  luxury, colour therapy marketing,

and the  collaboration with Eropar tner?

“Maia Toys is an 
affordable luxury item.”

When can these products be ordered? Is Eropartner

the exclusive distributor of Maia Toys in Europe?

Mara Epstein: Eropartner will be carrying the entire

line. Since I worked with them in Germany, they

are aware of all the selling points and all point

of purchase materials. They will sell the markets

that they know best.

What are your expectations regarding this 

 collaboration and the European market 

in  general?

Mara Epstein: My rule of thumb is to have no

 expectations, so there are no disappoint-

ments. They want to make money and I know

from the sales in the US, the product will do

terrific for them. Eropartner has goals that we

both agreed to.

Eropartner distributes Maia Toys in Europe 

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Mara Epstein, Maia Toys'

Director of Sales
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You attended this year's eroFame trade convention.

Which impression of the European market did you

take away from the event? How did the European

trade respond to your products?

Mara Epstein: First, what I learned is that I must learn

more languages! Luckily, once a customer felt the 

product, the rest was history. They loved the materials,

the look, and since these are affordable luxury items,

they also loved the price.

Many European consumers have not heard of the

Maia Toys collection yet. Would you mind explaining

the qualities of your product line to our readers? 

Mara Epstein: Maia Toys is an affordable luxury item.

Nothing in the line retails for over $80.00 (US),

priced for sell-thru. We use 100% medical

grade silicone, and since our tag line is

'What Is Your Colour Today?' Maia - 'The

 Colours Of Erotica' - use subliminal colour

therapy marketing. We educate the end

consumer about colour and how it

 influences our life on a  daily basis. Each

item is packaged in a high-gloss, spare

no expense box with a peek a boo

window, this helps eliminate theft. Each

box also contains a pouch as a discreet
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item to stow your toy and the colour therapy chart for

reference. Since this line was created with the retailer

in mind, we offer tools to make this a success. We

offer ”testers‘ where applicable, floor mats, shopping

bags, and acrylic stands to display the tester.  

The flashy colours of the products immediately 

catch the eye. How important is the colour palette

for Maia Toys?

Mara Epstein: Our tag line is 'What Is Your Colour

Today?' It's Maia 'The Colours Of Erotica'. We have

based our entire line on subliminal colour therapy.

I’m not saying that if you use a yellow vibrator, you

will automatically have a happier orgasm but

 suggestion is powerful. You never know....

People should be aware of

 colours and their effects. To that

end, each box contains a small

little colour chart.   

How many products make up the

collection at the moment? And

what types of products are we

 talking about?

Mara Epstein: We have something

for everyone. We have kegal balls

I N T E R V I E W
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The claim 'The Colours Of Erotica'

is reflected in the packaging

.................

We want to be a 

leader in sexual

health and wellness 

and not a follower.”

................................ 

“
.................

Maia Toys allows

someone to enter the

market who wants that

silky feeling toy but

can’t afford it.”

................................ 

“
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in 3 sizes, vibrators, rabbits, vibrators with clitoral

 stimulation, dongs with very powerful suction that fit

in harnesses, the best mini vibes, wireless toys, anal

toys, g-spot toys, and now also Maia Man! So it’s

 pleasure for all....

A few days ago, you added products for men 

to the collection. Please tell us about these 

new products. What was your motivation 

to take this step and cater to the male

 clientele as well?

Mara Epstein: Maia Man was created to

introduce a line of products that

 enhance the sexual activity in the male

sector.  Some of these items can be

used by either sex. The packaging is

very high-end - as are the materials.

We feel that with the success of Maia

Toys, it was a natural move. 

How are your products positioned in

terms of price? 

Mara Epstein: Maia Toys is a very affordable luxury

brand with nothing over $80.00 US retail. We market

the line to appeal to people who don’t have much

money to spend but want a luxury toy.  

Would you say that your product line closes the gap

between expensive luxury items and the generic

 products in the lower price segment? 

Mara Epstein: I can honestly say: 'Yes'. It is priced for

the consumer who wants to enter the luxury market

but can’t afford the more expensive products. The

materials are exactly the same as those used in some

of the high-end luxury items.

Are your products suited to win over new customer

groups such as first-time buyers? Who is the target

audience for Maia Toys?
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Mara Epstein: Yes, Maia Toys

allows someone to enter the

market who wants that silky

 feeling toy but can’t afford it.  It is

a sell-thru item and in the US it’s

doing great.

Can the European trade also get

sales-promoting materials from

 Eropartner? If so, which materials do

you provide?

Mara Epstein: Absolutely, Eropartner is an

extension of Maia Toys, so of course they

can. In the future, we will be adding various

languages to all of our marketing materials

How should retailers in the brick and mortar trade

and e-commerce shop owners present Maia Toys

to make the most of their appeal?  

Mara Epstein: Merchandise the line together and

not by niche. When a store displays the products

 together, adds a floor matt and testers – the

 consumer will immediately gravitate to 'The Colours

Of Erotica'. As mentioned, we also provide great

 shopping bags and acrylic Maia stands. We created

this line with the retailer in mind. 

Which trends are dominating the market for vibrators,

dildos, etc. at the moment? Do you see big

 differences between the United States and Europe

as far as these trends are concerned?

Mara Epstein: The mini vibes and g spot mini vibes

are great impulse buys from Maia. In Europe, the

 vibrators seem to be much larger... I'm still trying to

understand the anatomy of the European. Maybe

they know something we don't! 

What other goals do you want to achieve with Maia

Toys? Can we look forward to new additions to the

collection any time soon?

Mara Epstein: Absolutely, we are always striving for

items that are not just repackaged. We are looking

for new and innovative products. We have a team

that solely focuses on that job. We want to be a leader

in sexual health and wellness and not a follower.

I N T E R V I E W
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We created this

line with the 

retailer in mind.”

................................ 
“
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Throughout the year, Nexus has invested

lots of money, time, and effor t to  develop

new products,  and given the st i r  their

three innovative novelt ies Revo  Stealth,

Ace, and Cadence have created in the

market, the hard work has  definitely paid

off. The overwhelmingly positive  feedback

the Br i t ish brand  received at eroFame

alone has been enough to  silence even

the most  stubborn nay- sayers. In light of

this  success, it is less than surprising that

 Nexus' Company  Director, Monique Carty,

is very happy with 2014, as can be seen

from our EAN interview. 

Nexus came to eroFame with guns blazing,

 presenting three innovations: Revo Stealth, Ace,

and Cadence. How did the European trade respond to

these new products?
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“2014 has been 
the best year for Nexus in history.”

Monique Carty: We’ve worked hard and invested heavily

in product development this year in order to grow the

range with some really great products. We never want to

produce just another toy at Nexus. It’s important to us to

put a new spin on things and make good quality items

that we know will sell. We had amazing feedback from

our existing customers and some fantastic new leads, as

well as an award from EAN; Highest Potential Product for

Ace. When you get that kind of response first hand it’s ex-

tremely satisfying.

Of course, you'd have to have lived under a rock for the

last year not to know and love the Revo products. Is Revo

Stealth the final chapter of the Revo evolution, or can

you still go one better?

Monique Carty: We actually have more up our sleeve

for Revo. It’s our top selling range so we feel a responsibility

to our customers to enhance it as much as we can.

Revo is a completely unique concept that’s earned its

place as one of the best prostate products on the market.

To not develop it as much as possible would be letting

our customers down.

The foundation for more highly successful years has been laid

exclusive
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Nexus Director Monique Carty announced a new

addition to the Revo range for February 2015
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With Ace, Nexus has opened the door

to a new product category – butt

plugs. There are already many

 products in that category, available

in various shapes and different price

ranges. Weren't you worried that this

multitude of plugs might take away

Ace's thunder?

Monique Carty: Ace stands apart

 because it is the ultimate butt plug!

Although there are many butt plugs

on the market there is a distinct lack

of sophisticated ones. Ace has all the

qualities an anal play connoisseur

would want. It’s made of quality sili-

cone, it’s vibrating with a choice of

powerful stimulation settings, it’s

 remote control and it’s waterproof.

The combination may seem obvious

but the comment we heard over and

over was that there was nothing like

this on the market and our  customers

had a gap in their  catalogue for this

kind of product. 

Cadence is the second entry in

the Nexus Femme Line, a

 collection  dedicated entirely to

women. Of course, every other

product in the market is being

 advertised as  women- or couples-

friendly these days. How did you

make sure that with Cadence, this

attribute would be more than just

a marketing shell?

Monique Carty: As with everything

we do we ensure we have

 something new to offer.  Cadence

has unique stroker technology in

the tip that  moves up and down

in a choice of various rhythms to

literally stroke the G Spot. This

 movement is known to  induce

‘squirting’ which is something that

many women and couples look 

to achieve.

Are all of the new products

 already available to the trade? 

Monique Carty: Nexus Stealth is

 available now. For Cadence and

Ace we took pre orders at

 eroFame from our Nexus Distribu-

tors worldwide and all items will be

available from them by the end

of November.

Will there be POS materials 

to  support the launch of the 

new  products?

Monique Carty: We have A5

 display leaflets listing the USPs and

stands for the stores and for

 Cadence and Revo Stealth we

have videos for  online retailers.

How satisfied is Nexus with the 

year 2014?

Monique Carty: 2014 has been the

best year for Nexus in history. The last

18 months have focussed mainly on

two things; systems development

and product development. We feel

we have really firm foundations now

to take Nexus to the next level

 making 2015 a very exciting year. 

Since Nexus is a big producer brand,

what is your opinion on the flood of

private brands and white label

 products that wholesalers, distri -

butors, and retailers are launching

onto the market? Are you worried

about this development?

Monique Carty: No, I think it makes

sense for them to produce products

they sell a lot of themselves. Mostly

though these items are mass

 produced items that they re-

 package under their own brand and

M O N I Q U E  C A R T Y

.................

We never want to

 produce just another

toy at Nexus. It’s

 important to us to put a

new spin on things and

make good quality items

that we know will sell.”

................................ 

“
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not really strong innovative branded items. Of course

there are some that have managed to do this but it

takes a lot of resources to do a number of things well

and there aren’t many companies in this position. We

know what goes into creating a strong and trusted brand

and you have to be very focussed.

The discussion about whether or not

brands are really playing a big role in

the erotic market (yet) is still going on.

I am sure you have a very firm opinion

on that topic. Why are brands impor-

tant in this market? Why should the

trade bank on brands?

Monique Carty: The sex toy  market is

the same as any market in that brands

will always play a big part. The market

is consumer led and as well as price,

they also want to buy into something

that clearly relates to them. Well-known

brands in the industry are so because they are trusted;

and they are trusted because they deliver whatever it is

their brand promises.  It’s this that creates brand loyalty.  

It is obvious that modern technologies also have a great

influence on the development of erotic products, e. g.

app-controlled toys. Critics might argue that often, this

technology is just used for the sake of using it, without

there being any real advantages. Do you think that's really

the case?

Monique Carty: I think there are always advantages to

modern technologies no matter how small.  It’s important

for the industry to keep on top of new trends and develop

the same as other markets as it gives the industry a good

marketing platform into the mainstream as well as

 meeting consumer demand for the latest technology.

Nexus has already been featured in the mainstream

 media several times, be it in print magazines or on TV.

What makes you so popular? What sets you apart from

the other brands in the erotic industry?

Monique Carty: I think we are very media friendly

 because our products are of a very high quality and our

packaging is very sophisticated.  It also helps that Chloe

and I both have media backgrounds and understand

the media very well and what they are looking for 

in terms of stories.

Of course, this kind of presence in the media allows

 Nexus to help change the image of the erotic industry in

a  positive way. But does it also have a tangible effect on

the sales figures and overall demand for your brand?

Monique Carty: If we can reach the end consumer in a

really positive way then it all feeds back, absolutely. One

of our retailers in Denmark, Sinfuk.dk chose Cadence as

one of the top three female products launched at

 eroFame. A Danish national newspaper ran the story and

they had a waiting list for the product before the consu-

mer launch. That goes to show the power of the media.

What plans does Nexus have for the future? When can

we expect more new products from your company?

Monique Carty: We are developing another product in

the Revo range which is scheduled to launch in February

next year and we will also be producing Ace in different

 sizes soon after. After that we have a few ideas but we

are yet to decide which are going to make it and which

are going to end up on the cutting room floor. 
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Ace won the EAN Award for

“Highest Potential Product” 

eroFame 2014: Monique Carty and Chloe Pearce

during the presentation of the awards 
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For several years now, the number of private labels presented by distributors, wholesalers,

and even retailers has steadily increased. But what are the advantages of launching your

own product line? And why are they so often at the receiving end of scalding criticism? How

do they affect the market and the overall product range? A lot of questions. For tunately, EAN

found a man who can answer them all: Oliver Gothe, head of distribution and marketing at

ecoaction GmbH.

Private brands have been a common thing in other

markets for years. Why did it take so long before

they started popping up in force in the erotic market?

Oliver Gothe: Well, it didn't really take that long. 

Well-known wholesalers have been selling their private

labels for years. Or do you think they all have their own

lubricant, massage oil, or condom production facilities?

The only thing that has changed is that today, it has

 become much, much easier to produce private brands

because the producers have adapted to the situation.

In the past years, private brands have been springing

up like daisies in the erotic market – from wholesalers,

from distributors, and from retailers. Since you are

 developing and producing private brands for other

companies, this must surely be a blessing for you, right?

Oliver Gothe: We only produces liquids, cosmetics, and

condoms as private label products. Since we are

 specialised in this field, we can also help customers

who want smaller quantities. I mean, producing 10

 bottles of private label lubricant... good luck finding a

Chinese company that will do that. And the quality of

our “made in Germany“ products further justifies our

 position in the market.

What is your explanation for the rapidly growing number

of private brands in the erotic market?

Oliver Gothe: These days, many consumers are buying

everything they want from big online retailers on the

Oliver Gothe (ecoaction GmbH) talks about the pros and cons of private brands

Oliver Gothe feels that private brands are the perfect

solution if you want to set your products

apart from the existing range in the market

exclusive
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“We will see many a brand come,
and we will see many a brand go.“
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 internet. But on these sites, there can only be one

 product with the lowest price, and the rest are struggling.

So competition is driving down the prices, and the profit

margin gets smaller and smaller. If I am selling a private

brand, however, I can make the prices myself, and I

can offer the customers an appealing price-quality ratio

that still allows me

to make some

money. Also,

these products

are special, so

there won't be

comparisons to

the prices on ot-

her sites or in other

stores.

Usually, you only find such a great number of 

private brands in markets with no or only few strong

producer brands. But that isn't the case in the 

erotic market, or is it?

Oliver Gothe: It is a fact that, compared to other

 markets, there are few strong brands in the erotic

 segment. To achieve greater brand recognition and

brand strength, you need distribution of a certain scale,

and the erotic industry simply doesn't have that reach

in many markets. That is one reason for the rise of private

brands, but these brands are usually not that well known

themselves. Moreover, the erotic trade is offering a very

wide range of products to cover the entire spectrum of

sexuality. Therefore, even big brand producers whose

products can be found in any erotic store around the

globe have a hard time making an impact. Certainly,

we know the big condom or lubricant brands, but not

the big penis enlarger brands. And sex toy brands have

only started to become more well-known these past

few years.

The advantages of presenting your own private brand

are pretty obvious: You can determine the price, these

products are clearly set apart form the competitor's

range, big margins, you steer clear of the price

 comparison spiral, you can create your own branding

or corporate identity ... In your opinion, which of these

are the biggest  advantages?
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Oliver Gothe: Binding the customers and building trust

in your name or your brand by offering a fair  

price-quality ratio. Those are the biggest advantages in

the long run as far as I'm concerned.

Of course, you can also increase your turnover, and

you can eliminate weak producer brands from your

product range.

Can private brands also close gaps in the product

range or help appeal to certain target audiences and

win over new customer groups (first-time buyers in

 particular)?

Oliver Gothe: If a product offers great quality, word will

get around, even in today's market, and that can

 definitely win over new customers. For instance, let's

take the growing clientele of older people. Most of them

still want to have a fulfilled and fulfilling sex life. But at

the moment, there are only very few products for the

so-called best agers – or at least few products that

actually tell the consumers that they are made with

that group in mind. Sometimes, you only need to

change small things, for instance make the print on the

packaging a little larger.

Which other advantages do private labels offer – apart

from the ones we already mentioned?

Oliver Gothe: The advantages that are brought up most

often are things such as profits, customer loyalty, the

optimisation of your product range, and the opportunity

to get away from the competition of the big brands

and set your own prices. But there are also other things

such as the fact that these products create brand value,

that they are incomparable. Or that you become a

little more independent of producer brands. All of these

things are worth mentioning.

Is the growing number of private labels a response to

another development in the erotic industry: the erosion

of the traditional supply chain of producer-wholesaler-

retailer? Or is it maybe rather a symptom of this

 development?

Oliver Gothe: There is no doubt about it that the

 digitisation of the market has created a much greater

transparency, and some companies have a much

 harder time winning over their customers. That said,
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If I am selling a private

brand, I can make the

prices myself, and I can offer

the customers an appealing

price-quality ratio.“ 
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marketing is no rocket science, and 

given the current situation, it is no 

wonder that more and more 

people think about starting their own

 private brand.

Not everybody thinks this private 

label boom is good for the industry.

 Critics  argue that there are no innova-

tions among these products, just more

of the same - tried and successful

 designs with new packaging. Is this

 criticism  unfounded?

Oliver Gothe: It is. You could probably bring up that ar-

gument – if we had a well-rounded product range that

covered every niche and ever nook. But we don't. Perso-

nally, I feel that many desires of the consumers out there

have not really been addressed by the erotic industry

thus far. So, private  labels represent a great opportunity –

with only a small risk – for any retailer or wholesaler who

listens to his  customers and knows what they want.

Isn't it possible that innovative companies are pushed

to the sidelines because private labels take the attention

away from their novel products?

Oliver Gothe: If you are innovative, you don't have that

problem. I have to know my customers and I have to

know what they want, that is true for producers as much

as it is true for retailers. If you know your customer and

you offer the right products,

your products will sell al-

most by themselves. You're

not on the sidelines, but in

the middle of the playing

field. Right next to the cus-

tomers.

But don't we have more than enough products in the

market already? Some people believe that we have

reached the point where supply exceeds demand. Do

we really need all of these private brands?

Oliver Gothe: I beg to differ with these people. Of

course, it is not necessary to launch the twentieth sex

toy with exactly the same shape and features, but it

may well pay off if you have something new to offer.
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For instance a lubricant that has no in-

gredients of animal origin (that will ap-

peal to the vegan crowd), or a  lubricant

that can be washed off the bedsheets

easily (just think of the  classical problem

silicone lubricant vs. satin sheets), or a

bottle that will prevent the lube from spil-

ling if it falls down from the night stand.

There is always a way to improve your

product for a certain target audience.

Many companies are working hard

to get the consumers away from their price fixation

and get them to buy brands, quality, and top-notch

products even if they have to spend a little more mo-

ney on those.  Private brands are not really helping

with these efforts, are they?

Oliver Gothe: I am also working hard to create  

high-quality products, otherwise, the consumer will

only buy your product once. That goes for private

brands, for producer brands, for any kind of brand. If

you want the consumer to reach deeper into his po-

cket, you need to offer him something that's worth

the money. And again, that is true for both types of

brands. I believe that, if you love your brand and your

name, you won't risk that by selling cheap, awful pro-

ducts. That's different from selling a third-party product

that turns out to be garbage.

Your company develops

and produces private

label products for your

customers. What are

the basic rules you have

to obey when launching

your own  private brand?

Oliver Gothe: Firstly, you need to know what you want.

If you want a  discount brand, keep it simple and

order larger quantities, otherwise you won't be able

to compete with the other products in that price seg-

ment. Developing and producing these products is

very easy, we take care of pretty much everything

once you have decided on a certain design, look,

and ingredients. Of course, you might want to put a

little more time and thought into it if you want to have
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If you know your customer and you 

offer the right products, your 

products will sell almost by themselves.“
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ecoaction GmbH offers

private label solutions
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products you can sell in the upper price segment,

i.e. products that offer top quality and can compete

with the leading premium producer brands – and

usually, you can get that type of quality while still

being able to offer the products at lower prices, wit-

hout sacrificing your profit margin. The best way to

go in that area is usually more individualised packa-

ging and customised formulations. And of course,

we're more than happy to help our customers with

these things as well. We also offer solutions based on

the profile of the target audience. We involve the

customer in every step of the production process and

use our entire network to make this private brand a

success for him. Of course, if  a project is that com-

plex, we need to start off with a detailed customer

briefing so we know exactly what you are looking for. 

Which are the most common mistakes people make

when trying to establish a private brand? A rule of

thumb is that a brand always needs a clear profile.

What can you do to achieve that, and how can you

benefit from private labels in the long run?

Oliver Gothe: The basic rules for establishing a 

private brand are generally the same that also 

apply to  producer brands. You have to make sure

that you have a team who know what they 

are doing and who focus on the brand. Also, you

need to set a  budget and have the necessary

 financial means. Of course, I am not  talking about

the quick & dirty  solutions where you use a private

brand for one  campaign only and then let 

it die. If you want to achieve long-term success, you

have to sit down  beforehand and think about the

goal you want to achieve and how you want to keep

the brand  successful tomorrow, and the day after.

Most private brands don't have a million euro

 marketing budget, so they only become brands over

time. You have to do everything in your power to get

the customer to try the product, and when he does,

he has to love the  experience. If you can win over

the consumers that way, chances are that your

 private brand will be around for a long time. 

Naturally, we also offer  marketing  solutions to our

 customers. To get a better impression of our service,

visit www.ecoaction.eu. 
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So once you have your private label products, the the

biggest challenges are coordinating advertising,

brand development, and marketing?

Oliver Gothe: No, I think that part of the process is not as

difficult as some people make it out to be. Of course,

you have to take care of these things, but that should be

obvious – and as I said, we offer support in that depart-

ment as well. Most people already know what a product

has to look like so it will catch the consumer's eye.

The brick and mortar trade saw the advantages of

 private brands first, but now, the e-commerce segment

is picking up the pace (just think of private brands from

Zalando or Amazon). Are there great differences

 between these two markets?

Oliver Gothe: Actually, I don't see any differences at all

as far as private brand products are concerned. Maybe,

the online customer is more price-conscious, but of

course, you have to present and explain the private

brand to him, just as you would in the brick and mortar

trade. The tools may be different, but the prerequisites

and products are the same.

Will private brands overtake producer labels one day,

or will it become harder and harder to tell them apart?

Oliver Gothe: Thanks to the digitisation of our world, our

market is everywhere, and everyone wants to be in our

market. We will see many a brand come, and we will

see many a brand go. A few mainstream brands from

producers will continue to thrive, but they will have to

share the market with private brands that are tailored

specifically to the needs of the target audience. At any

rate, things will be very interesting, and we will continue

to help our customers satisfy the wishes of their clientele.

Interested parties are welcomed to get in touch with

us: info@ecoaction.eu or +49(0)221-35507000.
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world, our market is everywhere,

and everyone wants to be in our market.“
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Andreas Reich presents erotic products at my-Lovetoy.com

I f  you are a consumer  look ing fo r  a  sex  toy,  you are of ten over whelmed by the sheer

number  o f  products  on the market .  There are l i te ra l ly  hundreds  of  d i f fe rent  des igns ,

features ,  and colours  to  choose f rom,  and of ten,  you can ' t  te l l  a t  f i r s t  –  o r  second –

glance i f  the pr ice on the tag i s  appropr iate.  Consumers  who s t i l l  shy  away f rom v i s i t ing

an erot ic  s to re  or  fee l  uncomfor table ta lk ing about  such th ings  w i th  the sa les  s ta f f,

 usual ly  t r y  the in ternet  fo r  in fo rmat ion on these products .  One of  the bes t  addresses  in

that  f ie ld  i s  my-Lovetoy-com, a p lat fo rm that  Andreas  Re ich has  been runn ing s ince

2005.  Here,  in te res ted v i s i to r s  w i l l  f ind a cornucopia of  in fo rmat ion about  sex  toys  and

other  erot ic products .  EAN asked Andreas for  an inter v iew,  and he seized th is  oppor tuni ty

to  ta lk  about  h i s  s i te ,  the chal lenges  of  tes t ing sex  toys ,  and about  mis takes  producers

should avo id at  any cos t .

Andreas Reich's my-Lovetoy.com offers information

about all kinds of erotic products

“My-Lovetoy is an independent  information
platform and will continue to be exactly that.“
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You are reviewing and discussing

erotic products of any kind on

your website my-Lovetoy.com. 

What was your motivation to create

such a platform?

Andreas Reich: In 2005, I began to

get interested in erotic products

 myself, and I started looking for

 information about sex toys on Google

and other sites. The results

 often turned out to be links to

washing machines and

 mobile phones, however. I felt

that there had to be a better,

easier way, and so I decided

to do something about it. And

as I learned from numerous

e-mails I received right from

the beginning, many other

people had the same

 problem. Over the course of

the years, my site developed

from a product search/price compa-

rison site to the comprehensive

 information platform it is today. The

focus is no longer just on “what does

it cost here, what does it cost there“,

but due to general demand, it is

much more about background infor-

mation and product tests nowadays.

You describe my-Lovetoy as the 

link between trade, producer, and

 consumer. What exactly do you

mean by that?

Andreas Reich: As a matter of fact, it

was a trade show organiser who

 described my site like that. But since I

felt the same way and I really 

liked the sound of it, I decided to keep

that line.

As for a definition: On one side, you

have the trade and producers, and

on the other side you have the

 consumers. Because I am in constant

contact with both sides and because

information is the key element of my

site, I am getting and posting and

sharing statements, news, and

 opinions from both sides. That makes

my-Lovetoy a place where both

 parties meet. Also, both sides

 appreciate our credibility, trust -

worthiness, and independence.

How do you test products at my-

Lovetoy? Do you have specialists for

each individual niche who then

 review the product?

Andreas Reich: Our “specialists“ are

private couples and what qualifies

them for the job is that they hold the

title of “consumer“ and are over 18

years of age. If you want to contribute,

you have to send an application, and

then you need a little luck because

at the moment, we have  limited

 ourselves to 20 couples. But maybe

that number will go up in the future,

who knows? There is a separate  online

area where we list all the  products

that are available for testing at the

moment, so the couples can choose

their favourites here, and we send it

to them. This happens at  regular

 intervals. Once they have it, we give

our experts ample time to test the

product and when they're done they

send us their reviews, independently

from one another. We go through all

the texts, and one of our editors boils

the information down to the final

 review. We are not looking for

 technical checks here – we would

never review a  product that does not

have the necessary certification, so

that usually takes care of that. What

we are interested in

is a candid des-

cription of what it

felt like to use 

the  product. Be-

cause that is what

the people who will

 eventually read

these reviews are

 interested in. Also,

we  encourage our

 testers to keep it

simple and not lose

 themselves in  technical jargon.

Which criteria carry the most weight

when you test a product?

Andreas Reich: What's extremely

 important to us is that we are working

with couples because we want to get

 feedback from both partners and

 cover both perspectives. If I were

 saying “both, the female and male

perspective“, that would only be half

correct because we also have same-

sex couples among our reviewers.

The goal is to have both partners use

the product together – be it a couples

product or a product for men or

 women, in which case one party has

a little less to do, of course. This way,

we get both sides of the story. There

are also certain elements we want

addressed in the review: the

 packaging, the look of the product,

the usability of the product, the fun

A N D R E A S  R E I C H
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I'm not sure if the advertising

 departments – assuming they are the ones

who design the packaging – feel that the 70s

are back in vogue, or maybe they think that

the consumers will only hear you if you

scream loud enough. However, there are more

and more companies that move away from this

explosion of bright colours and go for for a

more elegant, erotic style  instead.“
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“
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you've had using it, and the price-quality ratio.One of the

most  important criteria – the one that sums up the review

– is the final verdict. I call my site a sex toy review site

 because and not a product  recommendation platform,

because the former tells the user what he can expect

while the latter has the ring of paid advertising to it. -

Therefore, we won't publish negative reviews, and there

are no grades, points, stars or any other form of rating. The

products you find on our site can all be  recommended. If

our testers don't like the product, we send it back to the

producer and then it's up to him to  decide what he does

with it. The great thing is that often, they ask us for  feedback

and/or present us with an upgrade later on.

Every user has individual preferences and needs. Can

you even conduct objective tests with sex toys?

Andreas Reich: That's why we employ the services of

 several couples. Their age ranges from

18 to 69 and – just as you mentioned –

they all have  different preferences.

 Therefore, we leave it to them to pick

the products they want to test so it's right

down their alley.The  producers and

shops let us test their  products for free

which is something we really  appreciate.

We tell them to send us three to six

 products, if possible so more couples

can test them and we get a more

 conclusive result.

Whether or not the reviews on our site are really objective?

It is up to the  reader to answer that for himself. I think we

all know that there are numerous portals on the web

where you get a lot of “paid“ or “sponsored“ reviews,

and it is often hard for the layman to tell those apart

from real reviews.

As for me, I abide by the rules I set for myself and try to

 remain independent and neutral. If there are reviews

 leaning toward the producer side and reviews leaning

148

 toward the consumer side, I'd pick the consumer side

any day, and I hope that our users feel the same way.

How have the toys you are testing changed over the

course of time? Would you say that they are generally of

better quality than five years ago?

Andreas Reich: I would definitely say so, yes. Throughout

the past years, consumer behaviour has changed a lot,

simply because people are now much more open when

it comes to erotic products. The producers realised that

and have acted accordingly. When I started this  project,

there was a large range of toys for women, while men

mostly had to make do with magazines and DVD. Today,

on the other hand, there are great products for both sexes,

and quality trumps quantity. Also, there is a  visible trend

 toward multi-functional toys today – i.e. toys that you can

use alone, but also with a partner because it has various

features and can be used in several

ways. The consumers are definitely willing

to pay a little more for that kind of

 product.A criterion that is very important,

as users tell us again and again in their

e-mails, is the touch and feel of the toy.

The smoother and softer, the better. Other

elements that play an important role are

user-friendliness, features, and the look of

the toy. Those are the things that are most

important to the consumer when she or

he is deciding whether or not to buy a

product. The price is actually not all that important.

Not every toy on the market is a world-class product. Have

you noticed mistakes that producers are making again

and again?

Andreas Reich: Off the top of my head, I can think of two

things that I keep hearing a lot from our couples. For one,

there's the packaging; there is too much secondary

 packaging and packaging inside the packaging and so
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by the rules I set
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that our users feel

the same way.“
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on, partly made of materials that are not ecologically

harmless. Then, there are the colourful, jump-in- 

your-face flashy logos and lettering. There are

 definitely more classy ways to attract attention. I'm

not sure if the advertising  departments – assuming

they are the ones who design the packaging – feel

that the 70s are back in vogue, or maybe they think

that the consumers will only hear you if you scream

loud enough. However, there are more and more

companies that move away from this explosion of

bright colours and go

for for a more elegant,

erotic style instead.

The second thing

would be energy

 supply – of course only

among those pro-

ducts that run on

 batteries. Sometimes I

get the feeling the

 developers in the tech departments out there don't

really test the batteries they use for these products.

First of all, the prices for  rechargeable batteries should

be acceptable in today's world so you don't have to

force the consumers to buy AA batteries. And even if

they put rechargeable batteries in their toys, you often

have to charge them for hours and hours before you

can first use them. Imagine you've just come home

from the store, full of tingling anticipation, eager to

try this new toy with your partner, and then you have

to wait 12 hours for it to be charged. What a buzzkill.

With today's modern technology, there ought to be a

way to reduce that time.
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Because of your site, you always know the latest products

on the erotic market. Which are the most interesting

 developments you can see in the market right now?

Andreas Reich: As I already mentioned, people are

 becoming more open- minded with regard to erotic

 products, and more and more couples want to use toys

together. Numerous producers have already responded

to these  developments, and we know of many others who

are currently planning or already developing products to

cater to that trend. Personally, I would say that there has

also been a shift in the shapes and

colours of the products. The new

products usually look much more

sensual and more appealing than

the ones that  dominated the

 market a few years ago.

At first, the prices for quality products

were also much  higher. Today, I'd

say we have a much greater range

of quality products, and there are

some great toys in every price range. That is a great de-

velopment, I think. Quality, diversity, and pleasure should

not be a luxury. Everybody should be able to afford them.

A homepage depends on an active community and

many visitors. How many members are part of the  

my-Lovetoy community, and how many visitors do you

get on your site on a monthly basis?

Andreas Reich: I don't like to talk about statistics because

often, that results in unnecessary discussions. But I'll make

an exception for you. In summary, the situation is this:

The my-Lovetoy community has only been in existence

for two to three years, and during that time, roughly 7,500
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lot, simply because people are now much

more open when it comes to erotic
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and have acted accordingly.“
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users have registered – i.e those are the members of our

community. However, you only need to register if you

want to be active on the site, i.e. if you want to add

 comments, etc. Since there is no graphic content on the

site, there is no age verification, and you can read all the

 reviews  without having to register.

In July 2014, the analysis via Webalizer showed that we

had 11.1 million page impressions that month, and I guess

the overall average is probably in that same ballpark.

Since the beginning of the year, I have expanded and

optimised the site, and I have added additional features.

As far I can tell from the community members and the 

e-mails we get for our raffles, the ratio of female users to

male users is about 70% to 30%

There are plans to reward my-Lovetoy community

 members with gift boxes for their activities on the site. Is

that maybe a first step to selling products yourself?

Andreas Reich: No, it's nothing like that. A few years

ago, I already had an online erotic shop, but because

my core business was somewhere else, I decided to

close the shop and focus on the service element with

my-Lovetoy.

I have to admit, thought, that every now and then, I

think about a new shop that's coupled with my-Lovetoy.

But those are just musings. I believe that you should

stick to your guns. my-Lovetoy is an independent

 information  platform, and it will  continue to be exactly

that. A shop would only mean additional stress, I'd have

to deal with all the legal stuff, etc. I won't do that to

 myself a second time. So kudos to all the people in the

trade who shoulder these responsibilities.

But to get back to the gift boxes. While it's not a test

 balloon for an online shop, I do want to achieve certain

goals with this idea. For one, I want to give the

 community members an incentive to be active on the

site more regularly and visit my-Lovetoy more often. We

have no forum at the moment, so this may compensate

for that. Why not reward the users for their dedication to
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the site? The second reason is to get in touch with more

producers, after all, they also contribute to the success

of my-Lovetoy. We won't accept sponsorships or

 promotional products, though because that would go

against the notion of  complete independence, and

we don't want to give a wrong impression. 

More and more customers gather information on the

internet before they buy a product. So is it safe to say

that online sites such as yours will only become more

popular in the future?

Andreas Reich: I have been working in the online market

for several years, so naturally, I keep an eye on the

 developments in this business. And while I must admit

that I can't predict the future, I am very confident that

this  business has potential for the future – as long as

these sites manage to remain objective.As far as  

my-Lovetoy is concerned, I can say that I will continue

to respond to user requests and the suggestions of the

producers and retailers. And of course, I will continue to

stay up to date, reacting to new trends when they take

shape. Actually, I have so many ideas that some of

them are already outdated before I ever get around to

 implementing them, but some of them are way ahead

of the curve. I believe that, if you do it right, such portals

can be beneficial for both sides, the consumers and

the industry/trade. The  consumer gets useful information,

and the producer/retailer can present his products to

an  audience that is very much interested in buying

 erotic  accessories.

I was also one of those guys who was looking for

 products and information about sex toys, etc., that's

how it all began. Therefore, it is particularly important to

me to offer such a service. And I think it would be great

if others created similar websites for all kinds of products

without sacrificing neutrality to a quick buck. Because if

you care more about money than you care about your

users, your site may be off the web again more quickly

that you'd have thought possible.

I N T E R V I E W
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What was your childhood  ambition? 

Jelle Plantenga: To become a well-known person who is

 respected for his knowledge.

Is there anything you would  never do again? 

Jelle Plantenga: Investing in a fair that is close to dead.

Is there a vice that you could never forgive?

Rüdiger Tiburtius: If some  politician introduced a 130km/h

speed limit in Germany, that's something I could never

 forgive. People who demand such limits should be tarred

and feathered.

Do you have some advice for our readers?

Rüdiger Tiburtius: Yes, forget that stupid saying that “every-

thing was better in the old days.“ The old days are the old

days, and today is today. Mourning those bygone times –

that may or may not have been better - won't do you any

good, and by the way, the belief that things were better

yesterday is often just  melancholy and not reality.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?

Eric Vonke: Today's version of the women that were on

 posters on my wall when I was young. 

Is there anything you would never do again? 

Eric Vonke: Asking a woman if she is pregnant. 

What do you particularly like about yourself?

Eric Idema: I am a no-nonsense, hard working  person.

Are you going to use drones to deliver your parcels

to your customers in the future?

Eric Idema: If there is demand for it in the future, and

as long as it can be a discrete  delivery...who knows

what the future will bring?

How did you get into the love toy industry? 

Zoltan Body: We had a sex shop in the 90s, 

and I didn’t like that our wholesalers made 

1000% profit on toys, so I started to supply a few 

other shops.

Do you have some good advice you want to share

with our readers? 

Zoltan Body: Always do your best and never 

start  smoking! 

How do you relax after work? 

Chloe: It used to be beer and loud music, now it’s

 cycling and Game of Thrones. 

Do you have some good advice you want to share

with our  readers? 

Chloe: Only that old British Foreign Office directive:

 Never tell a lie, but never tell the whole truth, and

 never miss an opportunity to go to the lavatory. 

What super power do you wish you had?

Christoph: I would like to be able to split my body

into two, three, or four versions of myself – as many
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millionth Fleshlight unit! But the show

must go on … and I´m pretty sure

that we are going to arrive at the eight

 millionth unit soon!

Is there anything you would never do

again? 

pjur superhero: Use cheap  lubricants

– except maybe when  renovating the

house, to get the screws into the wall

more easily.

How do you envisage the future of

the erotic industry?

pjur superhero: With me, the erotic

industry will always flourish. I turn the

spark of passion into a fire, and I pro-

vide men with the necessary  stamina

to make sex unforgettable. So I am

not worried about the future at all. As

long as people are having fun under

the sheets, my little helpers – the lubri-

cants, the sprays,  everything you can

imagine  - will be there to make their

love life even more satisfying.

How does it feel to work for brands in

a market which has been getting

along without brands so far? 

Sophia Nystrand: The answer is in the

question. It feels important and

 essential to be able to establish

brands in this market. 

Who would you consider your role

model and why? 

Sophia Nystrand: I don’t have any

as I need. That way, I could 

send one me to work, while 

another me  relaxes, one 

me goes to the gym, and so on.

That would be very  convenient

and  efficient.

Who would you never ever like to 

see naked? 

Christoph: Angela Merkel.

What was the biggest step in your

 career? 

Robert: My involvement in the Iraqi

Freedom Operation in 2004. I was a

spokesperson for the Commanding

General of the Multinational  Division

Centre-South. My HQ was in Babylon.

I received the Iraq Star  - a distinctive

medal from the President of Poland.

If you could swap lives with somebody

for a day, who would it be? 

Robert: A Pope. I am wondering how

many undiscovered, mysterious sto-

ries they are hiding behind those walls. 

Who would you never ever like to 

see  naked? 

Miguel Capilla: Any male customer I

have (laughs) … It would be never

the same again!

How many millions of men have you

made happier over the years? 

Miguel Capilla: We are happy to an-

nounce that we have just sold our 7

role models at the moment, but when

I was younger it was Madonna! Now I

am more of a business woman and

mom, in that field I don’t have any

particular role  models - unfortunately.

Maybe I have been too busy these

last years to notice them. 

How do you envision the future of the

erotic industry?

Thomas Hahn: The earthquakes

along the edges of the continental

shelves will increase significantly due

to the use of vibrators, insurance

 policies will be changed to address

that fact, leading to the introduction

of a whole new profession, the

 vibration controller, whose job it is to

limit the excessive use of pleasure de-

vices. Playing with sex toys will  officially

be declared a high-risk sport, and for

a time, it will even be accepted as

an official discipline at the Olympic

games, with plug marathons and vi-

brator sprints. By that time, the market

will have grown to ginormous propor-

tions, and then it will implode because

everybody has climaxed so often that

they  simply can't have sex any more.

Which achievement are you

 particularly proud of?

Thomas Hahn: Having survived my

childhood, having a family, living in a

relationship for more than a quarter

of a century, having found a few

friends whom I can trust with my life,

knowing condoms inside out.
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